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Chapter I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

REACTOR PHYSICS AND KINETICS

Nuclear reactors can be considered as devices in which nuclear 

energy is produced as a result of neutron-induced fission reactions. 

Reactor physics is a branch of applied physics, and is concerned with 

the physical aspects of the design and study of nuclear reactors. The 

motivation is the achievement of configurations, which meet certain 

requirements regarding safety, reliability, economy, etc. The reactor 

physical method is to study neutron populations in a reactor. This 

study has two aspects :

- the microscopic aspect: a study of the nuclear processes that take 

place. This aspect belongs to nuclear physics. Reaction probabilities 

can be expressed in cross sections,which are assumed to be known for 

the second part:

- the macroscopic aspect, concerned with neutron migration and multi

plication. All basic features may be traced back to a knowledge of 

neutron distribution functions. For most phenomena it is sufficient 

to study the singulet density, i.e. the mean number of neutrons per 

unit volume, unit velocity, moving in unit solid angle. For the sub

ject of this thesis this singulet density will appear to be insuffi

cient. The theory for the macroscopic aspect is part of statistical 

mechanics, and is closely related to other statistical theories, for 

phenomena like transfer of radiation in stellar atmosphere, penetration 

of radiation in scattering media, cosmic ray showers, etc.

Equations describing the neutron behaviour in a reactor are 

usually too complicated. Therefore a great deal of reactor physics is 

concerned with approximations to the more basic description. Till 

about 1958 these approximations were mostly of an analytical nature. 

Since then the interest has shifted to numerical methods.

A large class of problems are the static ones for a stationary 

reactor (where the neutron production equals the loss). Here one 

calculates critical mass, mean neutron density, and resulting reaction 

rate densities (e.g. the fission distribution). Results are often 

checked with experimental results in critical, exponential or pulsed
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subcritical assemblies, in order to verify cross sections as well as 

approximations made in the theory. •

Another class is constituted by the problems, concerned with the 

time dependence of the multiplication process. This part of reactor 

physics is named reactor kinetics. If the nuclear reactor is operating 

at high power, the time dependence will be influenced to a large extent 

by power feedback effects. If it is part of a larger power plant, also 

the dynamics of the whole system must be considered (reactor dynamics). 

Investigations in this field are aimed at the control of the system, 

the study of its stability, and the analysis of possible accidents.

The proper reactor kinetics, which only considers the time depen

dence of the primary fission chain process, stands somewhere between 

this reactor dynamics and the static reactor physics. On one hand it 

is concerned with the safety of a reactor (e.g. prediction of accidents), 

on the other hand it is concerned with calculation and measurement of 

quantities, which constitute an integral check on calculation for a 

critical assembly. In section 2 of chapter VII (on applications) these 

two aspects will be recognized.

The most common method of experimental reactor kinetics is to 

disturb the reactor with a known perturbation, and to measure a suitable 

resulting output as a function of time. These excitations (functions of 

time) may be: a step function, a ramp function, a pulse or pulse train, 

a sine wave, a square wave, or a random wave (usually a pseudo-random 

square wave).

The last kinetic technique may already be considered to belong to 

the field of reactor noise. In a more proper sense one understands by 

this the kinetic method, which uses the inherent noise sources of the 

reactor as the driving force. Zero-power reactor noise is caused by 

statistical fluctuations in the fission chain process (in fission 

neutron multiplicity, in neutron lifetime). They cause fluctuations in 

the neutron population, which work out in a fluctuating output of neutron 

detectors in the reactor. These fluctuations will be investigated in 

this thesis.

To end this section, a few remarks will be made on general 

literature about reactor noise. Most textbooks on reactor kinetics

Chapter I
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contain a few paragraphs on noise. Up to now one monograph has been 

devoted completely to reactor noise (ref.l). At the University of 

Florida, Gainesville, Fla., USA, two symposia on this subject have 

been held in 1963 and 1966. Proceedings have been published by the 

US Atomic Energy. Commission (ref.2 and 3). At the end of 1967 a 

tripartite symposium on reactor noise has been held at Petten, 

Netherlands, in the framework of an agreement between the USSR, 

Belgium and The Netherlands. Since proceedings (ref.4) have not been 

published before the writing of this thesis, results have not been 

used.

Section 1.
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2. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

It is the aim of this thesis to investigate one of the techniques 

of measuring and analyzing reactor noise in zero-power reactors. 

Measurements are made with current-type thermal neutron detectors, 

using digital techniques as much as possible. Special emphasis is on:

- time domain analysis;

- effects of space dependence;

- accuracy attainable.

In chapters II and III the theory will be given for reactor 

kinetics and reactor noise respectively. The theory needed for the 

interpretation of our experiments will be derived. Chapter I'll, written 

in May, 1967, also gives a review of noise theories, and contains 

essentially all theoretical papers published until then. The accuracy 

to be expected in the experiments will be calculated in chapter IV. 

Chapter V will describe in much detail the equipment and analyzing 

techniques, used for obtaining the experimental results presented in 

chapter VI. These results have been obtained with the Low Flux Reactor 

at Petten and the NORA reactor at Kjeller. Conclusions from all 

chapters will be summarized in chapter VII, with the emphasis on the 

three points mentioned in the first paragraph of this section. At the 

same time possible practical applications will be dwelled on, a dis

cussion which must not be lacking in a thesis on a branch of applied 

physics. In this context a few remarks will be added on noise aspects 

of power reactors.

Chapter I
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Chapter II 

R E A C T O R  K I N E T I C S

1. TRANSPORT THEORY

1.1. The transport equation without delayed neutrons

The basic equation of reactor physics is the transport equation. 

This equation describes the balance of average production and 

destruction of neutrons in the nuclear reactor. Consider 

N(r,E,fi,t)dr dfi dE, i.e. the average number of neutrons xn a volume 

element dr at r, moving m  a narrow cone dfi around fi, with energy m  

the interval dE at E. Then the transport equation is (e.g. ref.l)

1^- = -vßV N - v{£ (E)+Z (E) }N + JdE'diW'E (E'-»E ,fi'^)N(r ,E ' ,t)
o t  Г S Я S

+ x(E)/dE'd^'v’\5(E,)Zf (E')N(r,E' ,t) + S(r,E,ß), (1.1-1)

with:

V = neutron velocity;
• •

V = gradient with respect to r;

E (ET->E,Ó'-Hí) = macroscopic cross section for scattering from 

energy E' to E and from direction Í2' to Œ;

Eg (E) = total macroscopic cross section for scattering 

= / ^ ( E ' + E ^ ' - H ^ d E’dfi' ;

£ (E) = macroscopic cross section for neutron absorption;
cl

E^(E) = macroscopic cross section for fission; 

x(E) = spectrum of the neutrons emerging from fission, 

normalized to /x(E)dE=l; 

v(E) = average number of neutrons produced per fission;

S(r,E,Œ) = external source strength per unit volume, unit solid 

angle and unit energy.

It has been assumed in equation (1.1.1) that all neutrons produced are 

prompt neutrons. The effect of delayed neutrons will be considered in 

the next section.

The equation (1.1.1) is a special case of Boltzmann's equation 

(ref.2), as it is used in many branches of statistical mechanics.
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The following two points distinguish the equation, as used in reactor 

physics, from the applications in many other branches of physics:

a) The particle-particle collisions do not occur in the equation.

This is very advantageous, since it can make the equation linear

(see section 1.2). In principle, therefore, eigenfunction 

expansions may be used for solving the equation (see section 2).

b) The dimensions of the system mostly are not large with respect 

to the mean free paths of the particles. In fact, the cross 

sections Z , Z and Zf usually are independent of position only
SL S X

over regions of space, which sometimes are small with respect to

the inverse total cross section.

Together with the initial condition N(r,E,Œ,0) and suitable

boundary conditions (e.g. ^ (^'boundary,*', ̂ inward’ = 0) > 

equation (1.1.1) completely describes the average behaviour of the 

system. In general, however, the equation is too complicated for 

analytical or numerical solution, and therefore one usually resorts 

to approximations. The mostly used approximation is the multi-group 

diffusion theory, derived either from the PI-approximation to (1.1.1) 

(ref.l) or by more elementary considerations (ref.3), where the six 

coordinates of phase s^ace (r,E,&) of (l.l.l)have been reduced to one 

discrete energy coordinate (index g) and three space coordinates r. 

The equations are

3N
= V VD (r)VN (r,t) -  V Z_ N + I V ,Z_ , (r)N ,(r,t)

t g g 4 ' g g t,g g S  .g' R,g -*g g'4

+ Xg ^,Vg'Vg'Ef,g'Ng ,(r,t) + Sg (r,t)- (1.1.2)

Here the neutron density, source strength, cross sections, neutron

velocity, fission spectrum and mean number of neutrons per fission

are provided with an energy group index g. The total cross section

Z is the sum of Z and Z_. The removal cross section Z_, ,
t a R R,g +g

expresses the probability for removing a neutron from group g' to 

group g. It is the counterpart of Zg(E'-*E'-H2) in (1.1.1).
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Section 1.1.

The diffusion coefficient D is given for each energy group by
g

D (1.1.3)

3<rt-i3Es)

with p = average cosine of scattering angle.

All cross sections in (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) are suitable averages over 

the energy range of the group. The appropriate boundary condition, e.g., 

is the vanishing of the neutron density at some extrapolated boundary.

The lowest group describes the behaviour of the thermal neutrons.

In a thermal reactor the neutrons spend most of their lifetime 

in this thermal energy range. Therefore, in this type of reactor, it 

is a reasonable approximation to neglect the time the neutrons spend 

in the higher groups. If moreover all fissions occur in the thermal 

group, only one time dependent equation is left for the thermal neutrons,

Their solution may be described by a slowing-down kernel (or Green's 

function) K(r,r'), expressing the average number of moderated neutrons 

at r, resulting from a fission neutron at r'. Then the equation 

becomes (see ref.l)

Here N depends on r and t only.

In the case of an homogeneous reactor, described by multigroup

(1.1.4), together with the boundary condition that the solution 

vanishes at a certain surface (the same for all energies!), the 

stationary solutions satisfy some very simple rules, called the 

"fundamental theorems of reactor physics" (ref.l, p.381-400).

The first fundamental theorem states that the stationary solution 

N(r,E) can be separated

= vVDVN - vZ N + vv/dr'K(r,r')Z,(r')N(r') + S(r,t).
d t  cl X

(1.1.4)

diffusion theory (1.1.2) or diffusion theory with a slowing-down kernel

N(?,E) = ф(E)iJj(r), (1.1.5)

where the spatial part satisfies the wave equation

A\p + В2ф = 0. ( 1 . 1 . 6 )
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The eigenvalue B2 is called "geometrical buckling".

According to the second fundamental theorem the solutions of this wave 

equation are at the same time eigenfunctions of the slowing-down 

kernel

/ dr'K(r,r’)\p(r’) = KiKr), (1.1.7)

provided К only depends on |r-r'|.

In practical cases these theorems never hold. Very often, however, 

they constitute a useful approximation. Their consequence for reactor 

kinetics will be discussed in section 2.2.

To complete this section we remark that it is often convenient to 

rewrite the equations in operator form, introducing operators for 

fission (i’HvZ^), for the production of neutrons per fission neutron (x) » 

and for the production or removal of neutrons (R). Then

||  = (xF-R)N + S. (1.1.8)

The neutron density is a function of time and phase space. The phase 

space in transport theory (1.1.1) consists of the coordinates r,E,fi; 

for multi-groüp diffusion theory (1.1.2) it consists of r and the 

discrete variable g, while in the case of (1.1.4) only r is left.

We will in all cases denote the phase space coordinates by x, i.e. we 

will write N (x,t) for the neutron density. There is some ambiguity in 

distributing the different terms of (1.1.1), (1.1.2) or (1.1.4) over 

the operators for production and destruction. Here we have choosen to 

take into F  the terms depending on v, and the other terms into R. The 

meaning of R  for the reactor models is easily found by comparing

(1.1.8) to (1.1.1), (1.1.2) and (1.1.4). x means the fission spectrum 

(only energy dependent) in the transport or multi-group diffusion 

models, while it become the integral operator with slowing-down 

kernel in the model of equation (1.1.4).

Chapter II
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1.2. Tlie transport equation with delayed neutrons

In (1.1.8) only prompt neutron production has been taken into 

account. In actual fission, however, only a fraction 1-ß of the

Section 1.2.

delayed neutron groups (ref.4). The spectrum of the delayed neutrons 

is softer than the prompt spectrum. Also the slowing-down kernel will 

be different. The production operator therefore will be denoted by

average neutron density in phase space and precursor concentrations 

become

These equations constitute the basis for reactor kinetics.

In a reactor at high power level, in general, several reaction 

cross sections - and therefore operators in (1.2.1) - will depend on 

the power (via temperature, pressure, void, etc.) and so on N.

In that case the operators are not linear. In this thesis, however, 

we will restrict ourselves to reactors at low power, where such 

feedback phenomena do not occur. Then the operators become linear. 

Moreover, in most cases it is a valid assumption that the cross 

sections are constant in time, or at most slowly varying. The operators 

in (1.2.1) therefore will be assumed to be linear and time independent 

in the next sections.

The operators, however, are in general not hermitic or self- 

adjoint. If we have two functions f and g, satisfying the same 

boundary conditions as the neutron density, this means that in general

neutron production is prompt, and the remainder of the neutrons is 

produced via delayed neutron precursors. We denote their concen

trations by C-, fractions by (£ß^=ß), and decay constants by 

where i is a delayed neutron group index. Usually we will assume 6

X.(x) ф x(x)- With these definitions the balance equations for the

Ц  = (l- ß )x i’N - ÄN + )> .X iC. + S
i

(1.2.1)
ЭС.

i
= ß . FN -

3t i

[fHg ф JgHf , ( 1. 2 . 2)
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(where the integration - without indication of the variables of inte

gration - is intended to be over the phase space with coordinate x as 

defined at the end of section 1.1), for H equal to any of the operators 

in (1.2.1). The operators do not belong to a class that is very well 

investigated mathematically, although quite some progress has been 

made in recent years (see next section).

There are two main lines of attack to the equations (1.2.1).

The first one is the "modal" analysis. By expanding the functions in 

a suitable set of eigenfunctions ("modes"), the operator equations can 

be transformed into a set of ordinary differential equations. It ap

pears then that in many cases - especially if the fuel regions of the 

reactor are sufficiently strong "coupled" - the behaviour to a large 

extent is determined by a fundamental mode. This suggests another 

approach, the "nodal" analysis, for cases where the coupling is not 

strong: divide the reactor in a number of regions, in each of which 

fundamental mode behaviour is predominant, and take the coupling effect 

into account by suitable interaction terms.

Chapter II
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Section 2.1.

2. MODAL SOLUTION

2. 1. Transport equation with prompt neutron production only

Consider a transport equation for a hypothetical situation, where 

it is assumed that all delayed neutrons are produced immediately, as 

prompt neutrons. The total production operator then is given by

P = { (l-ß )x  + 5>iXi> F • ( 2. 1 . 1)
i

The transport equation is

I?  = (P-i?)N + S. (2.1 .2)
0 t

The equation may be solved by considering the (time independent) 

eigenvalue problem

.(Р-ЮФ = ш Ф . (2 .1 .3 )m m m

Since the operators in general are not self-adjoint, one has to con

sider at the same time the equation for the adjoint eigenfunctions 

(also called "importance eigenfunctions")

(Р+-Д+)Ф* ш ит Ф+ . (2 .1 .4 )m  m m

The adjoint operator H+ of an operator H is defined in such a way 

that- for any two functions f and g, satisfying the boundary con

ditions of the system

JfHg = fgH+£, (2 .1 .5 )

where the integration extends over all phase space. We assume that 

this operator exists. Further we assume that the set ф̂ exists and 

is complete, i.e. every f, satisfying the boundary conditions, can 

be expanded in modes

f = Уа ф . (2.1.6)
L m m  
m
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These assumptions, in fact, are not correct. Case (ref.5) and Wigner 

(ref.6) independently found for one simple case that generalized 

functions and a continuous eigenvalue spectrum (besides some discrete 

eigenvalues) are needed for expanding the neutron density. Since then 

the theory has been extended by many authors (among others Zelazny 

and his school) to many more general cases. Only recently also the 

fission process and the production of delayed neutrons have been taken 

into account in these theories (ref.7 and 8). An extremely important 

property of the transport operator is the existence of a fundamental 

or persisting mode, which is everywhere real and positive. This fun

damental mode is the eigenfunction belonging to the algebraically 

largest eigenvalue ш. This eigenvalue is discrete, unique and real.

This has been proven in a rather general way by Birkhof and Varga 

(ref.9 and 10) for the eigenvalue problem of (2.1.3) - and also for 

the other eigenvalue problems following in this and the next section - 

where the operators are transport operators. For the multi-group dif

fusion model the same thing has been proven in ref.ll. In the fol

lowing equations summation over the eigenfunctions will partly mean 

integration of generalized functions over a continuous eigenvalue 

spectrum.

The equations (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) are equivalent to the Rayleigh 

variational principle

/ф+ (Р-Я)ф
6   = 0. (2.1.7)

/ Ф+Ф

The functions ф and ф+ that make the quotient stationary, are the 

eigenfunctions of (P-i?), the corresponding value of the quotient being 

the eigenvalue. This variational principle leads to important 

applications (see ref.12):

a) Using trial functions for ф and ф+ , estimates for eigenvalues jnay 

be obtained (e.g. ref.13).

b) By using trial functions with some free parameters, and by deter

mining these parameters in such a way that the quotient in (2.1.7) 

becomes stationary, approximations to the eigenfunctions and 

eigenvalues are obtained. This is the basic idea of the so-called 

flux synthesis techniques (ref.14). An application will be given 

in section 2.4.

Chapter II
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If, in (2.1.4), we change m by k, multiply by <f>m and integrate 

over x, and subtract the result of multiplying (2.1.3) with ф* and in

tegrating, we find, using (2.1.5),

(u). - ш ) /ф̂ф = 0 ,  (2.1.8)
к та. J k m

which confirms that (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) have the same eigenvalues. 

Moreover

К Фт = V k m
(2.1.9)

/ф+(РЧ?)фт = \ \ 6 km

where A. is some normalization constant. So ф and ф+ constitute a 
k, m  m

biorthogonal set. Expanding

Seotion 2.1.

N = Уп (Оф (x)
L m Tm
m . (2.1.10)

S = T.s (t)ф (x) ,
L m  Tm 
m

it follows from (2.1.2), after multiplication by ф* and integration 

over x, that the expansion coefficients satisfy

ñ = w n + s , (2.1.11)
m m m m

which is a set of ordinary differential equations. There is no 

coupling between the different modes. The source expansion coeffi

cients are found by using the orthogonality relations

sm - K S/Am-

For

S(x,t) = 6(x - x Q)6(t)
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Chapter II

(a pulsed monoenergetic unit point source) the solution is

(2.1.13)

From this result it follows that ф+ (х) can be interpreted as the con- 

• , . . . , th д *tribution of one neutron at x to the m  mode of the neutron density

in the reactor, or - in other words - as the "importance" of this 
th

neutron for the m  mode. It is possible, on this basis, to define a 

general neutron importance as the effect of a neutron at x on the 

future neutron density, or - even more general - on the future reading 

of a neutron sensitive meter in the reactor. The basic conservation 

law for this concept is that a neutron is as important as its progeny. 

The concept has been used in a very consequent and elegant way by 

Lewins (ref.12).

For each mode some integral reactor parameters can be introduced. 

Usual definitions are:

multiplication factor к
_ average production 

m  average removal
-  (2.1.14)

/ф+ДфJ m Tm

reactivity p

f A"*" fP-ff'» л
average net production _ •* m  m (2.1.15)

m  average total production 'J^+p^

generation time Л (2.1.16)
m average production |ф+рф

life time SL
m  average removal

1 (2.1.17)

Obviously the following identities hold

(2.1.18)

(2.1.19)

(2 . 1 . 20)
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For a critical system the persistent mode (m = 0) is constant in 

time. Then k Q = 1, p = 0, u)Q = 0. For a supercritical system k Q > 1 , 

for a subcritical one kg < 1. In section 2.2 we will come back to these 

definitions.

Other types of eigenvalue problems may be considered in connection 

with the transport equation. In (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) all neutron pro

duction was assumed to be prompt. This may be a good approximation to 

the realistic transport equation for very slowly varying neutron distri

butions. In case of rates of change, where the delayed neutrons cannot 

follow the changes, it is appropriate tó consider only prompt neutron 

production P = (l-3)x*V and to consider the delayed neutrons as a 

constant source, which is combined with the external source. Then:

Ц  = (Pr i?)N + S . (2.1.21)

Here the same treatment can be given as before, introducing the eigen

value equation

(Р-Д)ф = -а ф . (2.1.22)
1 Tm m Tm

Since the production in this case is less than in the previous case,

the eigenvalue (-“m ) таУ be expected to be more negative than the

corresponding шт> The eigenvalue has been provided with a minus-sign

in (2.1.22), since it is nearly always negative (it being only positive

when prompt neutron production exceeds neutron removal, i.e. in a super-

prompt-critical reactor). For comparing the two sets of eigenfunctions,

it is useful to consider (2.1.3) as the equation for a critical system

with production P and removal R  + ш . System (2.1.22) has a smaller

production P. and smaller removal R  - a . The difference in removal
1 m

can be considered as a difference in seeming absorption ДЕ̂ = ~(am+ü)m )/v * 

In systems, where the "natural" Z is high, this will not have much
cl

influence. Also the difference between P and P 1 is small, so the eigen

functions of (2.1.3) and (2.1.22) will not be very different - at least 

not if am is not too high (only for the lowest modes). The effect of

this seeming ДЕ is important, e.g., far in the reflector of a strongly 
a

reflected reactor (where E is low). In fact, many of the difficulties
Э,

Seotion 2.1.
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in pulsed neutron experiments caused by the reflector (e.g.ref.15) can 

be attributed to differences in the ш- and а-modes (ref.16). Physically 

these differences mean that the neutron density distribution for prompt 

neutron multiplication differs from the distribution for multiplication 

via delayed neutrons. In reactor noise theory the different eigen

functions indeed occur (see chapter III, section 2.3), but not in such 

a way that the difference is easily measurable. Since, moreover, in 

most experiments (and certainly in the experiments described in this 

thesis), I is large with respect to a/v, the effect has never been
cl

detected. Henceforth we will neglect these differences.

In the littérature the modes considered in (2.1.3) or (2.1.22) are 

denoted by w^-modes, in distinction from w^-modes (see section 2.2).

Another type of modes are the so-called X-modes, defined by

Reactor parameters (according to (2.1.4) to (2.1.17) ), calculated with 

these eigenfunctions are referred to as static parameters. The corres

ponding km (identical to Xffl in this case) is the static multiplication 

factor. The XQ is the eigenvalue calculated in the usual criticallity 

codes for digital computers (e.g.ref.17 and 18). In fact, equation

(2.1.23) is the basis for most of the static reactor theory. For a 

critical reactor (kQ = 1) the fundamental ш-mode and the X-mode coincide.

A last type of eigenfunctions are the geometric eigenfunctions, 

used for expansion of the space dependence of the neutron density. They 

are obtained from the wave equation

Рф = X Дф 
rm m rm

and (2.1.23)

with orthogonality property

(2.1.24)

Дф + В2ф = О 
m  m m

(2.1.25)

(where the Laplace operator only operates on the space coordinates of 

<j>m ) , with suitable boundary conditions at the outer boundary of the
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reactor (ref.19). The eigenvalue is called geometric buckling.

The equation is self-adjoint, and has been investigated extensively.

The set of eigenfunctions has not the property that /ф, (Р-Д)ф is a
iC in

diagonal matrix. For that reason the different modes will be coupled, 

in contrast to the other modes considered up to now. In strongly 

inhomogeneous systems a large number of modes appear to be necessary 

for a reasonable approximation, which restricts the usefulness of this 

type of mode.

2.2. The transport equation with delayed neutrons

In order to solve the equations (1.2.1) one can try to expand N,

C. and S in some complete set of functions ф , with weighting functions

Ф+,m
N = £n (Оф (x)

L m Tm 
m

X-C. = Ус. (0ф (x) (2.2.1)
Ai i L im . m  /

m

S = Ts ( t H  (x)
L m Tm 
m

By substituting these expansions in (1.2.1), multiplying the equations 

by ф£ and integrating over x, the following (infinite) set of ordinary 

differential equations is obtained:

Уп /ф,+ф = ( 1 —ß) Уп /ф+хРф - Уп (ф?Нф +
L m JYkYm 4 m  J ткл ym  L m  J yk ym
m  m m

Section 2.2.

+ У Ух.с. fф. ф + ys /ф,ф (2.2.2)
h L i im Jrk ym  L m  J YkYm
i m  m

Ус. [ф?ф = ß. Уп /ф+х*Рф ~ Ус. [ф?ф
L im J к m i L m JYk i m i L im J k m  
m  m m

Now the following matrices can be defined:

Pkm = ^фкРфт (with inverse (2.2.3)

^  = Г~ 1‘̂Фкфт] (2.2.4)

t =Г-1.[/ф^(Р-р)фт] (2.2.5)
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? * -  BjP-1

(2 . 2 . 6 )

r e = 1 1 Le
i

With n , c. and s as components of vectors n, c. and (2.2.2) 
m im m  r i

leads to

Chapter II

n = Л *(p-g ;n + ¿ + s
i

c. = Л-1*ß. n - A.c.
i i i l

(2.2.7)

=i>
It has been supposed that Л can be inverted. These equations can be 

considered as the matrix formulation of the fundamental equations of 

reactor kinetics (compare ref.20).

For <j>m any complete set of functions, not necessarily eigen

functions of some reactor operator, may be used (ref.21 and 14).

Here, however, we will consider the eigenfunctions treated in section

2.1. Each type of eigenfunction leads to a specific property of the 

matrices. The orthogonality relations (2.1.9) for the eigenvalue pro- 

blem (2.1.3) mean that P • Л and P • p are diagonal matrices, which
• Ф -i ^

means that in (2.2.7) the matrix Л-1 • p is diagonal. In the same

way the ш -modes of (2.1.22) lead to the conclusion that Zï"1*(p-ff5 
P

is a diagonal matrix. The A-modes (2.1.23) with orthogonality relations
• • ф  ф  t

(2.1.24) give diagonal matrices P and p. For the geometric eigenfunctions

(2.1.25) m  general only P • Л is diagonal matrix.

It is a very desirable property that all matrices in (2.2.7) are

diagonal matrices (uncoupled modes). This, however, is not the case

in general (there is no reason for the operators occurring in (1.2.1) 

to commute). For the simple case where the fundamental theorems of 

reactor physics hold (see section 1.1), the modes will be uncoupled.

The first theorem states, namely, that the spatial parts of all eigen

functions are the geometric eigenfunctions, which cause

and also [Гф̂Дф ] to be diagonal matrices. According to the second 
iC m

theorem these geometric eigenfunctions are at the same time eigen

functions of the production operators, so Ф^Ф^ an(i [/Ф^Х^Ф  ̂ are 

diagonal matrices. Thus in (2.2.7) only diagonal matrices occur,
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and the modes are uncoupled. Each mode then satisfies the equations

n = 
m

m  m

m

n + У A. с. + s
m  h i xm m

( 2 . 2 . 8 )

xm .
c. = — r- n -A.c. ,xm A m  x xm 

m

where Л , p and ß? are the diagonal elements of the matrices defined 
m  m xm

in (2.2.4), (2.2.5) and (2.2.6), which elements are given - together 

with their physical interpretation - by (2.1.16), (2.1.15) and by

effective delayed neutron fraction ß
xm

, . f .th /ф+х-̂ф
average production of x group _ J m  x : 

average total production i г.+рд
J ̂ m m

m
(2.2.9)

The characteristic time constants of the equations (2.2.8) are found 

by assuming an exponential behaviour, exp(o)t). By substitution it is 

easily found that ш must satisfy the so-called inhour-equation

6 ß?
P = « {Л + l -ЬЕ_} . 
m  1 m  ,L . à.+üt

x=l x
( 2 . 2 . 10)

This equation (to be discussed in more detail iii section 4.2) has 7 

real roots for ш. So each mode consists of 7 sub-modes, with the same 

eigenfunctions, but different time dependence. This picture of uncoupled 

modes is not quite correct in most practical reactor systems, but there 

it may be used (like the fundamental theorems) as a practical appro

ximation.

It is instructive to look at this modal description from a 

different point of view. Therefore consider the eigenfunctions 

(a vector of 7 functions, i = 1 , 2 ,  . . ,6), defined by

Фm
ф.
xm

(I-ß)xF-tf

X X

X.'
X Фm m

-X.
X

ip.
xm

= Ш
m

ip.
xm

( 2 . 2 . 11)
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with the adjoint system
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'0-ß )F+x+-i?+ е ^ +х-‘

-л.

+ -
Ф+ 'mm

= w 
m

( 2 . 2 . 1 2 )
+

Ф*im4 m

The equations can be written in a different way by eliminating ф. and

ф ?  :
Tim

i l
À . +ш m

l i m

ß . p V
(Р+-Д+)ф+ = 0. {1 + I 4 — Ц ф+ . 

m  m L 4- А.+ш J m 
l i m

(2.2.13)

(2.2.14)

The orthogonality relation for these eigenfunctions is

'm
ф.
im

= A" <5. .
m km

(2.2.15)

If now the neutron density and precursor concentrations are expanded 

according to

N "
= 1 a (t)

L m

1
-©■ В
1

_XiCi_
m f.

im

(2.2.16)

the time dependent coefficients satisfy

with

a = ш a + s , 
m m m  m

s = Гф+ S/A" 
m  ' 1 Tm  m

(2.2.17)

(2.2.18)

These modes are called "ш̂ -modes" in literature (ref.20). They are, in 

general, the only modes that have no intermodal coupling (the property 

of finality, ref.22).

We now multiply (2.2.8) by ф+ and integrate over x. Using the
m

definitions for the reactor parameters (2.1.14) to (2.1.17) and (2.2.9),

where now the ф and ф+ are understood to be the neutron density com-
th . 

ponent of the m co^-mode, this yields

e
im

(2.2.19)
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This equation takes the place that (2.1.20) had for the u^-modes. 

Formally equation (2.2.19) is identical to the inhour-equation (2.2.10), 

but the meaning is quite different. To each eigenvalue belongs a 

different eigenfunction <j> and ф+ , and therefore a different set of

Seation 2.2.

0
values of p , Л and ß. , while in the inhour-equation for each set of 

m m im
reactor parameters there are 7 ш-values. The equation becomes only 

equal to the inhour-equation, if it is possible to find among the 

modes clusters of 7 eigenfunctions, each member of the cluster having 

the same neutron density component (and therefore the same reactor 

parameters). This is certainly not exactly true, but it turns out to be 

a reasonable approximation (ref.23), as can be made plausible in the 

following way. Equation (2.2.13) can be written

(Р-Й)ф = ш ф  , (2.2.20)
2 m m m

with the production operator

e ,x ,*
P = P — ш У . (2.2.21)
2 m h Л.+Ш

i д. m

For small шт this operator is equal to P, for large шт it is equal to 

P , which differs by only about a fraction ß(0.64 % for ^35jj) fr0m  P. 

Therefore it is to be expected that all eigenfunctions, independent of 

will have about the same shape, viz. the shape of an aj^-mode. 

Equation (2.2.19), now with ш -independent parameters, then indicates 

that seven ш'̂-modes belong to every co^-mode. Since there is an inhour- 

equation for each mode, we have found in this way again the picture 

of uncoupled modes, each consisting of 7 sub-modes, with the same 

eigenfunction, but different time dependence. These clusters of 7 

w^-modes are called "inhour-modes" by Henry (ref.24).

Not all (jj^-modes belong to such a cluster. There are other modes, 

describing transients in energy spectrum or in angular distribution 

(for an example, see ref.24). In a thermal reactor these transients 

are dying away much faster than the neutrons are diffusing in the 

thermal energy range, so they can be neglected. Usually this is a 

reasonable approximation also in a fast reactor, although in subcritical 

fast systems one should be careful in the interpretation of experiments 

with respect to the energy modes (ref.25).
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One could wonder which type of u^-mode is to be preferred for the 

calculation of reactor parameters, modes according to (2.1.3) or modes 

according to (2.1.22). This is a matter of emphasis. If the main 

interest in the experiment is in the delayed neutron behaviour, then

(2.1.3) is to be preferred. But for experiments where the emphasis is 

on prompt neutron multiplication (like for the experiments to be des

cribed in this thesis), the eigenvalue equation (2.1.22) is more 

appropriate. Anyhow the difference between the parameters belonging to 

the two types of mode should be small.

Finally it is useful to point out a transformation property of the 

matrix equation (2.2.7). It is possible to choose another set of 
♦

functions фт instead of ф̂ as the basis for the matrices. Suppose they 

are related by the linear transformation

[<t>0 <¡>1 • • • Ц [фо Ф

and in the same way

* i

Ф0
* •»'S

♦î
—*> 

= Y- <

• •

=í>
X ( 2 . 2 . 22)

(2.2.23)

where ?  and T  are some transformation matrices (time independent). 

The matrices (2.2.3) to (2.2.6) with respect to the new basis are
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The relations between the original and the new expansion coefficients 

are

iSection 2.3 .

=*» -* *
n = X • n

-* =t> *
c. = X • c.
1 i

-> =£> *
s = X • s

It is clear that the new expansion coefficients satisfy the same matrix 

equation (2.2.7), now with the new matrices (2.2.24). If there is no 

coupling between the original modes, in general there will be a coupling 

after the transformation.

2.3. Fundamental mode reactor kinetics

The development has been entirely formal up to now. To see what

will be found in practical situations, we have to look somewhat more

closely at the equations (2.2.8).

We have seen in the previous section, that the eigenfunctions

occur in clusters of 7, which have the same (or approximately the same)

shape Фщ(х). By a "mode" we will understand such a cluster, each member

of the cluster being a "sub-mode". The eigenvalues of the submodes,
til

belonging to the m  mode, satisfy the inhour-equation (2.2.10), and are 

denoted by u>m j (j=0,. . . . ,6) . The inhour-equation will be investigated in 

much detail in section 4.2. Some conclusions from that section are:

a) Among the 7 ш . is one solution, ш ., close to (p -ß )/Л : the
mj ’ m O’ 4Km  m  m

prompt neutron submode.

b) For a far subcritical mode the (for j>0) strongly tend to -X..

These are the delayed submodes.

We will now try to get some idea on the time behaviour of the modes,

by solving (2.2.8) for a pulsed source: S = <S (x-xQ) 6 (t). The corresponding 

source component for the m 1"*1 mode is, according to (2.2.18), with the 

normalization constant taken equal to 1,

Sm  = C (x0) ,6 ( t ) * (2.3.1)
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The solution is

ш -t
n « ф (x ) y A .e mJ . (2.3.2)
m  Ym 0 b mi 

J

The amplitudes A . can be found by a residu calculation (see section

4.2). mJ

First we consider the prompt submodes, with decay constants

a %(ß "P )/A • The more a mode is subcritical (-p larger), the 
m m  m m m
faster the corresponding prompt submode dies away. At last only the

fundamental mode is left. For most practical systems the higher modes

are much more subcritical than the fundamental mode (m=0). If-then,

one is not interested in what happens on a very short time scale, it

is sufficient to consider only fundamental mode behaviour, as far as

prompt neutrons are concerned. But what about the other, delayed

neutron submodes? Their decay constants tend to -X  ̂ for far subcritical

higher modes, so they are long-living. It follows, however, from the

results of section 4.2, that for w X., at the same time the А .(л>0)
mj j mj

strongly tend to zero. So the delayed submodes of a highly subcritical 

mode are not excited to an appreciable amount (see ref.23 for a similar 

reasoning). It is therefore sufficient to consider the fundamental mode, 

including its prompt and delayed neutron submodes. This mode is always 

non-degenerate, real and positive (see section 2.1). The resulting 

equations - called: the reactor kinetic(s) equations - are written (now 

that the mode indices have been omitted) :

Chapter II

g
dn _ p-$ . V ,
-г- = г—  n + ) X. c. + s dt A 4 - 1 1

i
(2.3.3)

de. ß?
1 1  i 

— r—  =  -7- П -  A . C.
dt A i l

In this equation n(t) is the amplitude of the fundamental mode. 

It may be interpreted as well as the neutron density or neutron flux 

at a certain position, as the output of a detector, as the power of 

the reactor, or as any other quantity that is linear in n(t). The 

meaning of c^(t) and s(t) should be properly adapted to the meaning 

of n(t). Usually their exact meaning is not important, since they are 

mostly not directly measurable.
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The parameters in (2.3.3) can be calculated using the equations 

(2.1.15), (2.1.16) and (2.2.9) with m=0. The fundamental eigenfunctions 

are those belonging to either (2.1.3) or (2.1.22). In practical ap

plications, however, usually X-modes (2.1.23) are used, due to the 

existence of computer codes for this type of mode. For reactors close 

to critical the differences are negligible.

There is another way of calculating the reactor parameters for the 

X-modes, by using perturbation theory (ref.l, p.537). Starting from the 

static eigenvalue equation (2.1.23) for the fundamental mode

Section 2.3.

Рфф ХрДфф , (2 .3 .4 )

we disturb the operators P and R  by small amounts 6P and SR. The eigen

function and the eigenvalue are perturbed by small amounts 6ф0 and 6XQ. 

To first.order approximation we then have

;Р<5ф0+6Рф0 = Х0Лбф0+Х06Лф0+5Х0Дф0. (2.3.5)

Multiplying this by ф*, integrating over x and using the properties of 

the adjoint eigenfunction, we obtain

/ф!(бР-Х 6Д)ф
2 . (2.3.6)

/ф0я ф0

If we now take the perturbation <5P=0, ôR=e=some small constant, we have, 

according to (2.1.17) and (2.1.18)

6A0 = -eA0A0 = ~eA • (2.3.7)

The perturbation in ÔR means a perturbation in neutron absorption

SZ = e/v . (2.3.8)
a

In this way Л can be calculated by making two criticallity computations, 

one for the unperturbed reactor and one with perturbation (2.3.8), and 

comparing the eigenvalues.
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в
Analogously, can be found by the perturbation

<5P = -ß-x-i7 ; 6Я = 0 (2.3.9)i l

til
(i.e. by omitting the contribution of the i group of delayed neutrons 

in the production operator). Then, according to (2.2.9),

бЛ0/Х0 = _ßi ’ (2.3.10)

Again the parameter is found from the difference of the eigenvalues 

in two criticallity calculations.

2.4. Two mode reactor kinetics

The condition for fundamental mode reactor kinetics is that higher 

modes are much more subcritical than the fundamental mode. We will now 

demonstrate a simple example, where this condition is not fulfilled.

We consider a symmetric reactor, consisting of two infinitely extending 

fuel slabs, embedded in graphite, and separated by a few diffusion 

lengths.

Chapter II

Fig.l. Eigenfunctions in a simplified two-slab 

reactor.
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We describe the system by one-group diffusion theory, and try to find 

the X-modes (2.1.23). Then (1.1.2) gives, with D constant for simpli

city, and without the group indices,

DA<|> - £ ф + vE ф/Х = 0. (2.4.1)
Si i

Since the operators are symmetric, the eigenfunctions are either sym

metric (derivative of ф in the center is zero) or antisymmetric 

(density in the center is zero). We now try to construct the eigen

functions from left to right (see fig.l). Since the solution in the 

left reflector is an exponential, independent of X, the initial slope 

of ф in slab a is fixed. The curvature of the function in slab a is 

determined by X, and this in turn determines the initial slope of ф 

in the central graphite. This slope again gives the further course of 

the function in a unique way. For a certain value of X, the eigenvalue 

Xq, this will just give a function, which is flat in the center (ф0 in 

the figure). By giving the function in slab a a slightly stronger 

curvature (smaller X), the function will go to zero in the center and 

become anti-symmetric (ф in the figure). The eigenvalue for the next 

eigenfunction (Ф2) will be much smaller (i.e. much stronger curvature 

in the slab), X3 again being close to X^. It appears from this example:

a) The eigenvalues occur in pairs. There is, so to say, a degeneracy 

of the eigenvalues of a reactor consisting of only one active slab.

b) The eigenfunctions, belonging to such a pair, have almost the same 

shape in or close to the fuel slabs. This eigenfunction is also 

close to the eigenfunction of one active core, the curve labeled ф
cl

in fig.1 .

For simplicity we have derived this for the X-modes. It is clear that 

ш-modes will not lead to a different conclusion. This example has been 

chosen as a very rough model of a reactor containing two cores at some 

distance from each other, for which the LFR with a two-slab core 

loading (see chapter V, section 2.3) is a typical representative.

We now proceed with a more general description. Two cores are 

assumed, separated by some moderator region. The probability that a 

neutron from one core penetrates into the other, is relatively small 

(weak coupling). Each core then is only slightly subcritical, when 

the whole system is just critical. The two cores will be indicated by

ISection 2.4.
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a and b. Indices 0 and 1 will refer to modes. The production operator 

is written as

Chapter II

P = P •+ P, > a b (2.4.2)

where P =0 in core b and inversely. From the above simplified picture 
â

it is plausible to use two modes for the description, <f>Q and ф . It is 

practical, however, to express the properties of the system in the pro

perties of the separate slabs. To that end we first consider two 

separate systems, and we suppose to have solved

(Pa - ЮФа = й,афа 

(Pb - В)ФЪ = шъфь
(2.4.3)

plus the adjoint system, and with

ш = p /Л and 
a a a шь = Pb/Ab ‘

(2.4.4)

It is assumed that only fundamental mode behaviour of the separate

cores need to be considered. The p and p, are the reactivities the
a b

cores should have if the neutron production of the other core was not 

present (v=0 for the other core).

The bridge between the separate core description (2.4.3) and the 

modal description for the whole system can be provided by the variati

onal principle (2.1.7). The technique to be used is in fact a special 

case of the flux synthesis technique (ref.14) and has been used for a 

case similar to this by Stewart (ref.26). In the variational principle 

we take as trial functions for the eigenfunctions of (P-i?) linear com

binations of ф and ф.

ф = Рафа + РЪФЪ = & a  ФЬ̂

+ + +  + +  *̂1
ф = раФа + ръФъ = ья p jb b

(2.4.5)
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Then the variational principle becomes
+i

Ip H W
ôcü = ô —

(P-Я) [фа фъ]

р £ И
г +
фа

= О

а

LPb-l

(2.4.6)

The constants p and p, then are the solutions of 
ca b

{/ "фа" Р "a

kJ
(Р-Д)'[фа Фь]-ш/

a
+

-фъ-
[фа фь1 Ь

а

*ъ-

This set has two solutions

Г 0-1 

Pa
0

LPbJ

and

г l-i 
pa

1
k V

= 0.

, for the two values

(2.4.7)

ш0=р0/Л0 and ш1=р1/Л1 for w,obtained by setting the determinant of

(2.4.7) equal to zeiro. The two ф’э are to be identified with ф0 and ф̂  

Now we can consider the equation (2.4.5) in a different way, 

namely as a tranformation equation between the basis |ф0 ф1 | and the 

basis |фа ф^I for the kinetic matrices, like equation (2.2.22). The 

matrices with respect to |фа ф^| will be marked by a * . They are 

2x2-matrices. The equation (2.4.7) now can be written as

1 =t> * ~ра" ‘ра
•р = ш

-ръ- К

(2.4.8)

while ш0 and ш1 are the solution of

, * - 1 =*> * ■. =*> 
det(Л -p -ш!) = 0. (2.4.9)

(I = unit matrix). The transformation matrix, as defined in (2.2.22) 

is

=*>-1
X

г o ..I- 
p p a ra 

0 1 
^ b  pbJ

( 2 . 4 . 10)
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Using this, we have indeed

=4> * =>-1 =t— 1 =>
•A *p *X = A *p =

P0/Ao 0

L »
(2.4.11)

Now we express A 1 *p>* in the parameters of the separate cores:

Г +1 Г +1
=t> * - 1 =t> *

I
Г*. . 1

-i

• I Гфа
A *p =

-С
Гфа фь1 (Pa+Pb_i?) & a  (2-4.12)

In working out this expression, we will find quantities that are small 

to first order, viz.

/Ф* Фь !k p j

¡ K  Фa a

and
a a b

/ф+Р ф -1 a a a

and quantities that are small to second order, like

/ф P, ф 
J Ta b a

, and the products of first order quantities.

a a a

They are small, since ф̂ is small in core b, while ф& and ф̂ are only 

overlapping in a fairly small region. If we neglect quantities of 

second order, we easily find that

=> *-l =t> *
A -p

P /Л П /Л a a a a

jib /Ab рь/лы

(2.4.13)

where (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) have been used, together with

/ф! ф:a a
A = --- (and correspondingly for A ) (2.4.14)

a /Ф P ФJ T Q л T ,a a'a
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and the new definitions

/ ♦ > , +- a a b

^  "  /Ф+Р  Ф . J Ya а а

К РЬфа

/фХ фь
(2.4.15)

From this definition follows the physical interpretation:

average production in á caused by neutrons from b 
^a average production in a caused by neutrons from a

* - 1 =*> e * , .
Also Л *ß^ must be expressed m  parameters of the separate cores

+T

фа
+ х/ГФа & (2.4.16)

If we approximate the difference between x* and x by replacing the
eff 1 .

scaler ß^ by some ß^ (the two cores are stipposëd to contain the same

type of fuel), then

B?ff r * - 1./rc
l+ы

?[*a - «i“ f - (2.4.17)

1
Л is certainly not a diagonal matrix, but the off-diagonal elements 

are easily seen to be small to first order with respect to the diagonal 

elements. In Л «ßT , therefore, the off-diagonal elements are small

to second order (since ß. is small), and thus negligible in our
1 =«► * - 1

approximation. The diagonal elements of Л are approximately 1/Л
â

and l/Л̂ , so

* - 1 ^-e*
л • % »•f 4

о

о

„eff ,
3i /ЛЪ

(2.4.18)

The two-mode kinetic equations become
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с.
ia

'ib

Ра
,eff

nb Pb"É

П,

T

,eff

.eff ,
l. /Л и 
i a

o f7Ab

n c. s
a la a

+
i

Cib Sb

1
n c.
a

-X.
i

la

c.,
lb

(2.4.19)

Here na and n^ are the expansion coefficients of the neutron density 

with respect to <j>a and ф̂. Since ф̂ will be much smaller than ф̂ in 

core a, while ф̂ dominates in core b, n& and n^ may also be interpreted 

as the neutron density at points in a and b respectively (then we nor

malize фа and ф̂ to 1 in those points). If we have neutron detectors in 

a and b, it is as well possible to interpret na and n^ as detector out

puts (equal to some linear weighting function times neutron density).

The interpretation of
Cia

and
s
a

course. _Cib _sb.

should be properly adapted, of
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3. POINT REACTOR THEORY

3.1. The kinetic equations

A reactor model, which is the utmost limit of simplicity, is the 

point reactor model* Here all space and energy dependence is neglected, 

the whole phase space is contracted to only one point. In such a case 

there is of course no modal expansion. There is, in fact, only one 

mode: a delta function in phase space. The amplitude n of this mode 

can be interpreted as the total number of neutrons in the reactor, 

c^ as the total number of delayed neutron precursor nuclei, S as the 

total external neutron source strength. The kinetic equations (2.2.7) 

degenerate into

'Section 3.1.

dc. g.
1 1 Л_ —  - — - n - A.c. 

dt Л i l

(3.1.1)

In spite of its extreme crudity, this model is one of the most 

frequently used in reactor physics. Nearly all theories on reactor 

noise (chapter III) are based on this model.

If we compare (3.1 il) with (2.3.3), we see that the point 

reactor model and the fundamental mode approximation lead to the same
g

. result. Only we have to identify g^ with g^, the effective g^. The

suffix "ë" of "eff" will be omitted henceforth, unless it will be
235

necessary to make the distinction. So, although g for U is 0.64% 

(ref.4), in equation (3.1.1) it is a quantity of which the value de

pends on the reactor. Since the delayed neutrons are b o m  with a lower 

average energy than the prompt neutrons, their effectivity is larger. 

Usually, therefore, g will be a number of the order of 0.7% (see 

chapter VI, section 1.6).

Another difference between (3.1.1) and (2.3.3) is that the funda

mental mode source strength is. obtained from the total source strength 

S by "weighting" with ф*. This is not an important difference, since 

usually the absolute source strength is not exactly known. In the 

theory of reactor noise, on the contrary, it will appear that this
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introduces a considerable difference between the point reactor model 

and the fundamental mode model.

It is important to note that only ratios between parameters occur 

in (3.1.1). It is a fundamental property of reactor kinetics that only 

ratios like ß/A and p/ß can be determined in a kinetic experiment. 

Sometimes it can be advantageous to write the equations in reduced 

parameters:

T = A/ß = reduced generation time ;

= ß^/ß = relative delayed neutron fraction; (3.1.2)

r = p/ß = reactivity in dollar units.

Then they become (ref.27)

dn r-£ , Vi о
-r— = ---  n + ) Л. c. + S
dt t  L x x

(3.1.3)
d c .  Y .

1 1 i —г—  = —  n - A.c. . d t  t  i l

eff .
In order to determine ß itself, a tedious experiment can be carried 

out (ref.28) by replacing a part of the fuel in the reactor by an 

equivalent absorber, and measuring the resulting change in p/ß. The 

substitution of fuel by poison can be interpreted as an effective 

change in v and so in the static multiplication factor or reactivity.

By measuring this reactivity change in units of ß, the value of ß is 

obtained. This property, that only ratios of parameters can be measured, 

is true as long as we look at the average neutron density. If we 

measure reactor noise, where quantities like the average squared 

neutron density are important, the situation will change.

3.2. Elementary derivation of the kinetic equations

In the point reactor model there is no differentiation of the 

neutrons with respect to energy or space. This means that all neutrons, 

irrespectivé their position or energy, will have the same probabilities 

for undergoing some process. We assume these probabilities to be in

dependent of time. Now define:

Chapter II
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l/i = probability for removal of a neutron, per unit time and per 

neutron, by absorption or leakage;

1/Tq = probability per unit time and per neutron that a neutron 

causes a fission.

The average production of new neutrons per neutron and per unit time 

is then

1Section 3.2.

def I  . (3.2.1)
т0 = Л

The inverses of the probabilities have - as usual with this type of 

transition probabilities - the meaning of average life times:

SL is called neutron life time;

Л is called generation time.

If now

we have:

n = total number of neutrons in the reactor;

c^ = total number of delayed neutron precursor nuclei;

S = emission rate of an external neutron source,

1-ß
prompt neutron production rate = — —  n ;

precursor production rate = n ;

neutron loss rate = n/£ ;

delayed neutron production rate= precursor loss rate =

The balance equation then is

dn r1-ß 1 1 у,
dE = n r  "  l b  + l h ci + s

dc. $.
 1 _ 1 .

j .  ” * XI A  • С • *
dt Л i l

(3.2.2)

1
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By using the definition

reactivity p =
net production _ 1/Л— 1/£

(3.2.3)
total production 1/Л

which quantity is closely related to the concept

multiplication factor к =
production _ 1 /Л _ 1

(3.2.4)
loss l/£ 1-p *

the equation (3.2.2) is reduced to (3.1.1).

Here we have derived the kinetic equations for the point reactor 

model in a very elementary way. This elementary treatment is the basis 

for many theories on reactor noise. It is, of course, very attractive 

to use these simple probability concepts in a noise theory.



SOLUTION OF THE REACTOR KINETIC EQUATIONS

4.1. General remarks on the solution

In connection with the kinetic equations, which at choice may be 

considered as point reactor or fundamental mode equations, one meets 

two types of problems, viz. the solution of n(t)

a) for given p(t) and constant S;

b) for given S(t) and constant p(which is the important problem in 

connection with reactor noise).

In fact, the equations have not been derived for a time dependent p(t), 

since all operators in (1 .2 .1) have been assumed to be time independent. 

For very slowly changing operators, however, they are a reasonable 

approximation, and for small changes the derivation can be justified 

by perturbation theory.

An extensive littérature exists on problem a for different re

activity functions: linear (e.g.ref.29), sinusoidal (ref.30), step- 

functions and others (ref.31). There is no general method for attacking 

this problem. For small changes 6p the problem can be linearized: 

if n=nQ+6n, p=p0+6p:

p-ß p0~ß V p
— —  n ^ constant + — д—  6n + у-д—  . (4.1.1)

This has as a consequence that 6n satisfies the kinetic equations with 

a source

S = п06р/Л , (4.1.2)

so the problem has been reduced to problem b.

Considered as a control element with input p(t) and output n(t), 

the reactor is a non-linear system, since the product pn occurs in the 

kinetic equations. Only for small 6p the system can be linearized.

For a source as input the reactor is a linear system. The 

equations can be solved by means of Laplace transformation. We indicate 

transformed functions by overlining:

Section 4.1.
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oo

n(s) = ijn(t)] = / n(t)e st dt ;
о

(4.1.3)

S (s) = £ [ s ( t ) ] .

For linear systems the transformed output is found by multiplying the 

transformed input by the transfer function T(s). In reactor kinetics 

it is customary to normalize the transfer function in such a way that

This transfer function description is very popular in connection 

to reactor control (ref.32). In a power reactor several processes 

(heating, pressurizing, void formation) react on p, which again can be 

described by transfer functions. The feedback loops, obtained in that

engineering, and so the behaviour of the reactor (stability, etc.) 

predicted. The theory of this chapter is only concerned with the 

transfer function T(s) without any feedback. This transfer function 

can be measured at a reactor power low enough to cause no feedback 

effects. For that reason the function is named "zero-power reactor 

transfer function". This function will be investigated in the next 

section.

4.2. The zero-power reactor transfer function

By Laplace transforming the kinetic equations (2.3.3) a straight

forward calculation yields

= T(s) 6p(s)
n o

(4.1.4)

for small reactivity excitation, and for source excitation:

n(s) = T(s)AS(s). (4.1.5)

way, may be investigated by the standard technique's of control

(4.2.1)

which is a rational function. First it is clear that there are 6 zeros, 

viz. for s=-X^. Then the function has 7 poles, which can be found by 

setting the nominator of (4.2.1) equal to zero:
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- s(A+I = P . (4,2.2)
i=l i

This is just the inhour equation, obtained before in (2.2.10). Its 

solutions will be indicated by -Sp* They can be vizualized by plotting 

the function

6 ß 

ÍSI7 >1 = 1 X

as a function of s, and intersecting this curve with the constant p 

(fig.2).

Section 4.2.

6 ß.

■ Fig.2. The irihour equation (schematic).

It appears from the figure that the 7 poles (“S^) are simple and real. 

For p<0 all Sp are positive. Six of the poles are connected to the 

delayed neutron decay constants. For a far subcritical system ( -p large) 

they tend to One pole, -SQ > is closely connected to the prompt

multiplication. This pole, often indicated by -a, is approximately 

equal to

“ = S0 % ' ' (4.2.3)

The a is the prompt neutron decay constant, to be used very frequently 

in this thesis.
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The transfer function can be expressed in the zeros and the poles 

as follows: ^

JJ (s+V
T ( s ) ---- ^ -------  . (4.2.4)

л TT (s+sp>
p=o F

A third form of the transfer function is useful, namely an ex

pansion with respect to the poles:

T<s) ■ 1 1 « -  ■ <4-2 -5)p=0 P

where A are the residues lim (s+s )T(s), equal to 
15 s->-s P

P

Chccpter II

TT .(X4-s )

Ap ß.X. ~ ’ (4.2.6)

л /гг  w
i i p  q^p

when using (4.2.1) and (4.2.4) respectively. A^ is the inverse of the 

slope of the function at the points -s in fig.2. For a far sub- 

critical system Sp-̂ *  and thus (4.2.6) or fig.2 shows that А̂-Ю for 

p=l,2,..,6. This result has been used in section 2.3. From the first 

part of (4.2.6) or from fig.2 it is seen that in first order appro

ximation

A0 % 1/Л . (4.2.7)

The other A are small with respect to A .
p 0

From (4.1.5) it follows that the inverse Laplace transform of 

T(s) means the solution of the kinetic equations for a pulsed source

S(t) = ô (t)/Л , (4.2.8)

for which AS=1. The response for a unit pulse will be denoted by ir(t)

From (4.2.5) and (4.2.8) it follows:
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6 - s t
ir(t) = Л£-1 [t(s)] - л£ A e P . (4.2.9)

p=0 P

For a short time after the pulse, we have in first order approximation 

ir(t) = e‘at, (4.2.10)

which is the prompt neutron approximation.

It is sometimes useful to consider a higher order approximation 

to and sQ than (4.2.7) and (4.2.3). From the first part of (4.2.6)

it follows, in view of s >>A.,. 0 i

I 1 Ï M i  вл
Ao % --- ППГ -> • (4.2.11)0 ^  ^  л B ( B . p ) 2

so2

From (4.2.2) one obtains, with s0>>^¿ >

__ 1$.А. ЗЛ

a = so % л (I + - h-L ' — ---) •  (4.2.12)
В (S-P) 2

The constant £ß^A^/ß follows from the delayed neutron data.

235
Keepin's data for U (ref.4) give

?ß-iAi/ 0 = 0,435 s_1* (4.2.13)
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5. THE NODAL APPROACH

5.1. Coupled reactor kinetics

The point reactor model of section 3 is quite successful in des

cribing the kinetic behaviour of a reactor. For cases where this point 

model apparently not holds, an obvious extension is to try to describe 

the system as more than one point ("node"). To that end the neutrons 

in the reactor are divided in a number of classes, and it is assumed 

that - for some physical reason - all neutrons in a class obey the 

. same probabilities for undergoing some process. These probabilities 

then can be calculated as ratios of average reaction rates, in the same 

way as (2.1.14) to (2.1.17), but with integrations only extending over 

parts of the system. For each class a balance equation is set up, in

cluding all transitions from one class to another. Ultimately, the 

finite difference approximation to transport or diffusion equations 

(ref.17,18) is an example of a multi-node approach. In practice, 

however, one understands by a nodal approach an approximation by only 

a small number of points or nodes.

The most familiar nodal model is the Avery model (ref.33). Here 

the reactor is divided into a number (G) of regions. The classes of 

neutrons are characterized by the region where the neutrons are born 

and by the region where they will die (G nodes). It is a rather ge

neral model, where the coupling between the regions is not necessarily 

weak.

In this thesis we will only be interested in the case of weakly 

coupled cores. Several theories for that case have been given (ref. 

34,35,36). The derivations are always very intuitive. It appears to 

be hard to justify these models, starting from the transport equation 

(ref.37). Here we will give an intuitive derivation, analogous to the 

treatment in section 3.2.

Divide the reactor in a number of regions. Not all of them need 

to be multiplying regions. In fact, in some important applications 

there are moderating regions, notably in the reflected reactor kinetic 

model of Cohn (ref.38). In what follows, however, we will restrict 

ourselves to multiplying regions, indexed by j. Now define:

Chapter II
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n. = number of neutrons in region j ;

c.j = number of delayed neutron precursor nuclei of group i

in region j ; 

sj = external source strength in region j ;

l/JU = probability per unit time that a neutron disappears from

region j ;

jk
probability per unit time that a neutron from region к

produces a new neutron in j (a fraction (1—3) prompt, and

fractions as delayed neutron precursors);

_ production in j caused by neutrons from j _ j
j - removal of neutrons from j l/l^’

= 1— 1/кj = reactivity of region j, if the production in the

other regions should not be present;

1/Л. = average neutron production in j caused by neutrons from j,

per neutron and per unit time = p.. = inverse of generation

time of region j , if production in other regions should

not be present;
P .

production m  j by neutrons from к jk л c 114
n .. = £— -— ----;— .— ----  ------------------------------------------ г---- 7- = ("coupling factor").
jk production m  j by neutrons from j ^jj

With these definitions the balance equations can be written down.

Coupling terms between the nodes will appear, proportional to ri.,.

Part of this coupling will be via delayed neutrons. This delayed coupling, 

however,, will be a small fraction of the weak total coupling effect, 

and is therefore negligible (for the time dependence of the coupling, 

see also section 5.2). All coupled production will be assumed to be 

prompt. Then

dn.
— = (- T-3— ) n .  + l A . c .  + -t—  T n -, n,  + s .
dt Л. I. j V i in Л.. 4. ik \  i 

J J i J j M j  J J

(5.1.1)
de.. ß.

ij _ i --- — = —  n . - A.c.
dt Л. j i ij '

3 J

The prompt neutron decay constant in the first equation can be 

converted

1—ß 1 P j ^
Л- ¥ 7  ~ Л. * (5.1.2)
J - J J
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5.2. The two-point reactor model

Here we discuss the equations (5.1.1), applied for two multiplying

regions (coupled cores). For core indices we write a and b, n , willab
be written as n , n, as n, . Then (5.1.1) becomes 

a ba b

dn p -ß n
а а г, a

—r—  = — :- П + ) X . Ct + 7—  n, + s
dt Л a 4- 1 1 a Л d a

a 1 a

dt Л, ^b \ i°ib Л, na Sb
b 1 b

(5.2.1)
de. ß.

îa 1 
— 7—  = —  n - A.c. 
dt Л a 1 xa

a

de., ß.
__ib _ 1
dt Л, %  iCib ‘

b

These equations are identical to (2.4.19). So we have found an equi

valence between the two-mode and the two-node approaches.Also the 

meaning of the parameters is almost identical for the two points of 

view.

Some publications give the equation (5.2.1) in a slightly dif

ferent way. They take into account that neutrons need some time for 

travelling from core a to core b and vice versa. Instead of the

coupling term Ца n, (t) one can write then
Л b
a

П 00
j ^(t-ujpiuidu, (5.2.2)

a 0

with the delay function p(u) normalized to unity;

00

/ p(u)du = 1 .
0

Baldwin (ref.34) assumes a simple delay: p(u) = ô ( u- t ) ,  and in ref.38 

the function p(u) = exp(-u/x)/x is assumed, which seems to be more in 

agreement with diffusion concepts than Baldwin's proposal. Anyhow, the 

effect of this delay is not very important. In all cases т is a very

Chapter II
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short time (e.g. < 1 ms in the LFR with two-slab core). Since usually 

the coupling effects are rather small, and not measurable with a very

section 5.2.

stant does not seem to be an effect of great importance. Henceforth 

we will neglect it, and only assume immediate coupling in the equations

In this thesis the coupled core model is applied to the LFR with 

two-slab core, which is a nearly symmetric system. For such a system 

it is a very reasonable assumption to set

The reactivities of the two cores will not be assumed to be equal.

This asymmetry is caused by small differences in absorption in core a

and b, so in H and L  .
a b

For this simple model we want to calculate the response of the 

cores to neutron pulses in the two cores

high precision, this small disturbance by a finite coupling time con-

(5.2.1).

(5.2.3)

s = S 6(t) ; s, = S,<5(t) . 
a a b b

(5.2.4)

Laplace transformation gives

i
(5.2.5)

i

It is convenient now to introduce two new reactivities pQ and 

P 1 ( P Q>P1) ,  being the solutions of

(Pa“P)(Pb“P) = n2 . (5.2.6)

The point reactor transfer functions (4.2.1), belonging to these 

reactivities will be denoted by TQ(s) and T^s). If we introduce the 

quantity
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R = — -—  = P°— - = — —  = — ■--1- , (5.2.7)
p0~pa Л pb_p! Л

then n& and n ^ =can b e .expressed as follows:

ña (s) = [Sa {R2T0(s)+T1 (s)}+SbR{T0(s)-Ti(s)}j

^ ( s )  = _ J L _  [saR{T0(s)-T1 (s)}+Sb {To(s)+R2T i(s)}] .
1+R

■ Chapter II

(5.2.8)

By writing TfQ(t) and ir^t) (see (4.2.9)) for the inverse Laplace trans

forms of T q and T 1? the solution is

na (t) = “T  CSa^R27r0(t)+1Tl(t)^+SbR í1T0(t)_7rl(t)Q  
I+R2

(5.2.9)

1^(1;) = — [SaR{7To(t )- ^i (t )}+ Sb{TTo ( t ) + R 2TTi(t)}] .
1 +R¿

The physical meaning of R.becomes clear when one realizes that the 

longest living exponential occurs in ir0(t). The asymptotic ratio be- 

and n. is
a

tween n_ and n^ is

n (t) S R2+S,R

lim t m  - " T r í s T  ■ *• . (5-2ло>
t-x» b a b

Another interpretation is that R is the ratio of the prompt neutron 

contributions in the fundamental mode (viz. the ratio of the 

coefficients of тГд).

In (5.2.8) one will recognize the two-mode approach of section 2.4. 

The equation (5.2.6) for the reactivity of the two modes is in fact 

the same as (2.4.9). The coefficients in (5.2.8) or (5.2.9) could also 

have been found as the importances for the two modes in the two cores.
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Chapter III 

R E A C T O R  N O I S E

1. SURVEY OF REACTOR NOISE THEORIES

1.1. Introduction

A large number of theories on reactor noise have been published.

In many cases the theories have been developed rather independently 

of each other. Since there are a lot of different statistical tech

niques for treating stochastic processes, and since many different 

models exist for describing the physical behaviour of a reactor (see 

chapter II), one will understand that there is a great variety in 

reactor noise theories. In section 1.3 a review of these theories 

will be given, which is intended to be more-or-less complete. In order 

to be able to see the .interrelationships between the theories, section

1 , 2  will give a general and rough sketch of the treatment of stochastic 

processes. At the same time some general points, especially pertinent 

to reactor noise, will be stressed. Nowhere in sections 1.2 and 1.3 

a detailed treatment will be given. Detailed results of reactor noise 

theory - as far as needed for the interpretation of our experiments - 

will be derived in section 2 of this chapter.

The review of noise theory in section 1.2 is given in a very

general way, starting from first principles.. This generality is only 

needed as a basis for the exposition of section 1.3, but the mathe

matical apparatus, as it is developed, will not be used for the de

rivation of the reactor noise theory of section 2. There a much more

restricted approach, using the Green's .functions of reactor kinetics, 

will be employed. The relation of this line of attack to the more 

general methods, and its history, will become clear at the end of 

section 1.2 and in 1.3.

1.2. General framework for noise theories

Suppose we have a stochastic function a(t), in general consisting

of several components, and describing the macroscopic state of the

system under consideration as a function of time t. a will mostly be 

assumed to be a discrete variable. The macroscopic description permits 

only a statistical treatment. We want to know

W(a,t) = probability for finding the system at time t in state a;
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and for a complete statistical description also

\ • • • *W(aQ tQ, a 1 tj, a t ) = probability of finding the system
• , 
m  the states a^ at all possible sets

of times t . .
i

The probabilities are to be understood as probabilities over an ensemble 

of identical systems. Averages over the ensemble will be denoted by < >.

By choosing a suitable set of variables a admitting a complete 

macroscopic description of the system, we will have a system where the 

state at one time determines the statistics at all later times 

(Markov-process). This means that W(aQ tQ , a 1 tj)is sufficient for the 

statistical description of the system. For stationary processes 

(processes not sensitive to a shift iri the time scale), it is con

venient to introduce the conditional probability for finding the system
• • • • ~У -У i -У
in state a at time t, given the system was m  aQ at t=0 , P(a0 |a t) by

W(aQ tQ, a t) = W(aQ to)-P(a0 |a t-tQ). (1.2.1)

In a stationary system there is a steady state probability distribution 

(W(a t) becomes independent of t):

W(a) = lim P(a |a t). (1 .2 .2)
t“*°°

From the Markov-assumption it follows immediately that

P(aQ |a t) = I P(aQ |af t’)P(a'|a t-t1), (1.2.3)

aV

for any 0<t'<t, and with a summation over all components of a’.This is 

the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (ref.l). The solution of the equation 

must obey the initial condition that P(aQ |a 0) = <5-̂ ^ (i.e. a product 

of Kronecker-delta's for all corresponding components°of a and aQ).

What is a for a nuclear reactor? This depends on the reactor model. 

In the point reactor model (section 3 of chapter II) without delayed 

neutrons, only the total number of neutrons n is sufficient for the 

macroscopic description, so a has only one component n.

Chapter III
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-У
When also delayed neutrons are taken into account a becomes a vector 

with components n, Cj, . . . , cg . This is not sufficient however.

For the comparison with an experiment also one or more detectors have 

to be taken into account. In this thesis we will only consider neutron 

detectors that absorb the detected neutrons (no fission counters for 

example). It is not permitted to calculate the fluctuations in n, and 

to take the detector output as a random sample of these neutrons, 

obeying the same statistical law. On the contrary, the detector is to 

be considered as a part of the system, since by the detection process 

neutrons are removed and therefore lost for the fission chain process.

For emphasizing this particle-like behaviour of the detected counts, 

the name "detectrons" has been invented (ref.2). The detection process 

then means a transition of a neutron into a detectron. For each de

tector present in the reactor we have to add to a one component, namely 

e.g. the number of counts collected up to time t. When space and energy 

dependence are taken into account, the phase space is usually divided in

to small cells. The numbers of neutrons and precursors in these cells 

then constitute the components of the state vector a. In all cases a 

is a discrete variable. Only when the number of neutrons is very large 

(as is actually the case in all reactors, even subcritical), a may be 

approximated as a continuous variable. The summations over a'then 

become integrations.

Instead of (1.2.3) in its general form one usually takes the 

equation for the limit t'-*t, leading to

9P(a a t)
---- -----  = I  P (aQ l^' t)w(a'+a) - P(aQ ]a t)J w(a+a'). (1 .2 .A)

2 * a-

Here w(a-*a') is the transition probability from a to a' per unit time. 

Use has been made of

P(aQ I a dt)

as follows from the definition and the above mentioned initial 

condition.

Section 1.2.

= w(an->-a)dt + (l-£w(a-*-a')dt)ô->- , (1 .2 .5)
â э._

a- О
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Equation (1.2.4) is the Forward Kolmogorov Equation, the basis for 

most of the reactor noise theory. Instead of the limit t'^-t, one can 

also take t'->0 in (1.2.3). This then leads to the Backward Kolmogorov 

Equation, which has found somewhat less application in reactor noise 

up to now.

The forward equation can also be obtained directly by considering 

a detailed probability balance for all processes that can occur.

The reactor physical problem now is to specify the transition 

probabilities w(a-^-a'), for the vector a belonging to the reactor model 

under consideration, and for all physical reactions that can take place. 

For the branching processes as they occur in a reactor the probabilities
j —y  —У « V * • «

w(a->a ) have a particular property. Each particle produces his own 

chain of events, independently of the other particles present (this is 

the property that makes the transport equation linear, so each 

particle has a chance of undergoing some process independent of the 

other particles. This means that the probability for a jump, w(a-^a'), 

is a linear function in the components of a, while the magnitude of 

the jump, a -a, only depends on the type of process, and not on a.

When the transition probabilities have been found, the next 

problem is to solve the equation (1.2.4). This is seldom done in a 

direct way. Usually the probability is transformed to a probability 

generating function

(a^ are the components of a, and the vector у with components y^ is 

the transformation variable), with the initial condition

By applying this transformation to (1.2.4) one obtains a partial 

differential equation, which - in view of the above-mentioned 

linearity - is of first order in the variables y^. This equation 

is sometimes referred to as Fokker-Planck equation (ref.3), although 

strictly speaking the Fokker-Planck equation is a diffusion appro

ximation to (1.2.4), obtained by considering a as a continuous

variable and by expanding the equation in a Taylor series around aQ 

up to terms of second order.

F(y t) = £p(aQ ja t) JJ yi 1 ( 1. 2 . 6)
i

(1.2.7)
i
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It turns out to be extremely difficult to solve in general the 

equations obtained in this way. Only for a few very simple cases 

solutions have been obtained. Usually one only tries to obtain some 

low order moments of the distribution. The moments are easily obtained 

either from the distribution function or from the generating function 

(by differentiating with respect to some y^ and then taking У£=1). The 

first order moment should give, of course, the equations that have been 

treated in the previous chapter for the average behaviour of the

reactor (the transport equation and its approximations).

Quantities of interest are the correlation functions (measurable

quantities are expressible in them, see section 3):

<a(0)a(t)> = £ [aQaW(a0)P(a0 |a t) = Jw(a0)aQ<a(t)>_^ • (1 .2 .8)
->• a

a0a ao 0

<a(t)>_^ means the expectation value of a(t) for a(0)=aQ (see ref.4
cL •

0 for this type of treatment). It is the solution of (1.2.4), 

after multiplication with, and summation over a:

<a(t)>^ = £P ( a J a  t) a . (1.2.9)

a 0 a

This leads to the differential equation

d<a(t)>^
a

----------  = I P(a |a' t) £ (a-a' )w(a-^a' ) . (1.2.10)
dt + 

a a

Here ¿(a-a )w(a-*a ) is the mean over the magnitude of the jumps, and 

this is (due to the above-mentioned linearity) linear in a, so may be 

written as A*a + S, where A is the matrix of the average transition 

rate and S denotes the external source events. Then
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This equation is, in fact, the transport equation, treated in chapter

II, for a finite difference approximation. Next suppose that the mean

Now the correlation matrix for the deviations from the mean becomes

From this result it follows that the shape of the time functions (or 

the shape of the frequency functions after Fourier transformation, 

see section 3.1) is determined by the solution of the transport 

equation for the mean neutron density. So the shape of statistical 

time functions yields the same information as other reactor kinetic 

experiments - like pulsed neutron measurements - where only average 

values are determined. The magnitude or amplitude of the functions, 

on the other hand, yields new quantities that do not follow from the 

transport equation. Later we will come back to this dual face of

reactor noise. _=£>
At

The function e is in fact the average response of the reactor 

to a neutron pulse, so the Green's function. It is now possible to 

divide reactor noise theories into two main classes (ref.5): theories 

which are autonomous, and theories using a Green's function approach 

from the beginning. The "autonomous" methods follow to some extent the 

lines sketched up to now. They do not assume any previous knowledge 

of the transport equation, and start from first principles to derive 

equations for the first and second order moments. They lead to the 

transport equation as well as to an equation for <a a>. The most 

important component of this last matrix corresponds to the neutron 

density, but now it is the neutron density in two different cells of 

the phase space (or in two different points in the limit of infinitely 

small cells) and possibly at two different times: N(Xj t2).

¿aW(a) has been subtracted from a, so now a denotes the deviation from 

the mean. Then the source term in (1.2.11) - assumed to be constant 

in time - disappears, and the solution becomes

(1 .2 .12)

where eAt is a symbolic notation for tn .

<a(0)a(t)> = e^fc <a(0)a(0)> . (1.2.13)
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This very fundamental quantity in space and energy dependent reactor 

noise theories is called binary density or doublet density, and has 

been used extensively in recent years. The second class of theories 

makes essential use of the Green's function of the transport equation 

or its approximations, as discussed in chapter II. The Langevin ap

proach is an example. Here the fluctuating system is described by 

the normal transport equation (or its approximations) with a suitable 

equivalent fluctuating source. The method to be used in the exposition 

of section 2 also belongs to this class of Green's function techniques. 

It will be shown how the amplitude or magnitude of the correlation 

(or other) functions will be obtained by suitably following in some 

detail the fission chains in the reactor. We will use this approach 

despite the arguments that have been given in ref . 6 in favour of the 

other approach for the interpretation of experiments.

Instead of considering the statistics of the functions in the 

time domain, one can as well take the frequency domain for the des

cription. Rather than the statistical properties of the time functions, 

the statistics of the Fourier coefficients of the time functions is 

studied. This is the Rice formulation of noise (ref.7), which we will 

use in chapter IV.

1.3. Review of reactor noise theories

Reactor noise work started in 1944 in Los Alamos, when the first 

theory was proposed and the first experiments were performed. The 

theory was published later by De Hoffman (ref.8) and by Orndoff (ref.9). 

Their technique is the predecessor of many later theories that may be 

called: Green's function theories. Since this is the method to be used 

in section 2, we will review De Hoffman's theory and the underlying 

ideas briefly in section 2.1. The reactor model in the early theory 

was the point model, to the neglect of delayed neutrons, but with a 

neutron detector properly taken into account. A very elaborate theory 

on fluctuations in neutron population was given in 1947 by Courant and 

Wallace (ref.10), starting from the forward Kolmogorov-equation, for 

the point model with delayed neutrons. Since, however, a detector 

was not correctly taken into account, their theory did not receive

Secti-on 1.3.
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much interest on the part of experimentalists. Independently Frisch 

(ref.11) made a theory, using the Kolmogorov formalism, for the case 

of prompt neutron multiplication (with an extrapolation to delayed 

neutrons), but now taking in principle a detector (or rather the 

closely related "fission score") into account. This theory was made in 

order to account for the disturbing noise in a reactor oscillator 

experiment.

After this early work, from about 1958, a great variety of 

theories have been published. In the point reactor approach soon the 

delayed neutron effects were properly brought into consideration. It 

was Moore (ref.12) who pointed out for the first time the intimate 

relation that exists between a reactor noise power spectrum (see section 

3.1) and the reactor transfer function (his ideas could be extended to 

rather general reactor models in ref.13 and 14). Following De Hoffman 

and Orndoff, the delayed neutron effects were accounted for, for 

the first time, by Bennett (ref.15), who at the same time introduced 

the Rice technique in reactor noise. Later he was followed by Albrecht 

(ref.16). These theories of ref. 12-16 may be considered to be based 

on the Green's function approach. The class of "autonomous" theories 

is represented by Pal (ref.17 and 18) in an application of a more 

general theory to be discussed below, and by several others (ref.19,

20, 21) who started from the forward Kolmogorov equation or probability 

balance and used generating functions. A nice and general set of 

theories was produced by Dalfes (ref.22-25 and 36), who - among other 

things - stressed the Fokker-Planck and the Langevin approaches, but 

did not take detectors into account until ref.25. The Langevin approach 

was also used by Kemeny in ref.26 (with a more general treatment in 

ref.27), while ref.28 too may be considered to belong to this class. 

Closely related is Cohn's approach (ref.29), who computes the noise 

equivalent source completely analogously to the shot noise, and uses 

the Schottky formula. The analogy with electronic noise was likewise 

stressed by Blaquiêre and Pachowska (ref.30, 31), who used the Fokker- 

Planck approach later on (ref.32,33).

Almost all theories mentioned up to now have been concerned with 

a calculation of the conditional probability of obtaining neutron 

counts (see section 2.1) or with second order moments. The complete

Chapter III
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distribution of neutron counts for a stationary system (pulsed reactors 

were considered by Bell in ref.19) has been calculated by Zolotukhin 

and Mogil'ner - at first wrongly (ref.34), later correctly (ref.35) - 

by Päl (ref.18) and by Dalfes (ref.36). They have derived a closed 

expression for the generating function of the probability distribution 

of neutron counts in a certain time interval, for the case of a sub

critical point reactor without delayed neutrons. Moments of order 

higher than two have been considered in ref.35, 37, 38.

Up to now the situation is unsatisfactory because effects of space 

or energy dependence have not been taken into account. A first step to 

achieve this is to pass on from a one-point model to a two-point model. 

The Cohn-model for a reflected reactor (see section 5.1 and ref.38 of 

chapter II) has been used for noise theories (ref.39). Raievski (ref.40) 

took a one-velocity homogeneous reactor model, divided the reactor 

volume into a number of cells, started from the differential equation 

for the generating function, where the transitions of neutrons from 

one space cell to another were taken into account, and derived in that 

way corrections with respect to the results of point reactor theory. 

Numerical calculations of space effects have been made in ref.41 by 

means of a two-dimensional diffusion code, and likewise in ref.42.

There was a need, however, for analytical theories, using the 

most general way of describing the time dependent behaviour of a 

reactor. A very early attempt was made by Pal (1958, ref.43) in a 

paper that received not much attention until several years later. His 

technique is the so-called first collision method, a designation 

meaning that variables - like numbers of neutrons - are followed till 

the occurrence of the first discontinuity (or transition). The theory 

is borrowed from the theory of cosmic ray cascade processes. In the 

framework of the Kolmogorov theory for branching processes it is es

sentially a use of the backward equation. Päl's formulation is rather 

abstract, without giving solutions to the equations and applications.

The first one to use the Green's function approach for a space 

dependent reactor model was Matthes in 1962 (ref.44). He obtained 

correction factors with respect to the results of point theory con

taining space integrals over products of Green's functions. The same 

technique was used in ref.45. Matthes himself, however, considered 

his technique inexact and hurried (in ref.44) to justify the results

Seotion 1.3.
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by a rederivation starting from the Kolmogorov equations. Ultimately 

(ref.46) he extended this Kolmogorov approach to a very general formalism 

for treating fluctuations in neutron fields, in which an essential 

role is allocated to the backward equation. The close connection that 

exists between this equation and the concept of neutron importance had 

been pointed out in ref.47.

The line of Pal was taken up again by Borgwaldt (with Sanitz, 

ref.48) in 1963, for a reactor equipped with two neutron detectors.

He obtained equations for binary densities, etc. The results of point 

reactor theory are to be corrected by integrals over space and energy 

of (¿^-eigenfunctions and solutions of a modified inhomogeneous Boltzman- 

equation. Later - independently - Bell (ref.49) followed the same line, 

and recently Williams (ref.50) applied that theory to the case of a 

slowing-down kernel model (see eq. (1.1.4) of chapter II). Meanwhile 

Borgwaldt (and several co-authors) abandoned the binary densities, and 

turned to the Green's function approach (ref.51, with an important at

tempt for unification of the treatment of the many existing experimental 

techniques). Along this lrne the results of ref.48 could be rederived 

(ref.52 and 37). In 1965 Harris (ref.53) presented.about the same 

Green's function approach given by Matthes in ref.44. He obtained 

similar correction integrals. Somewhat related is Sheff's theory (ref. 

54-57), using the Langevin approach. The stochastic source is found by 

an extension of Cohn's theory (ref.29), where the analogy with the shot 

noise (Schottky's formula) was the basis. Several numerical applications 

have been made for different geometries of multiplying medium and de

tector^).

In the meantime, from 1963, Osborn and several collaborators strong

ly promoted the use of doublet (or binary) densities. The equations for 

the singulet neutron density (Boltzmann-equation) and for the doublet 

density have been derived by quantummechanical considerations 

(ref.58 and 59). Results, of course, agree with the classical derivations. 

Applications are given in ref.60 and 61, while ref . 6 gives some general 

reflections. In ref.62 and 63 the approach is compared to the Langevin 

technique according to Sheff, and results are shown to be identical.

The doublet densities are also used by Kozik (ref.64 and 65), and - 

with a very general formulation - by Dalfes (ref.66).

Chapter III
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In Japan significant contributions have been made in recent years 

by Otsuka and Saito. In ref.67 (with (Iijima) a n d '68 the Green's function 

approach, as followed by Matthes in ref.44, is again considered and 

justified. The functions occurring in the correction integrals are ex

panded in eigenfunctions and the fundamental mode approximation is made 

(for a multi-energy-group, continuous space reactor model). At the same 

time the doublet density theory is considered in ref . 68 and further 

elaborated in ref.2. Again the approach is analogous to cosmic ray cas

cade theories, and a continuous space is used. A generalization of the 

theory of Courant and Wallace for space dependence, by dividing the 

reactor volume in finite cells, had been made before in ref.69. The 

authors compared their theories with those by Pal (ref.43) and Bell 

(ref.49) and by Osborn and Yip (ref.58) in ref.70. At about the same 

time some other Japanese (ref.71) independently published a theory on 

the Rossi-a experiment using the Green's function approach, mainly in 

order to account for higher mode effects observed in measurements in a 

far subcritical system.

In the exposition to be given in the next section we will follow 

the line of De Hoffman (ref.8), Orndoff (ref.9), Bennett (ref.15),

Matthes (ref.44) and Otsuka (ref.67). This line is certainly not the 

most general approach that exists to-day, but it is transparant and 

most appealing to physical intuition. It easily permits application to 

different reactor models (for example coupled reactors, see section 2 .4). 

For the interpretation of the experiments to be treated in this thesis 

the possibilities of the method are sufficient.

Section 1.2.
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1. CALCULATION OF THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR NEUTRON COUNTS

2.1. Definitions; De Hoffman's theory

It will be assumed in the following that the reactor contains one 

type of fuel, and is stationary.A stationary reactor is either critical 

or contains a constant neutron source. The case of a critical reactor 

will be considered in section 3.3; here we start with a subcritical 

system containing a source which emits uncorrelated neutrons only (a 

source obeying Poisson statistics; we exclude a spontaneous fission 

source). In this reactor there are one or two neutron detectors, where 

the detected neutrons are absorbed and therefore lost for the multi

plication process (fission counters are excluded in this way).

For the case of a reactor with one detector the basis of the theory 

will be the calculation of the probability function p(t), defined by:

p(t)dt = probability of obtaining a neutron count in the time 

interval dt at time t, following a count at t=0.

An experiment for measuring this conditional probability was proposed 

by Rossi in the early days of Los Alamos, and is therefore called 

"Rossi-a"-experiment. A formula for p(t) may be called "Rossi-a-formula". 

In case of two detectors we have to provide p(t) with indices for the 

detectors, for example:

P 12(t)dt = probability of obtaining a neutron count in the time 

interval dt at t in detector 2, following a count at 

t=0 in detector 1.

The probability p2 1 (t) and the two one-detector-probabilities P lx(t) 

and Р22 ^ )  are defined in a similar way.

We will now briefly repeat the derivation, as given by De Hoffman 

and Orndoff, of the Rossi-a-formula for the point reactor model, with 

one detector, assuming prompt neutron multiplication only (delayed 

neutrons are approximately a constant uncorrelated source). We will 

derive the formula, by first calculating the following quantity:

P(t2-t 1)dt1dt2 = probability of detecting a neutron in dt 1 at

time t 1 and another neutron in dt2 at t2(>t 1).

Chapter III
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X : FISSION
о : ABSORPTION OR LEAKAGE 
• : ABSORPTION IN OETECTOR 
X  -■ LAST COMMON FISSION OF 

DETECTED NEUTRONS

In the reactor (with average fission rate F) the source neutrons start 

chains of fissions, see fig.l. Many such chains are present in the 

reactor at the same time. If two neutrons are detected they may belong

to two different fission chains, and 

therefore are uncorrelated. If the 

probability for detecting one neutron 

in dt is Cdt (C = average count rate), 

then the probability for an uncorrelated 

pair will be C2dt 1dt2> The two neutrons 

may also belong to the same fission 

chain, like in fig.l. In order to 

find the probability for this, we 

trace back the fission chain to the 

last common fission (see fig.l), 

which we assume to take place at time tQ. 

We want to express the probability, that a neutron in the reactor gives 

a detector count. It is customary to express this probability in the 

ratio of detector pulse to fission' probability. This fission proba

bility per unit time is 1/vA, since l/Л is the production probability 

(Л = generation time, see section 3.2 of chapter II), and v is the 

average number of neutrons (prompt and delayed) produced per fission.

The detection probability per neutron present in the reactor, per unit 

time, then can be written as e/vA, where

Fig.l. Fission chain in a 

reactor.

e .= C/F = "detector efficiency". (2 .1 .1)

We further need the probability тг(t) of finding at time t a neutron 

that originates from one neutron present in the reactor at t=0. This 

function is the solution of the reactor kinetic equations for a source 

6(t), and - for the case of prompt multiplication only - is given by 

(see chapter II, eq.(4.2.10))

iT(t) = e
-at

(2 .1 .2)

The probability for detection of two correlated neutrons is now ob

tained from the following list of probabilities:
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- probability for fission at tQ in time interval dtQ : F dtQ ;

- probability for production of v neutrons: p^ ;

- probability that a descendant of one of these

neutrons is present at t ][ (>tQ) : virit^tg);

- detection probability at t, in dt, : -̂ -r dt, ;
I l  vA 1

- probability that a descendant of one of the

other neutrons is present at t2 (>t1): (v-1 )ir(t -tQ) ;

- detection probability at t2 in dt2 : ^  dt2,

giving together:

F dtldt2’7r(tr t0)lT(t2"t0) - (2.1.3)

The total probability for detection of a correlated pair is found by 

summing over v and integrating over tQ (from to tj) as

2 v(v-l) 00
f (j } — ----- / TT(s)ïï(t2-t1+s) ds • dt1dt2. (2.1.4)

v2 о

Here overlining means averaging and the index p refers to averaging 

over prompt neutrons only. We will abbreviate

v(v— 1)

X = -------E  • (2.1.5)
V 2

Together with the probability for uncorrelated counts, we obtain

2 00
Pitg-tp = C2 + — - x / Tr(s)ir(s+t2-t1) ds. (2.1.6)

Л2 о

Since, by definition,

P(t2-t1) dtxdt2 = С dtx* p(t2-t1) dt2 , (2.1.7)

this gives

OO

р(т) = С + —  x J tt( s ) tt( s +t )  ds. (2 .1 .8)
Л2 о
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In the prompt neutron approximation, eq.(2.1.2),

(2.1.9)

2a Л2

Or, by using the abbreviation

z = _E2-------EX (2 .1 .10)
а2Л2 (ß-p) 2

p (т) = С + |aZe аТ ( 2 . 1 . 11)

The calculation for P 12(T) essentially the same. Now the un

correlated count probability is C 1C2dt 1dt2 (C^ = count rate of detector 

i). In the probabilities for correlated count detection we now have to 

write e1 (=G1/F) and e2(=C2/F) for the detection probabilities at t 1 and 

t2 respectively. This results in

Finally a remark on the statistics of v. It is clear that the 

fluctuation in v is one of the driving forces of the reactor noise.

2Л f
p l 2 (T) =  C 2 +  ----  J tt(s ) tt( s + t ) d s ,

Л2 о
(2 .1 .12)

and for the prompt neutron case

P 12( t )  = C2 + |aZ2e aT (2.1.13)

(with Z2 expressed in e2 according to (2.1.Ю)). In general

P¿j(T) = Cj + |aZ^e aT (i,j = 1 ,2). (2.1.14)

The distribution of v has been measured directly by Diven et al. 

(ref.72). It is shown in fig.2 for 235U-fission. Diven obtains from 

this measurements

= 0.795 ± 0.007 (2.1.15)
v
P

for 235U. Since Vp = (l-ß)v,

X = 0.795 (1-ß) 2 (2.1.16)
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Fig. 2. Multiplicity of fission 

neutrons for 23%.

(Diven et al.3 ref.72)

2.2. Delayed neutron effects

The theory of section 2.1 is still valid here. Only now we have 

to take into account the influence of delayed neutrons in it(t). This 

function has been given in eq.(4.2.9) of chapter II;

-s t
ir(t) = Л £Ap e P . (2.2.1)

The integral in (2.1.8) or (2.1.12) is then

°° A A -s t -s t
/ iT(s)Tr(s+T)ds = A2l I " I  e P = hz\ A T(s ) e P , (2.2.2)
о p q p q  p p p

where the eq.(4.2.5) of chapter II for T(s) has been used. Then

“ S T
p(-r) = С + cxl a T(s ) e P (2.2.3)

P

- which is a result of Bennett (ref.15) -,and. for two detectors

-s t

p .• (т) = C. + e.xl A T(s ) e P . (2.2.4)
i] ] P P

The Ap(p>0) are small with respect to A Q (see section 4.2 of chapter II).

The prompt neutron term in the sum is dominating. One can take into

account the delayed neutron effect in actual measurements by applying

small corrections. They will be calculated in section 5.1 of chapter V.
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The dominating term may be estimated by

T(sQ) % A (/2a (from (4.2.5) of chapter II), (2.2.5)

and

A q ^ l/Л (eq.(4.2.7) of chapter II). (2.2.6)

This again yields the results of section 2.1.

Up to now one effect has been neglected: the possible correlation 

between delayed neutron precursor and prompt neutron production. The 

possibility exists that at the last common ancestor fission of the two 

detected neutrons, one branch was started with a.prompt neutron, but 

the other branch with a delayed neutron precursor. Per prompt neutron 

produced there will be on an average ß^/(l-ß) delayed neutrons of 

group i. This fraction, however, will probably depend for each fission 

on the number of prompt neutrons produced. Nothing is known about this 

correlation. For the sake of simplicity one can assume as an approxim

ation that the delayed neutron production probability does not depend

on the number of prompt neutrons. This assumption was made for the

first time by Raievski (ref.3), together with the assumption that 

never more than one delayed neutron precursor is produced in a fission. 

Anyhow, the assumption is good enough for obtaining an order of magni

tude of the effect of the precursor-prompt neutron correlation, and 

that is all we need. The same reasoning as given in section 2.1. now 

gives for the contribution to р(т), due to this correlation,

v 2  00

—  ^------  У ß. f  {ir(s)ir. (s+т) + ir. ( s ) ï ï ( s + t ) } ds (2.2.7)
; Л2 V2 (l-Í3) i 1 O 1 1

(two terms, since the delayed neutron descendant can lead to the first 

as well as to the second count). Here ib(t) denotes the decay of one 

delayed neutron precursor and its progeny, equal to

? b ( t )  = X£exp(-X^t)*ir(t) ( 2 . 2 . 8 )

(* denotes a convolution product). The Laplace transform of ïï^(t) is
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and this function is easily seen to have the same poles .-s . as T(s) 

has, but the residues are A^A^/(A^-s^). This gives for (2.2.7)

V2 3. Л . - s t

2 -  E—  I I -Л -1-" A T <s ) e P • (2.2.9)
дг v2(,-e) ; Ï h ~ %  p p

By comparing this expression with the result (2.2.2), it is seen 

that the prompt neutron term is very small (smaller by.about a factor 

ßX/a, which is of the order of 10~5 for a light water reactor, and. 

therefore completely negligible. The delayed terms are smaller by a 

factor of the order of 3^? Since the delayed neutron effect is weak, 

and not accurately measurable (see chapter IV), it is likewise safe . 

to. neglect these terms. In conclusion: the yhole effect of correlation 

between delayed neutron precursors and prompt neutron production can 

be neglected.

If it is physically possible that two delayed neutron precursors 

are produced in a fission,, it is clear that.this will result in con

tributions that are even smaller by .some orders of magnitude. .

,2.3. Space and energy dependence

Like in chapter II, we will abbreviate the'coordinates r,v by x.

If there is one neutron in the phase space at x, at time t=0, then let 

G^(x,t) be'the probability that at time t a count will be registered 

in detector i. This function will also depend on position and energy 

sensitivity of the detector, but that will not be indicated explicitely. 

It has correlation functions defined by

OO

^ i | ( x i ,x2 ,t) = / ds Gi (x1 ,s)G. (x 2;, s+t) ( i , j = l ,2) . (2.3.1)

The fission rate in the stationary reactor now is a function of phase 

space: F(x). The probability for detection of two neutrons át t 1 and 

t2 in detector i and j respectively contains the uncorrelated contri

bution C^Cjd^dt^. The contribution from correlated counts is found 

from:
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- probability for fission in dtQ and in dx: F(x) dx dtQ;

- probability for production of v  prompt neutrons: p^;

- probability for a count in dt :

- probability for a count in dt^:

vGi (x,ti-tQ)dti; 

(v-l)G^(x,t2-tQ)dt2 ,

yielding together (after summation over v, and integration over tQ and

This is a very general result. It is a simple matter to check that a 

stochastic source s(x,t) with autocorrelation function

produces exactly the same correlated detector fluctuations as the in

herent reactor noise does (at least as far as the conditional proba

bility, and second order moments, are concerned). We will not use this 

beautiful result, however, but proceed to obtain expressions for G^(x,t).

We start by considering prompt.neutron multiplication only (like 

in section 2.1 ), since this is the dominating effect. First assume a 

monoenergetic point detector, having a probability for detecting a 

neutron of n£<5(x-x^), for detector i at position and velocity x^. Then, 

according to (2.1.10) and (2.1.13) of chapter II,

m

with prompt eigenfunctions defined in (2.1.22) of chapter II. This 

yields

x)

Р(т) = C.C. + v ( v - l )  fdxF(x) Y . . ( x , x , t ) .4 ' i j p J lj
(2.3.2)

<s(x],t)s(x2 ,t+:)>=v(v-l)p iF(x1)*iS(x1-x2) iS(t) (2.3.3)

(2.3.4)

/dx F(x) Y^j(x,x,t ) = e
m

-от ф (х.)Ф (x.)/ф+ (х)ó+ (x)F(x)dx 
m  £ Tm  i yn j ; m Yn

n (a +a ) Гф+ф Гф ф
m n J Ym  m J n n

. (2.3.5)

From this we see that the effect of space and energy dependence con

sists of two parts:
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-a. Besides the fundamental mode decay, ехр(-ат), decaying higher

observed in other kinetic experiments (like pulsed neutron measurements), 

we see that in the other experiments the amplitude is determined by

ф is partly positive and partly negative, the integral will be small. 

Also the factor l/ia^+a^) helps to make the amplitude small. Physically 

this means that in pulsed source experiments and the like, the local 

changes are measured, but with noise the consequences of changes in a 

large environment of the detector are measured. Noise experiments, 

therefore, are not very sensitive to higher mode contamination. A case 

of two modes will be treated in the next section.

-b. If we consider the fundamental mode only (m=0), we find some space 

and energy dependent correction with respect to the point reactor 

formula. The main contribution to the sum of integrals in (2.3.5) 

comes from the term with n=0. Then both n and m are zero: only funda

mental mode decay has been taken, like in section 2.3 of chapter II.

We will now omit the index "0", but add "p", in order to stress that 

we have to do with the 2Ï25EÎ fundamental eigenfunction. Then

modes come in. If we compare their magnitudes with higher mode effects

ф (̂х )̂ , e.g. ф*. In noise analysis the amplitude of the first higher 

mode is to first order approximation determined by /ф* ф0 F dx. Since

Jdx F (x) У (̂х,х,т) = ' e (2.3.6)

If the stationary neutron density is denoted by ф (̂х), we have

vF(x) = Рф̂ (by definition), (2.3.7)

F = /F(x)dx = total fission rate, (2.3.8)

and (2.3.9)

(see chapter II, eq.(2.1.16), (2.3.10)

so that (2.3.2) becomes
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v(v-l) СЛ  .♦(*.) ♦ (x.) /Р* J * p P * d _от „ ,,ч
Р(т) = С.с. + ------ JL-------------- £—  ------- -----------------------е . (2.3.11)

1 J v2 : 2аЛ2 Фа(х1) Ф(1(х )̂ (/фрРфр ) 2

Seotion 2.3.

Since in á critical system is equal to the longest living ш̂-mode

(defined in (2.2.11) of chapter II), while this mode is dominating

in a slightly subcritical reactor (as follows from (2.2.16-17) of

chapter II), it is justified to identify ф̂ with the neutron density

component of the fundamental ш̂-mode. The only space dependence in

(2 .3 .1 1) then is in the ratios of the fundamental ш̂-mode and the

fundamental ш -mode ф . As discussed in section 2.2 of chapter II,
P P

these functions usually have approximately the same shape. Then we are 

permitted to replace in (2.3.11) ф<1 by ф , and obtain for the con

ditional probability

e -X
p..(x) = C. + f -J—  e aT, (2.3.12)
1J J 2аЛ2

WÍth / Ф р Ч ^ Рf = .-P .— .-?---------- R .  (2.3.13)

(/фрРфр) 2

This factor only depends on the shape of density and adjoint, and 

therefore will be called "formfactor". It is always >1, mostly close 

to 1. We will calculate it for the LFR in chapter VI, section 1.4.

The factor (2.3.13) in this fundamental mode approximation was given 

for the first time in ref.67 (for a multi-energy-group reactor).

The first time that a similar factor was given, was by Raievski (ref.3) 

for a bare one-velocity homogeneous system. There the factor was cal

culated to amount to 1.26 for a bare cubical reactor.

A point detector was assumed. A more realistic detector gives 

an output equal to the neutron density weighted by some position 

and velocity dependent function. Instead of the ratio of фр and ф̂ 

in eq.(2.3.11), one obtains the ratio of the weighted functions.

In case of equal фр and ф̂ the position and energy dependence dis

appears completely, and (2.3.12-13) again holds.

The calculation up to here was for prompt neutrons. In section

2.2 of chapter II it was argued that in most cases each mode is 

describable by a space and velocity function, multiplied by the time
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function of section 2.2. Since space and energy dependence, in the 

approximations assumed, only lead to a correction factor f, this f 

will also be the correction factor to the conditional probability 

(2.2.3~4), where delayed neutrons have been taken into account.

To end this section, we summarize the.two main conclusions.

-1. Higher mode effects are smaller in noise experiments than in 

experiments concerned with average neutron densities.

-2. When higher modes have died away, the fundamental mode behaviour 

left is identical to the point reactor result, with the correlated 

part multiplied by a correction factor, eq.(2.3.13). So the relation 

between the, fundamental mode approximation,and the point reactor ap

proximation is different from the relation with regard to average 

densities (see chapter II, section З.1.).

2.4. Two loosely coupled cores

The kinetic model of chapter II, section 5.2 will be used, with 

symmetric coupling and equal generation times for the two cores. The 

neutron distribution will not be symmetric in general, and we will 

denote the steady state ratio of the fission rates (or neutron densi

ties) by

II, eq.(5.2.7) and (5.2.10), but is determined by the ratio of the 

constant sources in a and b, which we will denote by r. By putting the 

time derivatives equal to zero in the two-core kinetic equations, it 

is easily found that

Together with eq.(5.2.7) of chapter II we obtain

(2.4.1)

This ratio is not equal to the asymptotic ratio R, defined in chapter

R = R* 
s

n(l+Rr)-por
(2.4.3)

n ( l + R r ) - p 0R
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from which it follows that,

if Ip I<<n (close to critical), then R % R.
(J 1 . ' S '

For a critical reactor the equality is exact.

We assume that we have in the reactor two detectors, one in core 

a only seeing neutrons from a, and the other in core b. Detector ef

ficiencies have to be defined. Like before in section 2.1.:

Section 2.4.

e cl •
—  = probability for detection by detector a of a neutron present 

in the reactor.

But now this probability is not the same for all neutrons in the reac

tor: only neutrons in a are detected, and the probability for detecting 

neutrons in b is zero for detector a. Therefore:

Probability,for detecting a neutron present in a with detector a =

e e 1+R
â • • • a s

= -=д / probability that a neutron is in core a = —  .
s

The probability for detecting a neutron present in b with the detector 

of core b is:

£K
- d + R  ) •v A  s '

The probabilities of having a descendant, in core a and b, of one

neutron present in a at t=0, will be called tr (t) and it  , (t). Theyclcl cLD
have been calculated in chapter II, eq.(5.2.9) for S =1 and S,=0. The

3 l D
functions 7T̂ja(t) and are defined and calculated in a similar way.

We will now calculate:

Pab (t2~t1) = probability of detecting a neutron in detector a at 

t=tj and another neutron in detector b at t=t2 .

Taking into account that the last common fission may have occurred in 

core a as well as in core b, exactly the same reasoning as used in 

section 2 .1 . immediately results in
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v ( v - l )  e 1 + R  e,

dtl T  <1+R~>dto' x-о Л R
s .

S' 2

[Fa  ̂ "aa^l t0)^ab(t2_t0) d t 0 + Fb ^ "ba^l t0)lTbb ( t 2 to^dtol +

+ CaCb dtld t 2 » (2.4.4)

or

e e, X 1+R °° 00 _

Pab(T) = ~ Í~ r ^ J - F CRs / lraa(s)7rah(s+T)ds+ / \ a (s)% b (s+T>dsJ + СяСЪ *»? RА г  s
s '  aa ab

о
a b

(2.4.5)

In the same way:

e2X 1+R
P (t) = —  — —  
aa . o R *- s 1 aa aa

Az s о '
F tRs i" 7raa(s)7Taa(s+T)ds+ / 7Tba (s)7Tb a (s+x)ds^ + Ся» (2-4.6)

and similar expressions for P^a and P^b' Next ' v , etc., can be expressed 

in 7Tq (t) and tt1 (t) by using eq. (5.2.9) of chapter II. We will denote the 

transfer function, residues and poles for the fundamental mode (corres

ponding to itQ (t) ) by T(s) , Ap, Sp. The quantities for the higher mode,

ir.it), are written as T'(s), A', s'. Then
l Р P

/^0 (s)tTq (s+x)ds = ^AnT(sn)exp(-sn T) ;

/ir0(s)fr1 (s+x)ds 

/тт1 (s)ir0(s+x)ds 

fir̂  (s)ir1 (s+r)ds

P P

^ApT(Sp)exp(-s^ t ) ;

Ia  T'(sp )exp(-spT);

^ApT'(sp )exp(-spT)

(2.4.7)

A straightforward calculation gives

-s t -s 'te e, xR(1+R2R ) (1+R )

Pa b ^  “ ".---- -- F K V  P - K >  P
Rs (l+R2) 2 . P

) + CaCb ; (2.4.8)

e2x ( l+R2R )(1+R )
Ряя(т> = aa F £(R2Kne P +K^e P ) + C2 , 

pR2 (l+R2) 2 p p ' a
(2.4.9)
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with

R -1 
s

,  T ’<sP )l ; 
1+R2R y

K' = A'
P P 1 1+R2R

I

R2 (R -1) R +R2
S T(s') + — ----■ T' (s')

P 1+R2R P

(2.4.10)

If we neglect for a moment the higher mode contributions in P and P , ,
clcl clD

we find again the point-reactor results of section 2 .2 ., except for a 

factor dependent on R and R . These factors for P and P , differ by
S c lâ  clD

a factor R/R . Taking R=R , we find for the correction factor with 
s s

respect to the point model

f = (1+R)(1+R3) 

(1+R2) 2
(2.4.11)

This is in fact the same factor as derived in section 2.3 for the 

fundamental mode approximation. The assumption R=Rg is equivalent to 

the identification of and ф̂ in section 2.3 , since Rg clearly cor

responds with ф̂, while R is in correspondence with ф , as it appears 

from the second interpretation of R at the end of section 5.2 of 

chapter II.

In this approximation (valid if the reactor is sufficiently close 

to critical), and again taking the higher mode into account, we find 

for the conditional probabilities for neutron counts

.-s x  K' - s ' t

paa(T) = ca + y f H v  p + - 4 e p h
a” p 4 p  R2

(2.4.12)

P ab(T) = Cb + ebxf H Kpe P - %  e P ) ,
P У

(2.4.13)

with R=R in the equations for К and K ' . The delayed neutron con-
. . .  P P

tribution again is weak. Prompt neutrons only give

раа(т) = Ся + i“z_f (Ke aT+ —  e‘a 'T) ; (2.4.14)a a  â  a. ^ 2

РаЬ(т) = Cb + ^aZbf (Ke aT~K 'e a T) » (2.4.15)
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with Za and expressed in ea and according to (2 .1 ¿10), and with

R-l 2a

(2.4.16)

{l _ 2a . R(R-l) i

К = 1 +
1+R3 a+a'

Tr, _ aR( 1-R+2R2)
K. —

a'(1+R3) a+a' 1-R+2R2

as approximations to K Q and Kj after division by A QT(s0).

By interchanging a and b, and replacing R by 1/R, the probabilities 

p^a and p^k are found. The correlated parts of paa and pa^ are plotted 

in fig.3 for the symmetrical case (R=l; K=1; K'=a/a’).

It is clear that the higher
CONDITIONAL COUNT PROBABILITY 
OR CORRELATION FUNCTION 

(AR B ITR AR Y UN ITS)

Fig.3. Conditional count proba

bilities or correlation 

functions for a symmetrical 

two-core reactor.

mode can provide information on 

the coupling between the cores.

This information follows from the 

decay constant a' as well as from 

the amplitude K ' . The weaker the 

coupling, the easier the detection. 

For strong coupling the fundamental 

mode reactor result is obtained.

The first conclusion at the 

end of section 2.3 is confirmed 

here. In a pulsed source experi

ment the amplitudes of the higher 

and the fundamental mode will have 

about the same magnitude (as fol

lows from the eq.(5.2.9) of ch.II).

In the noise experiment the higher 

mode is reduced by a factor of 

about a*/a. In case of weak coupling, 

however, the higher mode is still 

very well measurable.
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3. MEASURING АЖ) ANALYZING TECHNIQUES

3.1. Survey of methods

A large number of different methods exists for the measurement 

and the analysis of reactor noise. Review papers on experimental 

techniques are ref.73, 74 and 75. In this section we will review the 

existing methods (subdivided into six main groups). The theoretical 

formulae will be derived - as far as possible and as far as needed in 

the context of this thesis - from the Rossi-a-formulae derived in 

section 2. It turns out to be convenient to express the results in the 

correlated part of р(т). Therefore we define

P c (t ) = p (t ) - C. (3.1.1)

We will not go into the details of any experimental set-up. Many 

literature references will be given. The literature survey, however, 

is not complete: reference to several important experiments will be 

left for the discussion on the practical applications in section 2 of 

chapter VII.

A- ïhe_Rossi-a-experiment. This method gives a direct determination 

of the conditional probability, usually with one detector. It is clear, 

that for a favourable ratio between correlated and uncorrelated events, 

the best condition is to have only a small number of fission chains at 

the same time. This means a low reactor power and a short generation 

time. It is not surprising, therefore, that the method has been used 

mostly for fast reactors. The first experiments (with Godiva and 

Jezebel) were published in 1957 by Orndoff (ref.9). Later many results 

have been published obtained in the Argonne fast critical assemblies 

(ref.76-80), at Oak Ridge (ref.81) and in the English facilities ZEUS 

and ZEPHYR (ref.82-84). Measurements in a fast-thermal coupled system 

have been given in ref.85 and 8 6, while experiments in a thermal reactor 

(subcritical, at a very low power level) are reported in ref.87-90. In 

some cases reflector effects have been observed (ref.91,92).

There are different types of time analyzers for the Rossi-a-experi- 

ment. The time analyzer, triggered by a trigger count, has a number of 

time channels, which are scanned, and for each channel a scaler where 

the second count is registered. The time shift between the channels is

Section 3.1.
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obtained by Orndoff by delay-lines (he uses a delayed coincidence unit 

with several channels). Here all counts are used as trigger counts.

Another type uses the commercial multichannel time analyzers. Here 

the trigger count is the first count following a registered count. This 

trigger count is not entirely random, as required for the Rossi-a-formula. 

Therefore deviations will be found. The effect was observed by Stribel 

(ref.93) and Bryce (ref.94,95). The correct interpretation was given 

by Babala (ref.96, 97 and 42). The same problem was studied by Schultze 

(ref.98).

Some variants of the technique have been proposed. In ref.99 and 

100 it is proposed to accept only trigger counts when the count rate is 

high for a moment (selection of "fat chains"), thereby improving the 

ratio of correlated to uncorrelated counts. Closely related to the 

Rossi-a-experimertt is Babala's technique (ref.101) of measuring the 

statistical distribution of the lengths of the time intervals between 

two successive counts.

B. Methods_of_counting_statistics. Here one measures the numbers 

of counts (n), registered in a large number of time intervals (in 

principle by means of a gated scaler). The statistics of the numbers n 

deviates from the Poisson law due to the correlation.

Most well-known is the Feynman-technique, where the deviation of 

the variance from the mean is investigated. A formula for the variance

may be found in the following way:

P(t2-t 1)dt1dt2 = Cdtĵ  • p(t2~t 1 )dt2 = probability for a count at

t 1 and a count at t2 «

The total number of pairs of counts in a time interval T is found by 

integrating tj and t2 over the entire interval. The expected number of 

pairs, on the other hand, is equal to £<n(n-l)>, so

T t2 < T t
|<n(n-l)> = Jdt2f dt1*C p(t2-tx) = 2<п>2н “■ /dt /pc (x)dT, (3.1.2)

О О 0 0 .

or T t

<n <n>n> = 1 + f  /dt /Pe (T)dx. (3.1.3)
о 0

For the prompt neutron approximation (2.1.11) the formula given in 

ref . 8 is found:

Chapter III
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<n2>-<n>2
<n>

= 1 + Z-F(otT), (3.1.4)

where

F (x) = 1 - —  
x

-x
(3.1.5)

By measuring the variance-to-mean ratio for different interval lengths 

T, a and Z can be found. For a point reactor with delayed neutrons

This is a result of Bennett (ref.15).

The first experiment using this technique was published in 1956 by 

Feynman et al. (ref.102). Later experiments are in ref.103 and 104.

In many cases Feynman-experiments were made together with Rossi-a- 

experiments (ref.77, 88, 89, 90, 86). Some variants have been proposed. 

In ref.105 the use of short time intervals is propagated. In ref.106 

the effect of dead time of the counter is calculated and found to be 

dependent on a, so inversely a can be found by varying (artificially) 

the dead time. In order to avoid difficulties arising when the limit 

p-Ю is taken in eq.(3.1.6) (see section 3.3 ),• Bennett (ref.15) pro

posed to use, instead of the variance in n, the variance of the suc

cessive differences in n (deIta-variance or differential method).

Instead -of moments of the distribution, one can use the distri

bution of n itself, viz. pn = probability of obtaining n counts in the 

time interval T. This has been proposed by Mogil’ner and Zolotukhin 

(ref.107), who call it "p-method". They apply it in ref.35 and 108 

(only P q). In ref.108 Mogil'ner compares this method to other tech

niques. Another comparison is made in ref.109 (where pQ , p 1 and Peven 

are used). In ref.110 p Q , p 1 and p2 are used. Complete distributions 

have been published in ref.Ill and 1 1 2 .

C. The_autocorrelation_function. We will now provide the number 

of counts n, collected in the time interval (i-l)T<t<iT, with an index 

i: n^. The n^ for different i will be correlated. The covariance 

<плк+^> - <n>2 can be found by calculating the expected number of 

detected pairs of neutrons

(2.2.3):

<n2>—<n>2 
<n>

(3.1.6)
u s 
p p
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T (j+l)T

<nin i+j> =. / dti / = <п>2ч-|^ /dti 7  dt2pc (t2-t 1).(3.1.7

It was tried - without success - by Velez in 1959 (ref.113) to measure 

this correlation. Recent experiments are given in ref.109.

Usually autocorrelation measurements are not made with a neutron 

counter, but by using an ionization chamber as the detector. This 

detector produces a current, proportional to the count rate. We denote 

the count rate function by r(t). Ideally this is a sequence of 6-functions. 

In a practical detector these pulses are spread out by the finite col

lection time of the charge (notably positive ions) in the chamber, and 

by the finite bandwidth of the current amplifier. First we consider the 

idealized r(t). We will only be interested in averages over time inter

vals that contain many pulses, but are short with respect to the time 

constants in p(x). Then we may approximate r(t) around t=iT by n^/T.

Using <r> = C, with t = jT, for t >0:

The first term is a square peak around t=0, with width T and height C/T. 

In the limit for T-Ю, therefore, combining (3.1.8) and (3.1.9):

It is useful to derive this expression in another way too, as illu

strated in fig.4. The function r(t) is approximated by a sequence of 

rectangular pulses. First take т>Д. Then the contribution of each 

count to r(t)r(t+t) is given by the probability that a pulse arrives 

in the interval of overlap, times the integral over the product of 

the two pulses. This is easily seen to give the convolution product

о jT

(3.1.8)

% С Рс(т)

For t=0 we have, using (3.1.3),

T2 T2 о о
T ) d T  £ + С Pc(°). (3.1.9)

<{r(t)-<r>}{r(t+x)-<r>£>. = с {б ( т )  + Рс(т)}. (3.1.10)
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Section 3.1.

г ( t ) :

г ( t):

r(t+r):

O V E R LA P A  I*

PULSE DISTANCE

► t

РъдЛ* The re la tion  between the autocorrelation  
function o f  count ra te  and the conditional 
count ■probability.

of р(т) and the triangular "overlap" with unit area. This is the con

tribution of one count. Since there are С counts per unit time, in the 

limit for Д-Ю:

<r(t)r(t+T)> = С p (т). (3.1.11)

For т<Д we have moreover the correlation of the pulse with itself. 

This leads to the same triangular pulse in the bottom of fig.4, which 

tends to б(т) for Д-Ю. Therefore:

<r(t)r(t+x)> = С{р(т) + <S(t )} , (3.1.12)

which is equivalent to (3.1.10).

Next we consider the ionization chamber current i(t). Not every 

neutron produces the same charge q. We can give the same reasoning as 

sketched above, but now the spread in q must be taken into account.

The charge q is the area under the pulse. The q's for different pulses 

may be assumed to be independent. In the derivation this leads to a 

factor q2 for the correlated different counts, and to q"2" for the self

correlation. Then, with <i> = q C,
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< { i ( t ) - < i > } { i ( t + T ) - < i > } >  = С q2{Q6(i)+Pc (T)}, (3.1.13)

i

with the statistical factor Q defined by

Q = q^/q2 . (3.1.14)

It is convenient to define as the autocorrelation function of the

reactor noise the dimensionless autocorrelation function of the relative 

current fluctuations (i(t)-<i>}/<i> ,

*(T) d=f < {-^ Ь .<л>нк^т)-<1>£> , 1(Q6(T) (|Т|)Ь ( 3 . , . 15)
<i>2 C C

This function is, by definition, even in x. The contribution ô ( t )  will 

be called "detector noise".

The eq.(2.2.3) for р(т), including the space and energy correction 

factor f in the fundamental mode approximation (2.3.13) yields

Q yf г _SP ̂ T ̂
ф(т) = ^<S(t) + |r- I A_T(s_)e P . (3.1.16)

p

Here clearly two contributions are seen: the first term only dependent 

on counter statistics and count rate, and the second term - the proper 

reactor noise - depending on reactor parameters and fission rate, but 

independent of the position or other properties of the detector. This 

statement is even correct if space and energy dependence is taken into 

account, at least as fas as the fundamental mode approximation is valid. 

In the prompt neutron approximation we obtain

Chapter III

with

ф(т) = |б(т) + Y e a 'T l (3.1.17)

y - # - 2Ö R ) I f  • <злл8)

Eq.(3.1.17) shows a nice property of the autocorrelation analysis: 

by taking some delay т one gets rid of the uncorrelated disturbing 

detector noise. Y can be obtained by extrapolating the exponential 

to t =0. Remarkable in Y is the occurrence of the product of (ß-p) and 

A, while a gives their ratio.
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In actual measurements, of course, the peak 6 ( t ) will be broadened 

to a finite width. W e w i l l  discuss the effects of finite resolution of 

the equipment in section 5.2 of chapter V.

In practical determinations of ф(т) the ensemble means in eq. 

(3.1.15) are replaced by time averages. The delay, multiplication and 

integrations can be made either by analog or digital means (see ref.

115 and chapter V). Experimental autocorrelation functions have been 

published in ref. 115 (rather inaccurate), .116 and 117.

A variant is the polarity correlation technique (ref. 118, 11.9), 

where the function {i(t)-<i>} is replaced by its sign, thus facilitating 

the operations of delaying, multiplication and integration.

• F°r two ionization chambers with 

current outputs i^ t )  and i2 (t) one can define the cross-correlation 

function as

Section 3.1.

def <iii(t)-<i1>}{i2 (t+T)-<i2>}>
Ф1 2(т) = --------------------------- ----  . (3.1.19)

<i >*<i >
■ • i 2 

Obviously we have

^l2(-'c) = Ф21 ^  ‘ (3.1.20)

The function can be related to the conditional probability in the same 

way as it was done for the autocorrelation function. The only difference 

now is that there is no "self-correlation" of pulses, so the detector 

noise disappears¿ This gives in general

^12(T) = p i2,c('T^ C2 * (3.1.21)

The fundamental mode noise cross-correlation function becomes

* ' - s t

ф1 2 <т) = V  I ApT(sp) e P ; (3.1.22)
P

and the prompt neutron result

ф1 2 (т) = Y e_aT • (3.1.23)
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One application of the cross-correlation technique is that it gives 

á means for avoiding the under certain circumstances, really disturbing 

detector noise. Experimentally this has been shown for the first time 

by Nomura (ref.116).

Another range of applications is in space dependent kinetics: 

by measuring the correlation between fluctuations at different positions 

in the reactor one can obtain information about the way in which.the 

different regions are coupled. This application is most clearly de

monstrated for the model of two loosely coupled cores (section 2.4.).

If there is one ionization chamber in a and one in b, their cross

correlation function follows from the results of section 2.4:

— S T “ S * T

ФаЬ(т̂ = F^ £ (Kpe P "K¿e P )*■ (3.1.24)
p

For two chambers in core a we obtain the cross-correlation function

— S T  ̂— S  ̂T

фаа(т) = £ (V  P + ~  e P (3.1.25)
aa P . P R2

In the prompt neutron approximation

Фа Ь ( т )  = Y (Ке_ат- К ' e_ a ' T) ,
(3.1.26)

i / \ v  r v  -ат К т - а ' т ч
Фао(т) = Y (Ke + —  e ) .

. R2

This is illustrated for the symmetrical case in fig.3. These results 

indicate the possibility to determine the coupling parameters from the 

noise.

E • One can pass the signal {i(t)-I}/I

through a bandpass-filter, square the filter output, and average the 

squarer output by integration. By measuring this as a function of the 

center frequency of the filter, the power spectral density W(oj) is ob

tained, defined as the noise power per unit frequency. The power spec

tral density and the autocorrelation function are - in the limit of 

long measuring time and high spectral resolution - related by the 

Wiener-Khintchine formulae (e.g. ref.120):

Chapter III
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Seotion 3.1.

00

W(<jü) = 4J ф(т) coswx dx
0

( 3 . 1. 27)

OO

O

From (3.1.16) it then follows that for the point reactor

W(u) = + I  T*(iu)T(iu>) , (3.1.28)

where T(s) again is the reactor transfer function, and

T*(iw)T(iu)) = 2 I 

P

(3.1.29)

The power spectrum in actual measurements is the "ideal" spectrum 

(3.1.28), multiplied by the frequency response function B(w) (norma

lized to 1 at low frequency). This result was found by Bennett (ref.15).

Instead of determining W(w) by means of electronic filters, one 

can likewise measure ф(т) and determine W(uj) from it by a Fourier 

transformation. This was done, e.g., in ref.121, 122.

The power spectrum measurement is the most widely used technique 

for reactor noise (also in power reactors). It was used for the first 

time by Cohn (ref.123) in several Argonne reactors. Other work in the 

United States was done at Atomics International (ref.124, 125), at 

Oak Ridge (ref.126-131), Batelle (ref.132-134), at the University of 

Florida (ref.135-137), and in several reactors at the Idaho National 

Reactor Test Station (ref.138-142). Examples of work in some other 

countries are to be'found in ref.90 and 143-146. In these cases the 

purpose of the measurements was to determine 3/Л and/or p/ß. In nearly 

all cases ionization chambers have been used as detectors. In one case 

an experimental determination of y-noise has been reported (ref.147; 

ref.148 gives a theory). Measurements directed to very specialized 

applications (power determination; on-line reactivity determination) 

will be treated later-on (chapter VII).

F* • Here two detectors are used. Each

current signal is passed through a band-pass filter (with the same 

center frequencies), the outputs are multiplied and integrated. The 

set-up is, of course, more complicated than for an auto-power spectrum
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measurement. The cross-power spectral density W 1 2(co) may be calculated 

from the cross-correlation functions by (ref.120)

0 0  C O

Wi2M  = 2  / {ф1 2(т)+ф21 ( x )  } c o s ü 3 T  d x  - 2 / {Ф1 2(т)~Ф21 (т) }sinuT d T .

0 0
(3.1.30)

This gives for the point reactor

Chaptev III

W 1 2 (w) = W 2 1 (w) = F T*(iüJ)T (iw) (3.1.31)

The cross-power spectrum has the advantage of containing no detector 

noise. This makes the technique preferable over the auto-power mea

surement in case of low detector efficiency. It was independently pro

posed by Germans (ref.85, 149, 150) and by Japanese (ref.151, 152).

The other application is in space dependent reactor kinetics for 

the detection of coupling between different reactor regions. Equations 

for the cross-spectral densities are easily derived from the cross

correlation functions (3.1.24-25). For illustration, we give the re

sult in the case of a symmetrical system (R=l) for prompt neutrons 

only :

W (w) 
aa

= 4 ctY

= 4 aY

1 1

а2+ш2

а2+ш2

a '2+ш?

а'2+ш2

(3.1.32)

An experiment for determining the coupling effect was made by Danofski 

(ref.153). The measurements, however, were not sufficiently accurate to 

determine n with some precision, and to show clearly the effect of 

coupling.

3.2. On the choice of a technique

When deciding on a technique for reactor noise analysis, one first 

has to choose between current type neutron detectors (-ionization cham

bers), and pulses producing counters. This choice depends on the neutron 

density in the reactor, and therefore on the reactor power, the in

herent sources and the reactivity. Since a high detector efficiency
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is very desirable (e>10-1+), a sensitive detector at a position of high 

neutron density is required. Since for most counters (e.g. BF3~counters) 

the mean count rate may not exceed about 104 c.p.s., the fission rate 

should be below 108 fissions/sec., which means a power of less than

3 mW. It is extremely difficult to keep a critical reactor stable at 

this power. Therefore, in a critical reactor at a reasonable power 

level one has to use ionization chambers. The chamber current should 

be not too low (it is then difficult to amplify the current with suf

ficient bandwidth) , so - dependent on type of ionization chamber and 

on amplifiers - it turns out in practice that the reactor power should 

not be lower than about 0.01 to 0.1 W. This excludes ionization cham

bers for far subcritical measurements. The maximum range of negative 

reactivity for ionization chambers depends on the neutron sources in 

the reactor, but usually one cannot go to more than a few dollars sub- 

criticality. In conclusion: for a subcritical, low power reactor one 

has to use counters; for a close-to-critical system at power ionization 

chambers have to be employed. In Petten it was decided to start noise 

work in the range of reactor conditions easiest for the interpretation,

i.e. the range close to critical. Therefore for the start of the work 

the use of ionization chambers has been decided upon.

For counter measurements many techniques present themselves. The 

Rossi-a-experiment is clearly restricted to preferably fast, and other

wise far subcritical systems. A choice between the other existing 

methods will be a matter of available equipment, and accuracy attain

able. Experimental comparisons were made for different techniques in 

ref.108 and 109.

For ionization chamber measurements the number of techniques is 

more restricted. Frequency analysis has the advantage that power spec

tral density estimates for different frequencies, determined from the 

same noise record, are approximately uncorrelated (see chapter IV, 

section 2). This is not so for the correlation function estimates for 

different delay times. The correlation functions, on the other hand, 

are more directly physically appealing. One great advantage for reac

tor noise is the easy separability of detector noise and correlated 

noise in the autocorrelation function. Coupling effects, too, can 

easily be seen in cross-correlation functions. For the work at Petten

Section 3.2.
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it was decided to emphasize the — not yet very extensively investigated - 

correlation function approach (section 3.1 , methods G and D ) .

3.3. Divergence of the noise for a critical reactor

It has been remarked by many authors (ref.17, 15, 24, 62, 69, 42) 

that the equations (3.1.6) for the variance-to-mean ratio and (3.1.16) 

for the correlation function diverge, when applied for a critical reac

tor (р-Ю). This is due to the fact that sg-K), while the corresponding 

residu remains finite - as can easily be seen from the equation for

T(s) - and therefore T(sr)-> This divergence is caused by the fact
b

that in a critical reactor there is no "force" driving the system to 

a certain equilibrium position. If we consider an ensemble of critical 

reactors, all starting with the same initial condition at t=0, we see 

that - although the mean stays in the same place - the systems start 

to diffuse away from the mean without limit. The system then is not 

stationary to second order. The variance is always increasing with 

time. As soon as there is some feedback mechanism working (inter

nal, or external by the reactor operator), so that no longer T(s)->- 00 

for s->0, the divergence will cease.

The divergence does not mean that noise experiments in a critical 

reactor are impossible, as it is sometimes concluded. That conclusion 

arises from a somewhat rough use of the assumption of ergodicity. 

Experimental quantities are not the ensemble averages, referred to 

above, but experimentally the ensemble averages are replaced by time 

averages. Since a zero frequency (s=0) cannot be measured in a finite 

measuring time, the divergence will not be found experimentally.

This will be shown by explicitly calculating the expectation value 

of an experimental autocorrelation function, for a point reactor with 

delayed neutrons (see ref.117). Denoting the relative current fluctu

ations by x(t), we have for a measuring time T q

'Chapter III

T

T \ / T v T T
i°  \  / i  ° A  i 0 0
r-■/ x(t)x(t+x)dt/  - \ Of- / xdt] ) = ф(т)---- / J dtduiKt-u) >
'oo /  \ o o  f  T 2 о о .0

(3.3.1)
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where ф is the correlation function derived in (3.1.16). Using that 

equation the result is

V ,) = cll w T l , f i V ( V t e V - j T I(spV|1 (3-3-2)° о p=o y * p 0 r

where F(x) has been defined in (3.1.5).

Since always ctTQ» l ,  F(aTo) = l. This gives for (3.3.2) that

Seotion 3.3.

6

W T) ■ с S(T ) *  Ye" “ T-  *  F ^ V ' V

— S T

e p - t V f V o)p 0

(3.3.3)

The diverging term with p=6 now gives for Sg-Ю:

'бТ- ф -  F(s6To)6 0
* ? A 62 ' V 3T) * t V To • (3-3 -4)

which is finite for a finite measuring time Tq . Ho w  large is this 

contribution? For a representative LFR-measurement: Tq= 40 sec. From 

the reactor transfer function it is easily found that

\  % ï ë 7 T 7 '  12 s_1> 80 t V to " 960 s"‘-
1 X

On the other hand the prompt neutron contribution is (for t =0)

V ' V  m  ■ 5-2 x 105 8-1 '

for a critical LFR. So it appears that the term in the autocorrelation 

function which seems to cause the divergence, in fact only contributes 

960/5.2xl05 = 1.8%o of the prompt neutron term. This is a negligible 

effect.

Usually the correction term (Q+Z)/CTq in (3.3.3) is small too.

More important is the last term in (3.3.3). This is the delayed neutron 

effect. It appears that the finite measuring time effect and the delayed 

neutron effect cannot be separated: they have to be calculated as one 

correction. The numerical calculation will be made in ch.V, section 5.1.

The Feynman-technique, section 3.1.-B, exhibits the same type of 

divergence. Also here the divergence disappears when the expectation 

value of the actually measured quantity is calculated (ref.154).
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Chapter IV

A C C U R A C Y  O F  N O I S E  A N A L Y S I S

1. GAUSSIAN NOISE

1.1. The distribution of the experimental quantities

In this section we will present some arguments, showing that it is

not too bad to assume that the experimental quantities are distributed

according to the normal law. This particular distribution will be used

in the subsequent sections as a basis for several types of calculation

of statistical errors.

The considerations will be based upon the Central Limit Theorem

(e.g.ref.1). If X j , x 2 , ...., xn are independent random variables with

means m., m., . . . ,  m and standard deviations a , , c r . . . . , a  , then the 1 ’ 2 > ’ n 1 2  n
n

sum x = £ x^ is asymptotically normal with mean m = Епь and variance

a2 = Ea?, whatever the distributions of the x. are. This means that the 
i 1

distribution of (x-m)/a tends to a Gaussian in the limit n -> '<*>. This 

theorem holds under some rather general condition, the Lindemann con

dition. Physically this condition means that not any of the partial 

variances is dominating. The condition is automatically satisfied if 

all x^ have the same probability distribution.

Now consider a subcritical reactor, equipped with a neutron de

tector. The reactor is suddenly made stationary (by means of a neutron 

source) at t=0. The detector counts neutrons during the time interval 

T, shown in the diagram.

T
-----1----------------------- 1------ 1------ ;---- >- time

0 t t+T

The number of counts is k. We are interested in the distribution of k. 

Every source neutron, emitted between time 0 and t+T, produces a cer

tain number of counts k^, with a certain distribution depending on 

the time of occurrence of the source neutron. The distributions for 

different source neutrons will be statistically, independent. The 

Central Limit Theorem then states that к = Ek^, in the limit of a 

large number of source neutrons between 0 and t+T, will be normally 

distributed. It is physically plausible that not any of the partial 

variances of the individual source neutrons is dominating.
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If there should be some doubt about the validity of the Lindemann 

condition, one may pass on to the consideration of one source neutron, 

uniformly distributed over the interval (0,t+T). Such a hypothetical 

neutron again produces a number of counts k^, and the total number of 

counts is now obtained as a sum of variables with equal distributions. 

Then the Lindemann condition is automatically fulfilled.

The Central Limit Theorem not only holds for one interval, but 

also for the numbers of counts in more than one interval: k 1 in 

(t , t^T), k2 in (t2 , t2+T), etc. Then, in the limit of very many 

source neutrons, a multidimensional Gaussian distribution is obtained.

Next consider an ionization chamber as the neutron detector. The 

output current at any instant is proportional to the number of neutrons 

detected (properly weighted) in some short time interval - determined, 

by the integration time constant of the detector - around the instant 

we are considering.This makes it plausible that also the current values, 

sampled at several times t15 t2, are normally distributed. The

same is then true for the relative current fluctuations, as used in 

chapter III, eq.(3.1.15),

X (t) = {i ( t) - i} / i , (1.1.1)

where we will assume that i is an exactly known quantity. The values 

for the samples read at t^=kT (periodic samples) will be denoted by x^.

We have assumed that the reactor was suddenly started at t=0. If

this happened sufficiently long before the first sample taken from the 

ionization chamber current, it is no longer important what happened 

exactly around and before t=0. Then our only requirement is that the 

reactor is stable for some time before the measurement starts.

The reasoning as given is not correct for a stationary critical 

reactor. Here there are no source neutrons, and therefore no indepen

dent distributions induced by them. So the Central Limit Theorem is

not applicable for a critical reactor. However, it follows from the

theory presented in chapter III, that for reasonable short time inter

vals the statistical behaviour is largely determined by the prompt 

neutrons. A critical reactor is subcritical with respect to prompt 

neutron multiplication, while the decaying delayed neutron precursors 

are the source, which on a short time scale approximately may be con-

Chapter IV
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sidered to be random. So, as long as time intervals are short, we expect 

normal behaviour for a critical reactor as well.

The given arguments certainly do not constitute a rigorous mathe

matical proof: they only make the asymptotic normal distribution plausible. 

It does not follow under what condition exactly (for what count rate or 

power level) the normal distribution is a good approximation. We expect 

the approximation to be a reasonable one for an ionization chamber: the 

number of neutrons within the integration time must be high in order to 

have a sufficiently high current. We will not use the assumption of 

normality for the interpretation of the measurements, but merely for a 

calculation of statistical errors.

The error calculation starts from the probability of finding the 

first sample between Xj and x^+dxj, the second sample between x2 and 

x2+dx2, etc., FÍXj^ ,x2,... ,x^)dx1dx2... .dx^. From the previous arguments, 

together with <x^>= 0, it follows that the function F is given by

Section 1.1.

F = 1 . v „ - I

/(2ir)Ndet(ff)' 1,k

exp(-i^ m Tj X jX ĵ . (1.1.2)

The quadratic from occurring in (1.1.2) will sometimes be written in
• "*T ^  i  ' • • .

vector notation as ха*М i#x, where T means transposition. The function

F is often referred to as the likelihood function of the measurement.

The inverse of a matrix occurs in (1.1.2). This ?  is the correlation

matrix of the x's. That means:

M ik = <xixk >= 'Kli~k lT)> (1.1.3)

with ф(т) defined in chapter III, eq.(3.1.15). The function F, of 

course also depends on several reactor parameters. This explicit 

dependence will be used in section 3.

It is often convenient to use the Fourier transform or the 

characteristic function of F:

-i(ü>1x 1+...+üJNxN X  - 1 ( 0 . ^ + . . . + ^ )
\e /=  J F (x r . .X jP  e dXjdx, ... d:

*N \

= exp(-i I ' M . ^ ^ ) .  , (1.1.4)
i,k
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From this relation the result (1.1.3) is easily derived by differenti

ating (1.1.4) with respect to x^ and x^.

By differentiating (1.1.4) four times with respect to x^,xj,x^,xm 

one finds the relation

which we will need in section 2.

1.2. The distribution of Fourier coefficients

Up to now we considered a measurement x(t) for OitiT , perio

dically sampled at time intervals T. Another way to describe the same 

measurement is by its Fourier coefficients

This is the basis of the Rice formulation of the noise (ref.2,3). It

Here W(w) is the power spectral density, used in section (3.1.E) of 

chapter III. In fact, the second line of (1.2.3) may be considered as 

a definition of W(üj). We will write W^ instead of W(oĵ ). Now the 

likelihood function F (aj,...a^,b1...,b^) contains the inverse of the 

correlation matrix for â ., b^. The correlation matrix itself is given 

in (1.2.3). It is a diagonal matrix. Its determinant is

(1.1.5)

cosw, t

sinw, t 
к

*  dt, (1.2.1)

with

шк « к*2тт/То (k=l ,2... ,M=N/2) .• • • 9 ( 1. 2 . 2)

has been shown by Rice that for a Gaussian noise also a^ and b^ are 

normally distributed, with

<

w o ^ )
(1.2.3)

о
<a.b. > = 0.
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and its inverse is given by

Seotion 1.3.

6.. T /W. for k<M, 
lk о к

So:

6.. T /W. for M<k<N . 
ik о k-M

M

/О nW1(2ir) k к

(1.2.5)

T
e x p ( - y  I — ----). (1.2.6)

к к

The depend on the reactor parameters.

1.3. Two-detector experiments

Now two signals are considered, x ^ t )  and x 2 (t), measured at 

the same time. The samples of x 1 and x2 are arranged in a vector as 

follows:

T x ,-ix , „ . . .  X ,-NT X  X • • •  X „ . J
L 11 12 IN 21 22 2NJ

Then the correlation matrix is seen to be

[*11(|i-k|T)]_ * 12(|i-k|T)]

[♦21(|i-k|X)] ♦22(|i-k|T)]
(1.3.1)

where ф x г(Ii—к IT) denotes a submatrix with ÿ (|i-k|T) as the element

i,k. i »^12*^21 * and ^22 аГе ^e-^ne^ •*-n chapter III (3.1, part D) .

In the frequency domain we find Fourier coefficients

a, . ... a b ... b a ... a , b ... b ,.
11 1M 11 lM 21 2M 21 2M

(1.3.2)

with

<a. > = <b. > = 0
im xm

<aiTna.t > = <bimb ik> = б„Л.(ш„)/Т,

) b . :  ̂ „ vuu , 
im 2k mk 12 m  о

im ik im ik' ^тк'Ч14'"m'" J'o .

<a, a . > = <b b , > = ô ,W (ш )/T 
lm 2k 1rn o1, ~1' 1 " ™

(i= l,2)

<a. b..> = 0 for all i and j,
im jk J ’

(1.3.3)
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in analogy with (1.2.3). Then we may write for the correlation matrix 

of the vector (1.3.2)

Chapter IV

M  =

[Wn] o [wi2] 0

0 [W „ ]  0 [wi2]

[w21] 0 [w22l 0

0 [w21] 0 [W22]

(1.3.4)

where Tw..1 are diagonal submatrices with diagonal elements W . .(w ). 
L ijJ lj m

A simple matrix inversion now gives

->rn =?> -,
a-L*M“1*a = T <

о

W 22
W.

11<Шк)
~D,---- 2k 2k

w 1 2 ^ ^ 2 1
(a , a , +b , b , )

lk 2k lk 2k

with

Also:

Dk = W l l 4 > W 22 4 >

d e t ^ )  = (]J Dk )2/TQM •

(1.3.5)

(1.3.6)

(1.3.7)
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Scction 2.1.

2. ACCURACY OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND POWER SPECTRA

2.1. Correlation functions

The autocorrelation function for т=кТ is estimated from 

. N

Then:
* (H) ■ » j .V i tk

i = l

:ф > = ф ,

(2.1.1) 

(2.1.2)

as calculated in chapter III, section (З.1., part C). We will now calcu

late the covariances of the quantities (2.1.1), in analogy with the 

variance calculation as given in ref.4. The covariance of the estimates 

is:

°hk ■ <(\
~ф, ) (фГ-ф, )> = —-\ У У( x . x .  ~<X.X.  ,>) ( x . x .  - - <X. X.  . >)\
. Mi 4c rk' n 2 \V i í+h i l+h ' 4 j j+k j j+k /

= —  У У (M-.M.^, . . + М. , .М. . . )
n 2 • j  i J  l + h , j + k  i + h , j  i > J + k

(2.1.3)

according to (1.1.5). For small T the summation can be approximated 

by an integration

T T
о о

Thk
/ / [ф(u-v)ф{u-v+(h-k)T}+ф(u-v-kT)ф(u-v+hT)Jdudv =

T2 0 0
0

+T

" h  /°(To"lu l>
T -T
о о

Ф(и)ф(и+(h—к)Т}+ф(и—кТ)ф(u+hT) du (2.1.4)

ф(т) is a rapidly decreasing function. For sufficiently long T , therefore:

+T

J2 =
hk T= F - J

О г

о -T
ф(и)ф{и+(h-k)Т}+ф(u-кТ)ф(u+hT) d u

Ф{(h-k)T)+ Ф{(h+k)T} (2.1.5)

where Ф is the autocorrelation function of ф, defined by

+ 00

Ф(т) = J ф(u)ф(u+т)du. ( 2. 1. 6)
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Now in practice ф(т) is measured with a finite time resolution. 

The ф, calculated in chapter III,eq.(3.1.16), will now denoted by

Further we use a well-known input-output relationship for linear systems 

(e.g. ref.5). The measured output function x(t) is a convolution pro

duct of the input signal (the ideal sequence of delta-functions, con

sidered in part С of section (3.1) of chapter III) and the impulse 

response of the detection system (ionization chamber plus amplifier). 

Then the measured autocorrelation function is the convolution product

of the ideal correlation function ф and the autocorrelation function
о

of the system's impulse response function, which we denote by Ъ(т):

and Фо is defined for фо according to (2.1.6). Denoting the correlated 

part of ф by ф , and the autocorrelation function of ф by Ф , wer  0 J  ОС ОС J ОС
find

(2.1.7)

ф(т) = Ь(т) * Ф0(т) • ( 2. 1. 8)

In the same way

Ф(т) = В(т) * ф0(т) » (2.1.9)

where B ( t ) is the autocorrelation function of Ъ(т):

+ 00

В(т) = f b(u)b(u+t)du ; ( 2. 1. 10)

Ф ( t ) ■ ô( t) + Ф ("0 + Ф ( t )
0 ОС oc

( 2 . 1. 11)

A straightforward integration yields
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The equations (2.1.5), (2.1.11) and (2.1.12) give a complete 

expression for the covariances of two autocorrelation estimates. It is 

rather tedious to obtain numerical answers. Since a high accuracy is 

not needed for error calculations, we make some crude approximations. 

First the variance is considered: p=q. Then

+  C O

а2(т) = —  {Ф(0)+Ф(2т)} = / B(u){Фо(и)+Фо(2т~и)}du. (2.1.13)
о о

Since Ф(т) is decreasing, and tending to 0 for т-*°,

а2(т) % Ф(0) (2.1.14)
о

with 1<к<2, and к(т=0)=2; к(т=°°) = 1.

The first term in (2.1.11) - a delta-function - is spread out by B(t), 

so Ф(0) is finite. In case of very high detector efficiency e=C/F, the 

first terms in (2.1.11), proportional to e-2 and e-1 respectively, will 

be negligible. How far this is the case in actual measurements will 

appear later (chapter VI, section 1.8). Where this approximation cannot 

be made, a numerical calculation will be unavoidable. It is further 

assumed that B(t) is narrow with respect to exp(-s |t|), which means 

that the resolution is sufficient for detecting the correlated noise.

Then

0 2c 2 A A T(s )T(s )
а2(т) , J — 3_ _ (2_K15)

F2T0 p,q SP q

The dominating term in the sum is for p=q=0. Then with the approximations 

(2.2.5-6) of chapter III, and with Y defined in chapter III, eq.(3.1.18),

02(T) , . (2_,_|6)

4T F2a 3A2 “To
0

Since ^OC(0)^Y (see (3.1.17) of chapter III), we find 

ос 0

The standard deviation changes by a factor of only 1.4 over the т-range.

Section 2.1.
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Chapter IV

The covariance of two estimates again can be calculated numerically. 

Here we only give the approximation for high detector efficiency and no 

delayed neutrons, like in the previous paragraph. Then

There appears to be a rather strong correlation of autocorrelation 

estimates in the vicinity of each other. This correlation arises, of 

course, since we assume that the estimates for the different points of 

the autocorrelation function are obtained from the same noise record.

This positive correlation should always be kept in mind, when inter

preting experimental autocorrelation functions. It poses some restrictions 

on the use of least squares fitting of theoretical expressions to ex

perimental curves. This point will be further discussed in chapter V, 

section .6.1.

Like in section 3.3 of chapter III, there is again a difficulty 

for a critical reactor. For Sg->-0, eq.(2.1.15) gives a2-*». This is caused 

by the approximation made for (2.1.5). A contribution in ф(т), pro

portional to Tq-3t (see (3.3.4) in chapter III) gives a contribution to 

the variance (now from (2.1.4)1) of

So for this term the standard deviation is about as large as the mean.

error will be small as well.

Finally we calculate the covariance of cross-correlation estimates. 

The same derivation as for autocorrelation functions now leads to

*{(h-k)T} + 0{(h+k)T} = (e_ a lh k lT+ e"a lh+klT). (2.1.18)

+T

о о

Since the mean was shown to be completely negligible, the effect of the

2

= —  I I ^n {(j -i)T}^22Uj-i+k-h)T}+\|;12{(i-j-k)T}\j;2i {(i-j+h)T}
N 2 -i i LN z i j L

Г +T ■ Г 1
% —  / °(Tq- IuI) Фп(и)ф22{и+(Ь-к)Т}+ф12(и-кТ)ф21(u+hT) du.

о о
(2.1.20)
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For very long Tq :

+ c o  -

a2k = —  / |_ф (и)ф22(и+(Ь-к)Т} + ф12(и-кТ)ф21 (u+hT)]du. (2.1.21)
0 —00

The variance is given by

1 +°°~
0 2 ( t )  = —  / Ьи (и)Ф22(и) + Ф12(и-т)Ф21(и+т)]аи =

^ F -  0 (u >+ + F-) (ц)+фпп (и)+Ф (2x-u)

0 •—  C O

+ 00

z Y ~  J b ( u )
0 “°° LC1C2 1 C2 0C 0C

du, 

( 2 . 1. 22)

where we have assumed - for simplicity - that both measuring channels 

have the same impulse response autocorrelation function b(x) and the 

same statistical factor Q.

If we compare (2.1.22) with (2.1.11) and (2.1.13), it appears 

that for equal detector efficiencies ( C ^ C ^ C )  and large x, or for 

high detector efficiencies and arbitrary x, the variances of auto- 

and cross-correlation functions are approximately equal. So it appears 

that the advantage of the cross-correlation function is that the un

correlated detector noise contribution disappears. The accuracy in 

the same measuring time, however, is not appreciably improved. This 

conclusion seems to be somewhat in contradiction with results in ref.6.

2.2. Power spectra (ref.7)

The periodogram estimate of power spectral density is defined as 

T
W. .(U) ) = -£(a. a. + b. b. )•, i,j = l,2. (2.2.1)
ij nr 2 im jm im jnr ’ ,J ’

Then, from (1.2.3),

<W..(ш )> = W . .(ш ).
lj nr ij 4 m

The expectation values are given by (3.1.28) and (3.1.31) in chapter III:

W ii(w) = + W c (w) 5 (2.2.2)
i

W 12(ü)) = V “> » (2.2.3)
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where W c (oj) now means the correlated component, defined in (3.1.31) 

of chapter III.

This periodogram estimate, of course, is not a practical one. The 

estimates are spaced by Дш=2тг/То (see 1.2.2)), which is a very small , 

quantity. Practical estimates are obtained by electronic filters, which 

cover a much wider frequency band and a large number of periodogram 

estimates. The periodogram estimate is very useful from a theoretical 

point of view. We calculate its variance. If we identify the set of 

numbers (1.3.2) with the x^ in (1.1.5), this theorem immediately gives

< (a? -W..(w )/T )2> = <(b? -W..(w )/T )2> = 2(W..(w )/T )2 
im il4 m' o' 4 im n 4 m' о n  nr o'

< (a? -W. . (to )/T ) (b? -W. . (u> )/T )> = 0 
im il m о im n  m' о

2

(a a -W, (ш )/T ) > = < (b b„ -W, (ш )/T ) 
lm 2m  12 nr o' lm 2m 12 nr o'

i=l ,2 

2
> =

T2
о

< (a a n -W, Ы )/T )(b b„ -W fu )/T )> = 0, (2.2.4)
. lm 2m 12 m о lm 2m 12 m о

yielding for the variances in W^^(ш̂ )

a?,(w ) d=f <3wT.(u )-W..(w )}Z>  = W . .(w )2 (i=l,2); (2.2.5)
11 m XL il пг il m J il m

a2 (u ) d=f <{ w *  (u )-W10(üj )}2> =  !{«,,(“ )W„,(o> )+W, (ш )2}. (2.2.6)12 m N 1 12 m 7 12 m  J ^  l l l  m  22 m 12 m J

(More insight into the remarkable result (2.2.5) is obtained by a
♦

glance at eq.(1.2.6), which shows that the W^-values are exponentially 

distributed, with equal mean and standard deviation.)

Now we compare two different ways of analysing the signals from 

two detectors in the reactor. One way is to add the currents and to 

determine the auto power spectrum (2.2.2)

c 1+c2 ■ Wc<“>’:1+ C 2

with variance (2.2.5)

a2 = + W )2. (2.2.7)
auto '■C1+C„ cJ

1 2
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The other way is to determine the cross power spectrum (2.2.3), Wc (u)), 

with variance (2.2.6)

< 2 - 1 Щ  + wc H f  * w c} 4 “= -  <2-2-8>

From the periodogram estimate we now turn to a more practical estimate 

of noise power density. In practice, the noise passes through a band

pass filter with frequency response Н(ш), which only differs from zero 

in a neighbourhood (>>^~) of o)q . The frequency range is so small that 

(ш) is nearly constant in that interval. To the interval belongs a 

large number of frequencies Therefore, the power output of the 

filters may be written

T
<output> = < £  H(a)m )W. ((0m ) >  ifc W. .(ü) )/H(u)du, (2.2.9)

m J J

with variance, according to the error propagation law (W^'s for dif

ferent frequencies are uncorrelated, as follows from (2.2.4)),

T
variance = У Н2(ш )о2 .(ш ) %тг^а?.(ш )/H2 (to)do). (2.2.10)

L m  it m % 2тг ii о J m j . j

We define as the bandwidth of the filter - not to be confused with the 

bandwidth of the whole measuring system -

h ■ W " > d">2 , (2.2.10
2TT2/H2 (w)du

This h equals the half-power bandwidth for a single-tuned band-pass 

filter

Н(ш) = ---- !----  . (2.2.12)
U)-U> 0

1 + t-KT)
Then we obtain

variance = ¿ i h 2 . _ 1 _
2 lW. iThT *

output lj 0
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We now apply this equation for the two different ways of analyzing the 

detector signals, corresponding with (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) respectively. 

The relative standard deviations in the experimental power density 

estimates are obtained from (2.2.5)

which deviates from a formula derived by Seifritz et al. (ref.8).

We.now compare the two experiments, for which the errors have 

been calculated in (2.2.14-15). In reactor noise measurements one is 

interested in the standard deviations in Wc (oi) in both cases. If we 

assume that the uncorrelated component in the auto-spectrum (2Q/C) 

can be determined with arbitrarily high accuracy, the ratio of the 

absolute standard deviations is the proper basis for the comparison. 

This ratio is in case of equal detector efficiencies ( C ^ C ^ C )

which is 1 at low frequency (Q/C<<Wc (o))) and increases smoothly to /2 

at high frequency (Q/C>>Wc (oj) ) .

The uncorrelated component can be determined very accurately if 

measured over a very large frequency range above the break frequency 

of the correlated noise. The larger the bandwidth, the smaller the 

error in 2Q/C. In practice this bandwith is always limited (by finite 

response time of the detector, finite bandwidth of amplifiers, or 

ultimately by finite count rate). For very restricted bandwidth the 

error in W c (gd), determined from the auto-spectrum, may therefore well 

be larger than the statistical error in the cross-power spectrum, es

pecially when the uncorrelated component in the auto-spectrum is large 

(at low detector efficiency).In conclusion: cross-correlation will be 

to be preferred when the detector efficiency is low and the bandwidth 

of the detection system limited. In the other extreme case the auto

spectrum is slightly better. There has been some discussion in the 

littérature on this point recently (ref.8,9,7,10).

1 1 о о
(2.2.14)

which is a well-known result (e.g. ref.4); and from (2.2.8)

о

(2.2.15)

auto с
(2.2.16)
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3. ACCURACY OF REACTOR PARAMETERS

3.1. Estimation theory

In section 2 the errors in correlation functions and in power 

spectra have been calculated. These results are, of course, very useful 

from an experimental point of view. However, they are not the errors 

one is ultimately interested in. The final interest is in the accuracy 

of the reactor parameters (such as a), determined from the correlation 

functions or power spectra. This accuracy will depend on the way the 

measurement is analyzed. This leads to the question: is there, among 

all possible ways of determining a parameter from the noise, a best way 

for extracting the information? The answer to this question depends, of 

course, on what is understood by "best way". If best is understood to 

mean "having the smallest standard deviation", then the question can be 

answered by using Fisher's theory of estimation (ref.l). With this 

theory it is possible to determine a lower bound for the standard de

viations (or for the variances) of estimates of parameters. It is also 

possible to find estimates for which the accuracy approaches this lower 

bound closely. In sections 3.3. and 3.4. only these lower bounds for the 

standard deviations in some reactor parameters are calculated. The way 

of obtaining efficient estimates for the parameters is not discussed 

here (see section 3.5.). The theory of the next section can also be 

found in ref.11.

This section now gives a brief review of the estimation theory 

we need. We have a measurement, consisting of N measured points y 15 y 2 , 

..., y^. Suppose that the statistics of the measuring process is known, 

so we can give the likelihood function Fiy^.y^; p 1. .Pp),which expresses 

the probability of finding the measurement y^. ..y^. This likelihood

function depends on the "true" values bf some unknown parameters p ^ ^ . p  .

Our task is now to derive some information on the p's from the measure

ment y.. In general there will be a number of functions of y., called

(unbiased) estimates for p^, denoted by p^(y1...y^), with the property 

that on the average (i.e. for a very often repeated experiment)

Section 3.1.

<p*> = /р^У^-.Уц) ,F(y1...yN ;p1...pp) dy = Pi. (3.1.1)
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For these estimates we can define variances and covariances according 

to

aij = < (pi ” pi)(Pj - pj ^  (3.1.2)

Now define

A ii (3-1-3)

A^j is a symmetric matrix. The inverse is denoted by .. Then it can 

be proven that

a?. > B... (3.1.4)
11 XI '

Ф £ £
If we have some compound quantity f=f(p1»..pp) with estimate f =f(p ...pp). 

then

л  и  ° h  j t l t  >- и  Bi :  ^ i p T  • « - 1-«i j J i j

With equations (3.1.4) and (3.1.5) the lower bounds are found. It is 

possible to express A^j differently

A _ s  ,\ 9F w  1 9F __ 92£nF \  „  , n
Aij  '  < (F 35T)(f  3 5 7»  •  • ■ ( з л -6)

• • . =í>
In the following sections we will try to calculate the matrix В for

£
some models of reactor noise. Finding functions p^ will not concern 

us now.

We start by considering the óne-detector experiment. Since the 

likelihood function for the frequency domain representation is some

what simpler than that for the time series (1.1.2), we prefer to use 

here the former formulation (1.2.6). From this equation it is easily 

found that

эр к к 2 wj Эр ( '
к

Since <а >̂ = < >̂jc> = we ^ave = as ■*-*- should be.

By further differentiation it is found that
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A. .
ij

„ о „ _ ч Э £nW. Э inW
92£nF \  _ у ___ Jk ____ к

, Эр. Зр. 
к *i

Эр.Эр. 
i J

(3 .1 .8 )

3.2. Estimation theory for zeros and poles

Very often the noise spectrum can be written as

m.

W(u>) = С TT (“ 2 + a?) 1 , (3.2.1)

where the пь are integers (positive or negative).

For the parameters to be estimated we take ЛпС and the a.

Now, with

Э £nW, Э £.nW, 2m. a .
к , . k i l  

* 9Э(ЛпС) За. 2 , 2 ’ 
ш +а.

1
we find

А,, = М = \ Т /Т‘11

Ап . = т. -г- 
Il 1 2

т.т.Т
A.. =и  а.+а.

(i »j > 2)

Schematically:

А = T. о
’ i [o f
_[0] [m.]_

1/2Т [J]

M  ' а.+а. 
i

1 M

[o ] [m.]

where [пь"] denotes a diagonal matrix with elements .пь ; 

1
a.+a.
- i J-1

(3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

denotes a symmetric square matrix with elements
a.+a. *
i J

Щ  and [o]denote row or column vectors with all elements equal 

to \ and 0 respectively.

In the same schematic way we now have

=c>
В = A -1 _

1 [o ]

[o ] [l /т.]

2T

[0(T)]

[0(T)]

a.+a.
1 J'

-1
[0(T)]

1 [0] 
M  D /m¿]

(3 .2 .5 )
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From this it follows immediately that in the limit T-Ю the covariance 
=t> => 

matrix B 1 of the parameters a^(i.e. В without first row and column) is

given by

1 /m.
a.+a.
u i J

-1
1 /пь

So we have to invert the matrix 

made in the following way.

Define a function

TT <s-ak)

a.+a.
■ i 1

D.

(3.2.6) 

. This inversion can be

G(s) - = 1 - I - rЬ e4*a

with

D. = - lim (s+a^)G(s) =
s->— a. 

i

Ü  < W  
к_________

a t< w
(all а̂ are different). 

This function satisfies

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

G(s)G(-s) = 1 (3.2.9)

G(a.) = 0 . (3.2.10)

With the use of this function it is easy to prove that the inverse of

the matrix J - l  iis given bya.+a.I 
L i

For this we have to prove that

D.D.
i Л

a.+a.
u i J-

I
D.D.
3 к

= fi-,4 a.+a. a.+a, ik
3 i 1 J k

or that
D.
J 6.,41 (a.+a. ) (a.+a, ) D, ik 

j 4 i j j к k

Now the left hand side is easily seen to be equal to 

This is zero for k/i and for k=i we get

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

G(ak)-G(ai)

a, -a. 
к i
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1 im G(s) _ _1______ . _ _________j_______  - J_ (3.2.13)
s->-a. s-a. lim (s-a.)G(-s) -lim (s+a^)G(s) *

ŝ -a. s-y- a.
i l

quod erat demonstrandum.

From (3.2.6) it now follows that the covariances of the parameters a^ 

are given by

D.D.
a2 (a.a. ) = — ------ ) 3 ... . (3.2.14)

i l  T m.m.(a.+a.)
J o i J i 3

Two compound parameters of special interest are given by

Pj = TT (3.2.15)
i

P = - У m.a. .. (3.2.16)
2 V i 1

i

For the evaluation of their errors we need the following properties of

the quantities D^, which are easily derived by using the same function

G(s) of (3.2.7):

D.D,
,[. ¿ 7 =  I D.(l-G(a.))= I D. = lim s(l-G(s)) = 2  £ ak . (3.2.17)
i,k i к i i s-х» k

i

= - £nG(0) = 2  . (3.2.18)
dS k ak

DiDk D ‘
Д a.(a.+a.) = Ï 1 7  = 1-G(0) = 2 (for an odd number of ai> (3.2.19)
i,k i i к i l  y

= 0 (for an even number of a^).

The variances and covariances of P- and P2 then follow immediately 

from (3.1.5).

a2
m -m - i D.D. 0

~  = J .  1717 °2 (aiaj) = ~  J .  a.a.(a?+a.) = T ~  Ï 1 7  ; (3.2.20)
p-; !» J  1 3 ° i » J  i j  i  3 о j 2

°P = J .  m imj °2(aiaj> - тГ l. = ¥  I aj ; (3.2.21)
2 i,J J o i,j i j о j J
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P P„ m.m. , D.D.
a2

t, 1 1,2 = У -1--- a2 (а.а.) = 7̂ - У — , 1 -1— r- = for an odd number of a.
P. . L  . a. i l  T . L . a.(a.+a.) T 1
1 i,j 1 0 i,j i v 1 j' 0

(3.2.22)

We will make some applications in the next section.

3.3. Application to some reactor models

First we apply the formulae to a reactor with delayed neutrons, 

but without detector noise (very high detector efficiency). In the 

point reactor model

TJ(w 2+A?)

W(u ) = - X - — --------  , (3.3.1)
FA2 TT(u2+s2)

P P
according to chapter III,eq.(3.1.28) and chapter II,eq.(4.2.4). We see 

that the a^ of eq.(3.2.1) correspond to the A^ (with пь=+1) and the s^ 

(with пь=-1). So in (3.2.14) we have found the minimum errors for the 

determination of the A^ and from the noise. Denoting the quantities 

D^ (3.2.8), belonging to A^ and s^, by f^ and g^ respectively, we find

° 2(xi V f T ^ b  * <3-3-2)0 1 j

° 2V q ) = f r ! r  S <3*3*3>0 p q

(з-з-4)о 1 p

with
1 Г(Ч +\>ТГ<Ч+5,)

£. - — ---------3--------  ; (3.3.5)

1 ï ï . t t i - v n t w
k n  q

TT(s +A.)ïï(s +s ) 
V p i 1 ' p q

" = — ----------3--------  (3.3.6)

P TT(s -A.)ïï(s -s )L1 p 1 \ 1 p q
* p V p p q

By these formulae the variances in A^ have been calculated numerically. 

Keepin's (ref.12) delayed neutron data have been used. Table I gives 

the results for the LFR (ß/Л = 50 s-1) with p/$ = -0.1.
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group according
a2 x T

measuring time TQ needed for

index to Keepin A о coming up to Keepin's accuracy
к (sec ) --------------;--------------------------------

T m  sec. TQ in years

1 0.0127±0.0002 364 91x10® 290

2 0.031710.0008 463 7.2x10s 23

3 0.115 ±0.003 8920 9.9x10s 31

4 0.311 ±0.008 6020 0.94x10s 3

5 1.40 ±0.081 0.195x106 0.30x10s 0.95

6 3.87 ±0.369 О.ЗООхЮ7 0.22x10s 0.70

It is concluded from these results that it is absolutely useless to 

try to determine the delayed neutron decay constants from the noise.

The parameters Pj and P 2 (3.2.15-16) are of particular interest 

for a reactor. From their definition

TTs
p

p, = —  ; ■ (3.3.7)

l > i
i

p2 = I y - I V  (3-3 -8)

By using both the èxpressions (4.2.1) and (4.2.4) of chapter II for the 

transfer function, they are seen to be equal to

P 1 = T W  = ~A~ ’ (3.3.9)

P2 = lim s{l-As T(s)} = . (3.3.10)
S-x»

Their variances and covariance are given (from (3.2.20-22)) by

2
°P

V -  -  f  i ï f  + Ï T 7 >  (3.3.11)
p ! о p i

ap = T  (^SP + ̂Xi) = T ~ (Èï r  + 2W ) *  (3.3.12)
2 о о
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P P
1 2

(3.3.13)

The prompt neutron decay constant a is to a very good approximation 

equal to Q. Therefore (3.3.12) can also be interpreted as

a2 = (“ + Ф -) •a T L i
(3.3.14)

From Keepin's data we have 2^X^ = 11.5 s- 1 , which is usually smaller 

than a. If we neglect the delayed neutron contribution

aa = / ~

—  aT
a о

(3.3.15)

a result that could have been obtained directly by neglecting the 

delayed neutrons from the outset. The eq.(3.3.15) is useful for 

estimating the measuring time needed for a given accuracy in a.

The accuracy is plotted in fig.l. It appears that in a few minutes

an accuracy of a few % can be 

obtained in a light water re

actor (a % 100 s-1). A shorter 

time suffices in a fast reactor.

Another important conclusion 

is obtained from the following 

calculation. The reactivity r=p/3 

(reactivity in $) is given by

(3.3.16)

Fig.l. Relative error in a for prompt 

neutron noise.

It follows that

So by means of (3.3.11-13) the 

error in r can be found. The 

details of the calculation are 

omitted here (see ref.11).

2
a
r

T  ^
_ L  (JLJL) ьу —  + — -— Ц
T 3 a . -p 1
O 1

(3.3.17)
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For example: if we want to determine a negative reactivity of 1 $ with 

an accuracy of 10%, we need 58 hours of measuring time. So the reactor 

noise contains only a very small amount of information with respect to 

the reactivity. The information content with respect to a - also re

activity dependent - is much higher.

Up to here we reached three conclusions:

(a) Delayed neutron parameters cannot be obtained from the noise.

(b) It is also impossible to determine the reactivity directly.

(c) The prompt neutron decay constant can be determined with a reason

able precision in a reasonable time. So any reactivity determination 

using reactor noise should be based on the détermination of a.

In the rest of this section we will restrict ourselves to the deter

mination of a, neglecting the delayed neutron contributions.

The effect of uncorrelated detector noise has not yet been taken 

into account. We evaluate this effect in the prompt neutron approxim

ation. From chapter III, eq.(3.1.28-29) with approximations (2.2.5-6), 

it is seen that the power spectral density can be written as

Section 3.3.

with Z defined in chapter III, eq.(2.1.10). The quantity Q/Z is a 

measure for the ratio between uncorrelated and correlated noise. The 

spectrum can also be written as

(3.3.18)

W(U) = Const.
ш +a

(3.3.19)

with

у2 = a2 (Q+Z)/Q (3.3.20)

Equation (3.2,8) now gives

D = 2а(а+У) (3.3.21)a  a - y

so the error in a is immediately found from (3.2.14):

a2 - ÍSL ? 
a T , .лл

о
(3.3.22)
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Expressed again in Q and Z the final result is

=  /  _ 2_

a aT
V q +z + /Ql2 

/z
(3.3.23)

Fig.2 shows the deterioriation factor caused by the uncorrelated noise 

{(/q +z + /Q)//Z}2 as a function of reactivity for different detector 

efficiencies. We are led to the conclusion that - for a thermal reactor -

an efficient reactivity determination 

from reactor noise (via a) needs а 

detector efficiency e/Q of at least 

10-3 , and for more subcritical sys

tems (p/3 % -10) of even 10-2. Under 

this condition the reactivity of a 

light water reactor can be measured 

in some minutes to an accuracy of 

some doliarcents.

NEGATIVE R EA CTIV ITY. DOLLAR

Fig. 2. The accuracy of a for prompt neutron noise plus detector noise3 

with respect to the accuracy for prompt neutron noise only.

3.4. The accuracy of a in a two-detector experiment

The quantities A.^ (3.1.6) can be calculated, like in section 3.1, 

this time using the eq.(1.3.5). A straightforward calculation gives

л ^  Э2 £nF \
A ij - - < Ъ Ж >  ■

m 1

3wn (uk) aw22(uk) 3w22(u>k) 9wn (u,k) aw^o^) awi2(u>k)

Эр. aPj Эр. эр.
-2

Эр.

Э &nDk Э £nDk

Эр. Эр. 
i J

3pj

(3.4.1)

In these equations the reactor noise power densities must be sub

stituted. They are given for the point reactor without delayed neutrons 

by (2.2.2—3), with

W (w) = 
с

2aY

а2+ш2
(3.4.2)
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Seotion■Ъ. 4.

The equations for the power density contain four independent parameters. 

We can express the equations as

W ll(\ ) ""P l + W  p 3’P ^  

W22(.V = P2 + V V  P 3’P^

" i ^ V  = V V  P 3’V

(3.4.3)

p,p2
—  +  W C ( V  P 3 > P 1 ( )

From eq.(3.4.1) it is easily seen that A 11, A and are of the 

order of T-1, but that A , A and A are finite for T-Ю, For these
j О jH 44

elements the term in the parenthesis in (3.4.1) is zero, so

Э £nD. Э £nD, 
v к к . .

A i'i = I “ -^ —  for X »J - 3 ' (3.4.4)

But, if we compare this with eq.(3.1.8), we see that this is exactly 

the inverse of the covariance matrix for the two parameters p 3 and p L 

determined from a power spectrum proportional to D̂ .

P 1P 2

P l+P2
W  P 3’V (3.4.5)

^
The inverse В of the matrix A now has elements B„,, B,„ and B„„ of the

11 ’ 12 22
order of T, while B23> B 31+ and B4[+ are to first order (neglecting 

0(T)-terms) equal to the covariance matrix belonging to the spectrum 

given as (3.4.5). This spectrum is of the same shape as the one of 

section 3.3., eq.(3.3.18), for which the covariance matrix has been 

calculated. One of the parameters in W £ is a. We conclude that again 

the standard deviation in a is given by (3.3.23). This time the quan

tity Q/C is given by

= /

eff C i C2

or

-Q-+ _Q_

C1 C2

Ceff = c! + c2 ’

(3.4.6)

(3.4.7)

as follows from (3.4.5), recalling the meaning of p^ and p^.
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In conclusion, if we... add together the outputs of the two detectors 

and analyze the resulting current by autocorrelation, then we loose 

no information with respect to a. This conclusion is only true in 

case of a very large bandwidth of the measuring channel. The way of 

extracting the information will probably be easier in the case of 

cross-correlation.

3.5. Discussion; Maximum likelihood

In the preceding sections we have derived some lower bounds 

for the standard deviations of some reactor parameters - mainly the 

prompt neutron decay constant - that can be determined from the reactor 

noise. These bounds have been calculated without specifying the way of 

obtaining estimates for the parameters from the noise. The bounds can 

be used for finding the efficiency of a given analyzing technique. For 

this purpose a comparison of the experimental errors in a with the 

lower bound will be made for some of the experiments in chapter VI, 

section 1.8.

There is a possibility for obtaining estimates that are asymp

totically 100% efficient. These estimates are obtained by the method 

of maximum likelihood (also devised by Fisher). In this method estimates 

for parameters p. are those values that maximize the likelihood function 

F for the given measurement y^. In formula: p^ is found from the 

equations

9S,nF

Chapter IV

8pj

= 0. (3.5.1)

p,=p.
■ i l

It can be proven that asymptotically these estimates have the minimum 

variance given by (3.1.4) ("asymptotically efficient estimates"). The 

application of this method to reactor noise analysis has not been 

worked out. It is the impression of the author that this method will 

lead to a rather complicated analysis. Still it seems worthwhile to 

spend some effort in this direction.

Another problem still to be worked out is the extension of the 

given theory for non-gaussian noise. For a sub-critical system at a 

low power level, with a counter rather than an ionization chamber as
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the neutron detector, it is to be expected that the noise strongly 

deviates from the normal distribution. Evaluated error bounds in such 

a theory will depend on the fission rate, in contrast to the bounds 

found in section 3.3., which are independent of the fission rate. It 

is to be expected that the errors will tend to infinity (no information) 

when the fission rate tends to zero. This behaviour is not shown in 

the present results.

Section 3.5.
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Chapter V

E X P E R I M E N T A L  M E T H O D  A N D  A N A L Y S I S

1. SURVEY

In the summer of 1962 very preliminary noise experiments have been 

made in the Low Flux Reactor (LFR) at Petten by the following technique. 

The current of an ionization chamber was amplified (by a predecessor 

of the deviation amplifier that will be described in section 3.2), and 

recorded on a Brush recorder. The recorder traces were sampled and read 

by hand, for 25 or 100 samples per second. From these samples variances 

and some very rough autocorrelation.functions (for 128 samples!) have 

been determined by hand calculations. In one case an autocorrelation 

function has been calculated for 1349 samples by means of an EL-X1 

computer. The results have not been published (ref.l). They were not 

accurate, but very promising. This experience was the basis for the 

design of a more automatized measuring system. This system and the 

analysis followed in principle the same lines as the preliminary and 

primitive experiment of 1962.

It was decided to start the measurements for a critical or a 

close-to-critical reactor, since this condition is the easiest one for 

the interpretation. This choice implies the use of an ionization chamber 

as the neutron detector, as discussed in chapter III section 3.2.

In the design of the equipment the possibility of future extension to 

counter measurements was kept in mind. Since the potentialities of 

cross-correlation (for elimination of detector noise, as well as for 

detecting spatial coupling effects) were realized, it was decided to 

build an equipment suitable for measurement with two ionization chambers 

at the same time. From the many possibilities a digital measuring 

techniquë was chosen. The analysis should be made off-line by means of 

a digital computer, which was to arrive in Petten towards the end of 

1962. A disadvantage of the off-line analysis is, of course,’ the some

times rather long delay time between the méasuretnent and its analysis. 

Since, however, in these measurements the interest was not in the 

actual results of the experiments, but rather in an investigation of 

the potentialities and limitations of the methods, this was not a 

serious drawback in our case. The main advantage of the digital ana

lysis is its flexibility: a change in analysis, or passing on to a
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different method merely requires the writing of a modified or new com

puter program, rather than the reconstruction of the experimental set

up. The off-line analysis necessitates the use of an intermediate 

storage medium. Punched tape is too slow for our purpose, so most 

appropriate was a digital magnetic tape recorder. It was made possible 

by the computer manufacturer (N.V.Electrologica) to read the contents 

of this magnetic tape immediately into the computer (EL-X1), bypassing 

the standard input media. The computer programs were directed primarily 

to the time domain analysis. In summary, our system consists of: 

reactor - ionization chamber(s) - amplifier - analog-to-digital 

converter - magnetic tape recorder - computer. The system was designed 

in such a way that most parts could be used for reactor noise experi

ments, as well as for reactor oscillator measurements. The different 

parts will be described in section 3. Section 4 gives the computer 

programs, and the rest of the analysis will be discussed in sections

5 and 6.

The tests of the equipment, and the first preliminary measurements 

could be made at the very end of 1963. Nearly all measurements to be 

described have been done in the LFR, which is a very suitable reactor 

for the purpose. This reactor is currently in use for a variety of 

experiments. Since for the noise measurements a special reactor core 

had to be built usually, the reactor was used at intervals. After 

setting-up the instrumentation at the reactor, measurements were re

corded during a number of days. Then the tape recorder was transported 

to the computer, and the analysis was made. A few days of measurement 

sometimes takes a few months of analysis (not as soon as the analysis 

becomes a matter of routine, of course).

The regular measurements started for a critical reactor with a 

one-slab loading, which is the simplest one for the interpretation 

(most nearly a point reactor). These measurements have been made in 

the first half of 1964 and the first half of 1965. Results have been 

published in ref.2, and will be presented in chapter VI, section 1.

In the meantime several difficulties with the instrumentation have 

been met, which sometimes led to radical modifications. An interruption 

in the autumn of 1964 was used for obtaining some experience with the 

polarity correlation technique (ref.3). This work will not be treated 

in this thesis.

Chapter V
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In 1965 also subcritical measurements started. The main difficulty here 

was the low current from the ionization chamber, which caused that 

there was a serious hum disturbance. The problem was to find a strong 

neutron source for driving the reactor. This source was found in the 

compact Philips neutron generator type PW-5301, which was in use for 

pulsed neutron experiments. Subcritical measurements have been published 

in ref.4. Somewhat better results, obtained in the beginning of 1966, 

will be presented in chapter VI, section 1.6. These measurements have 

been the last ones analyzed with the aid of the EL-X1 computer.

At the end of 1965 the cross-correlation technique was started, 

using two: ionization chambers. It turned out in the beginning of 1966 

that the detector noise elimination by this technique worked satis

factorily (chapter VI, section 1.5). But for coupling measurements 

(with a two-slab core in the LFR, see section 2.3) the efficiency of 

the ionization chambers was too low. Better chambers were ordered, ar

rived in the summer of 1966, and in the autumn the final coupling 

measurements, could be performed. These measurements have been analyzed 

by the EL-X8 computer, which had replaced the EL-X1 in the spring of 

1966.

In the meantime, in May 1966, there was an intermezzo of measure

ments in the Norwegian critical facility NORA (section 2.4) at Kjeller. 

For that purpose part of the equipment was transported by air to 

Norway. These measurements have been carried out in the framework of 

one of the joint projects of Norway and the Netherlands. The ánalysis 

was made in Petten using the EL-X8.

In the summer of 1966 the apparatus has been extended for measure

ments by means of neutron counters (the instrumentation had been pre

pared for it). At the end of 1966 the ionization chamber measurements 

have been stopped, and a start was made with counter measurements. These 

measurements will not be the subject of this thesis.

Section 1.
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Fig.l. The Low Flux Reactor.

1. Shielding
2. Rotatable concrete plug
3. Inner ccnd outer vessels

9. Thermal column
10. Channel for start-up source
11. Control plate drive mechanism

4. Vertical irradiation channels 12. Fuel assemblies

5. Experimental tank
6. Dump pipe line
7. Coolant pipe line
8. Dump tank

13. External reflector
14. Beam hole
15. Heat exchanger
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2. THE REACTORS

2.1. The Low Flux Reactor

The Low Flux Reactor LFR is a descendant of the Argonne reactor 

Argonaut, which was designed as an inexpensive, but highly flexible, 

low-power reactor for research and instruction. Many data on the 

Argonaut can be found in ref.5. The LFR is a thermal reactor, con

sisting of an annular core space, and an internal and external gra

phite reflector. Fig.l gives a general view, fig.2 a horizontal cross 

section.

SOUTH

Section 2.1.

NORTH

Fig. 2. Horizontal section of the L.F.R.
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The core is heterogeneous. Fuel assemblies, containing fuel plates, 

are placed in ordinary water, serving as moderator and coolant. Each 

fuel assembly contains at most 9 fuel plates. Each of the sandwich-type 

plates (U/Al between Al) contains about 21 g 235U. A few trim plates 

with 10 g of 235U are available ("half plates"). The core space has

48 positions available for fuel assemblies. Positions not occupied by

fuel are filled with graphite blocks. Three main types of cores can 

be made:

(a) annular core;

(b) two-slab core;

(c) one-slab core,

as shown in fig.3. Noise experiments have been made with one- and two-

slab cores, to be described in more 

detail in sections 2.2 and 2.3. The 

core is surrounded by a graphite re

flector, forming a rectangular paral- 

lelepipedum. On the west side, against 

the outer reflector, is a thermal 

column, consisting of graphite blocks, 

and provided with many horizontal chan

nels. The whole system is shielded by 

concrete blocks.

For control and safety purposes the 

reactor is equipped with 6 movable 

cadmium plates at the outside of the 

reactor vessel. Four plates are used as 

safety plates, two as control plates. 

Cadmium plates of three different di

mensions are available. The reactor is 

made critical by pumping water into the 

core vessel, and pulling the control 

plates till criticallity is achieved. 

During start-up a neutron source is 

needed. A Ро-Be source is used, pro

ducing - when fresh - about 107 neutrons 

per second. This source is positioned 

Fig.3. LFR core configurations to the North of the reactor vessel.

ANNULAR CORE 
(CRITICAL MASS A.36 kg)

TW O -S LA B  CORE 
(CRITICAL MASS 3.60 kg)

O N E-S LA B  CORE 
(CRITICAL MASS 1.87 kg)
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The source has also been used for some subcritical noise measurements. 

At other occasions a Philips neutron generator type PW-5301 (yielding 

108 neutrons per sec., see ref.6 and 7) has been used for that purpose.

The maximum reactor power is 10 kW. The thermal neutron flux in 

the center of the inner reflector then is about 1.5 x 1011 cm-2s-1.

Many different experiments are being done with this reactor (ref.8).

For several of them this 10 kW is needed. The fuel for these experi

ments becomes rather radioactive, and handling of this fuel becomes 

rather tedious. Noise experiments (and some others, like reactor 

oscillator measurements), however, have been made at a much lower 

reactor power, 10 W being the highest. For these experiments a clean, 

non-radioactive fuel is used, in order to enable easy fuel handling, 

and to avoid contributions of gamma radiation to the signals of the 

neutron detectors. A high power level is not at all néeded for these 

experiments.

It is standard practice to determine the reactor power level for 

the most frequently used reactor core configurations. Such a power 

calibration is also useful in connection with noise measurements.

The power determination is made by activating by irradiation in the 

reactor many manganese foils (with 12% nickel, diameter 5.5 mm, 

thickness Ö.1 mm, mass 21 mg). From the beta-activities of the foils 

(counted in a 2Tr-gasflow proportional counter) a very detailed neutron 

flux distribution is obtained. The absolute flux is also known, since 

the foils have been calibrated in a known neutron flux, which in turn 

has been measured both by absolute beta counting, and by the 3-y- 

coincidence technique with gold foils. The average product of neutron 

flux and macroscopic fission cross section gives the fission rate,

and from that the reactor power is obtained. For the noise measure

ments we are, in fact, not interested in the power, but in the fission

rate. In order to find the fission rate from the power, obtained in

the power calibration, we have to multiply by the same factor that has 

been used in this calibration, namely 3.1 x 1010 fissions/Ws. The most 

inaccurate part of the power calibration is the determination of the 

absolute neutron flux. For the techniques, adopted in Petten, the total 

inaccuracy in reactor power is estimated to amount to about 8%.

The LFR is equipped with many experimental channels (see fig.4).

Section 2.1.
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Fig.4. Horizontal section of L.F.R. showing detector positions

The central graphite reflector has five vertical channels. The central 

one,called VC, has been used for placing a detector in noise experi

ments (at the same height as the middle of the fuel). Four vertical 

holes in the outer reflector, D1 to D4, have been used in the same 

way. The thermal column has 15 horizontal channels. In several places 

in the central thermal column channel, T13b, the ionization chamber 

has been positioned for noise measurements. These positions will be 

denoted by T13b(d), where d is the distance (in cm) of the ionization 

chamber probe to the inner end of the channel. Two horizontal channels 

exist in the outer graphite reflector. The South channel HZ has been 

used for housing the neutron generator tube in the subcritical measure

ments .

2.2. One-slab core in LFR

Host reactor noise measurements have been made, using a one-slab 

core loading. This is the simplest possible core; it is very compact 

and has a low critical mass. It is to be expected that here the higher 

mode effects will not be too strong, so the simple fundamental mode 

reactor model is thought to be applicable here. It was the purpose 

of the experiment to compare the measurements with the theory, as de

tailed as possible. Therefore noise measurements (mainly with one 

detector only) have been made for
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(a) different reactor power levels;

(b) different detector positions;

(c) different reactivities.

Power levels (at critical) ranged from 0.02 to 10 W. The detector was 

positioned at VC, T13b(0), T13b(50), T13b(100) and T13b(135). The 

reactor core composition for the critical measurements is shown in 

fig.5. The amount of 235U is 1884.80 g. This core has been built at 

the north side (as usual), since the start-up source is placed on 

this side.

For the subcritical measurements of 

the beginning of 1966 the Philips 

neutron generator was needed. Since 

the horizontal channel at the north 

side was not free at that time, the 

source had to be placed in HZ, and a 

Southern one-slab core had to be built. 

This core is shown in fig.6 .

Fig. 5. Horizontal section of Northern one-slab core in the LFR. The 

figures indicate the number of plates per fuel assembly.

It had a total amount of 235U of 

2044.11 g. The ionization chamber was 

in VC. The core contained a small BF3- 

counter, needed for pulsed neutron 

experiments (this explains the high 

amount of 235U). In the same core 

(at critical) the cross-correlation 

measurements, to be given in chapter VI, 

section 1.5, have been made. Here the 

two detectors were in VC and DJ,

Section 2.2.

Fig.6. Horizontal section of Southern one-slab core in the LFR. The 

figures indicate the number of plates per fuel asserribly. The 

assembly} marked by * contained a small BF^-counter.



2.3. Two-slab core in LFR

The only purpose of the measurements with this core was to try to 

measure the higher harmonic effect, or the coupling effect, as des

cribed by the reactor models of chapter II, section 2.4 and 5.2. The 

two slabs here can be considered as two nearly critical cores, that 

are weakly coupled. Fig.7 gives a diagram. About 60 cm of graphite 

separates the cores. The fact that the 235U-mass of 3645.03 g is only 

slightly lower than double the one-slab core loading (see fig.5), is an

the coupling.

The cross-correlation technique offers 

the possibility for measuring the coupling 

effect, as shown in chapter III, section

3.1.D. Two detectors are needed. It is 

required that a detector only "sees" 

neutrons, that originate from one of 

the two cores. For detectors in the 

central graphite reflector or the thermal 

column this requirement is not fulfilled. 

The positions D1 to D4 are expected to 

satisfy much better. A drawback is that 

the detection efficiency at these posi

tions is rather low, which necessitated 

the use of more efficient ionization 

chambers than had been used for the one- 

slab core measurements.

In order to show the coupling effect, 

two cross-correlation measurements will 

be compared: in the first measurement each detector looks at one of the 

cores, in the second measurement both detectors see the same core. 

Positions D1 and D4 have been chosen for the first measurement, D1 and 

D2 for the second one. In order to have the comparison as "fair" as 

possible, the reactor configuration should be as symmetric as possible 

with respect to an exchange of the detectors at D2 and D4. Fig.7 shows 

that the core satisfies this requirement. The only asymmetry are the 

control plates R2 and R 5 : R2 is 7" wide, R5 only 1.33". This could not
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indication of the weakness of

Fig. 7. Horizontal section of 

two-slab core in the 

LFR. The figures indi

cate the number of 

plates per fuel 

assembly.
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be modified for practical reasons. The position not in use (i.e. D2 for 

the first measurement, and D4 for the second one) was provided with a 

dummy ionization chamber during the measurements.

For some subcritical measurements the Philips neutron generator 

tube has been placed in T13b.

2.4. The NORA reactor

The NORA project is an international project on reactor physics 

under an agreement between the International Atomic Energy Agency and 

Norway. It is centered around the critical facility NORA at Kjeller,

Norway. A general description of this facility is given in ref.9. The 

installation consists of a large cylindrical vessel, resting on and 

surrounded by a graphite reflector. Fig.8 shows a vertical section of 

the facility.

A large variety of reactor configurations can be built (and have 

been built) in the vessel, for heavy water, light water, and mixtures 

of the two as moderator. The reactor is usually made critical and is 

controlled by adjusting the water level.

In the first years (1961-1964) the facility has been operated 

with D20-moderated and D 20/H20-moderated cores. Some reactor noise 

studies have been started in that period. From 1965 light water mode

rated cores have been investigated (ref.10). A large number of noise 

experiments, using different techniques, have been made with the first 

of these cores, referred to as core I/H2O (ref.11). It was thought to 

be usefúl to apply the noise analysis technique, as developed at Petten, 

in the same reactor for the same core, and to compare the results.

This experiment was performed in the framework of a Netherlands/

Norwegian joint project on reactor•physics. Another useful thing ap

peared to be that the generation time in this NORA core is much 

shorter than in LFR. So the consequences of any high frequency limit

ation in the instrumentation will be more apparent in the NORA-measure- 

ments.

The fuel for the NORA core I/H2O is 3.4% enriched uranium, in the form 

of U02~pellets in stainless steel cladded fuel rods (13.8 mm diameter).

The pitch of the core is 2.314 cm. The maximum thermal neutron flux is

1.3 x lO7 cm~2s-1 per Watt of reactor power. The standard core loading

Seotion 2.4.
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0 1 2m

Fig. 8. Vertical cross-section of the NORA facility.
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is 248 fuel rods, with a critical water height of 77.6 cm. For the 

noise experiment this core had to be modified slightly. It was intended 

to have a detector within the core. A special ionization chamber, 

present at the Institut For Atomenergi (ieferred to as the "Polish 

chamber", see section 3.1) has been used. This chamber takes the place 

of the four central fuel rods. In order to compensate for the resulting 

reactivity loss, some fuel rods have to be added at the circumference 

of the core, bringing their total number at 288. The critical water 

height is 80.38 cm. The same core configuration had been used before 

for power spectrum measurements (ref.11), using thé Polish chamber.

We have used the same subcritical water heights (0.6, 3 and 5 cm below 

critical) as for these earlier power spectrum measurements. Fig.9 gives 

a diagram of the core.

Section 2.4.

Fig.9. Diagram of the NORA core with detector positions for

the noise measurements.

The position of the Polish chamber is indicated by C. A and В are two 

RCN-ionization chambers (see section 3.1), as used for the critical 

measurements, at a reactor power of a few Watt. For subcritical
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measurements the neutron, tube of a Philips neutron generator (type 

PW 5301) has been mounted in position D. The RCN-channel В then has 

been moved to Bj.

A reactor power calibration was available. Here the absolute 

neutron flux has been measured by means of the Nal-crystal activation 

(ref.12). This calibration, however, has been made for the standard 

core I/H2O. Since the power reference detector - the ionization cham

ber of the linear channel of the reactor - is positioned in the outer 

water reflector, it will be influenced to a large extent by the modi

fications in the core for the noise experiment. The power calibration, 

therefore, is not expected to be of much value for the interpretation 

of the noise measurements.

Chapter V
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3. INSTRUMENTATION

3.1. Ionization chambers

The first measurements, in the critical LFR, have been made using 

a type PNI-1025 ionization chamber, with a gas pressure of 75 cm Hg. 

Properties of the chamber are given in Table I.

Section o.l.

TABLE I. Ionization chambers used for noise experiments

manufacturer type
sensitive
material

dimensions 
length diam. 
(mm) (mm)

current 
sensitivity 
per unit 

neutron flux 
(A/cm-2s-1)

gamma-
sensitivity
(A/Rh_1)

gas
gas 

pressure 
(cm Hg)

Plessey
Nucleonics

PNI-1025 1°B~coating 343 89 1.4 x 10-1!+

CM
 

ï—
1 
IОXL

O н2 75

Plessey
Nucleonics

PNI-1025 1°B-coating 343 89 2.2 x 10_ 1 '+ 4.5 x Ю"12 н2 225

Instytut 
Badan 
Jadrowych, 
Swierk

AKJ-3-01 1°B-coating 540 54

CO
 

r—H 
1ОXЩ н2 152

Reuter-
Stokes

RSN-77A 1 °BF3 369 79

001ОXC
O

i-H 
1оXСГ\ BF з 76

For the later subcritical and cross-correlation measurements two 

similar chambers have been used, with a gas pressure of 225 cm Hg.

These chambers have also been used in NORA (positions A and В in fig.9). 

The chambers are compensated ones. The compensation, of course, is use

less in noise experiments: fluctuations originating in the gamma com

pensation volume will be added to the fluctuations generated in the 

neutron sensitive volume. In our experiments, however, there was no 

measurable contribution due to gamma radiation. This could be checked 

by switching the compensation high voltage on and off. The chambers 

have been operated at a voltage of -300 V. A negative high voltage has 

been applied, instead of the more usual positive one. This choice has 

been made, since the deviation amplifier (see section 3.2) inverts the 

signal three times, it being convenient on the other hand that a posi

tive neutron density fluctuation corresponds to a positive output voltage.
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The negative high voltage did not give any difficulty. There has been 

no special physical reason for choosing these chambers for the noise 

experiments. They simply are the standard ionization chambers in the 

LFR instrumentation. They behaved very well for the noise measurements; 

only for the two-slab experiments they became deficient.

The highly sensitive Polish chamber, type AKJ-3-01, has been 

built especially for the purpose of noise measurements in the NORA 

project by the Institute for Nuclear Research at Swierk, Poland. It is 

an uncompensated chamber, which we operated at -600 V.

For the two-slab-LFR measurements two highly sensitive uncompen

sated BF^-filled ionization chambers have been used, manufactured by 

Reuter-Stokes (see table I).

All chambers have been connected to the deviation amplifiers by 

6-8 m of low-capacitance cable (30 pF/m) .

In order to avoid hum in the signal the following provisions have 

been found to be necessary. Each ionization chamber is packed in an 

aluminium screening tube, which is electrically isolated from the 

ionization chamber house. The chamber house is connected to the elec

tronic earth of the amplifier, while the screening tube is connected 

to the frame earth. With this arrangement hum was only detectable at 

very low ionization chamber current. In NORA these screentubes at the 

same time acted as watertight enclosures.

3.2. The deviation amplifier

This instrument has an input current i(t) from the ionization 

chamber. A constant current iQ is subtracted, and an output voltage 

is given proportional to {i(t)-iQ}/iQ. By choosing iQ as close as 

possible to the average of i(t), the output approximates the signal

x(t) = {i(t) - <i>}/<i> , (3.2.1)

as needed in chapter III, eq. (3.1.15).

A schematic diagram is given in fig.10. Three amplifiers are 

shown in this diagram. The first one (Aj, ) is a specially built balanced 

DC-amplifier with electrometer tube input, and single sided output.

The others (A2 and A 3) are Philbrick type USA-3 amplifiers.

Chapter V
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Fig.10. Simplified diagram of deviation amplifier.

Using the notations of fig.10, it is easy to.show that the output 

voltage V 0 of the second stage is given by

R R

v 0 = ra(R +R ) * {l_a
V R 5 

2 ‘ RlR 3
E } . (3.2.2)

'1'"4 - 5'

From this equation, the compensated current iQ is seen to be

So

a„

a.

“ --0 oij

V R 5

R 1R 3

R„

i-i.

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

The two potentiometers (helipots) are mechanically coupled in such a 

way that always a^o^. The output voltage is always proportional to 

(i-iQ)/iQ. The proportionality factor can be chosen by means of re

sistor Rg in such a way that full scale output (10 V) corresponds to 

0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30 or 100% Ai/iQ. The voltage range of -10 to +10 V can 

be shifted in the third stage of the deviation amplifier to either -5 

to +5 V, or 0 to +10 V (selectable by switch S).

The compensated current iQ is brought close to <i> by manually 

adjusting the potentiometer combination a 1,a2 in such a way that V Q 

fluctuates around zero. Of course, iQ is not exactly equal to the time
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average of i(t). But their ratio can easily be determined from the 

experiment, and an appropriate (small) correction can be applied to 

the measurement.

The frequency response of the instrument is largely determined by 

the two filter sections , R 5> С and Rg , Сц. The two time constants 

(adjustable) are chosen to be equal (ö). This gives the frequency 

response function

H(w) = -----?----- . (3.2.5)
(1+ш2а2)2

The corresponding impulse response autocorrelation function (as needed 

in chapter IV, eq. (2.1.8)) is

b(x) = ~  e~ I T I/a(l + M )  . (3.2.6)

The time constant a is adjustable between 0.5 and 2048 ms. The choice 

will depend on the desired sample rate. The input time constant of the 

deviation amplifier is given by R 1 (106-1010fi) and the parasitic 

capacitance C^. Its effect is compensated to a certain extent by the 

differentiating network R ^ ,  Cg . Usually the input time constant is 

negligible with respect to o.

Electronic noise, hum, drift and microphonics could be kept very 

low. In fact, only at some subcritical measurements with a very low 

input current, some hum was noticeable. The correction for this hum is 

discussed in section 5.3. Amplifier noise and hum have been measured 

several times by shortcircuiting the input by a capacitor with the 

same capacitance as the ionization chamber plus cable, and then making 

a measurement like for normal reactor noise, the compensation in the 

deviation amplifier being switched off. The output hum (50, 100, 150, 

200 and 250 Hz) appears to be equivalent to a root mean squared input 

current of the order of 10-12 A.

Two identical deviation amplifiers are available, in view of the 

two-detector experiments.
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3.3. The digital circuits

A block diagram of the set-up is shown in fig.11. The continuous 

signal from the deviation amplifier (between 0 and 10 V) is periodically 

sampled at intervals T, with a maximum rate of 2000 per second (T=0.5 ms).

Section 3.3.

Fig.11. Block diagram of the digital measuring system.

The sampling is controlled by a timer, which contains a 8 kHz crystal 

oscillator. The samples - now a sequence of voltage pulses - are digi

tized in the analog-to-digital converter. For this ADC the prints of 

the ADC in the Intertechnique SA-40A 400-channel analyzer are used.

This converter transforms the amplitude of the voltage pulse into a 

train of periodic pulses. These pulses are counted in a 9 bit binary 

scaler. The number of pulses is proportional to the amplitude of the 

input voltage pulse. This number is present in the scaler as a 9 bit 

binary number. For most measurements not the full 9 bit accuracy has 

been used, but 8 bits were thought to be sufficient. The Intertechnique 

ADC contains an upper- and a lower-level discriminator, with adjustable 

thresholds. These discriminators have been found to be very useful 

when making the adjustments for an experiment: they nicely permit to 

find between what limits the noise is fluctuating. During a measurement 

the samples below or above the limits are replaced by the lowest or 

highest binary number of 8 bits.
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It is possible to connect a second deviation amplifier to the 

analog-to-digital converter. The sampling of the two channels is then 

interlaced, according to the diagram:

Chapter V

channel A_ 
channel В

at a maximum rate of 1000 per second for each channel. An identification 

bit for the channel (A or B) is then added to the 8 bits for the ampli

tude of the sample.

The 9 bits now have to be stored on a magnetic tape. The recorder 

is a model MR-300, manufactured by Epsylon Industries Ltd. Tape speeds
*7

are 60"/s to lV'/s (in factors of 2). Start time is about 30 seconds,
О

stop time less than 0.5 sec. Spools containing 1800' of tape are 

used. The recorder has four channels. The recording system is NRZI 

(non-return-to-zero, with flux change for 1). This necessitates the 

presence of at least one 1 in each character on the tape. The 9 bits 

from the ADC have to be transformed into a 4-bit code. This code is 

chosen in the following way:

four
tracks

1 1 1 0  

a7 a4 al 1

аб аЗ aO 1

a5 a2 p 0

1 1 1 0  

a7 a4 al 1

a6 a3 aO 0

a5 a2 p 1

direction 
of reading

channel A channel В

In this diagram a7 to aO denote the amplitude-bits of the sample 

(a7 the most significant one), p is an odd-parity bit. The character 

separating two consecutive numbers is used at the same time for 

channel identification. The conversion of the ADC-output to this 

code is made in the block labeled "writing circuits" in fig.11, by 

means of a small 4x4 ferrite core matrix. Deconversion back to the 

8 amplitude bits plus channel bit is made in the reading circuits.

At the same time the code is checked for errors. Erroneous numbers 

are still presented to the computer. Discarding them is not permitted: 

this would spoil the proper order of data, which is important for 

correlation analysis. Erroneous numbers are therefore transmitted to
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the computer, together with a signal indicating the error. In the com

puter then this number is replaced by an average, or by the preceding 

correct number of the same channel. A few erroneous numbers are not at 

all harmful for our statistical analysis. The chosen code on the mag

netic tape ensures that tape errors will not mix up the data of the 

channels in two-detector experiments.

For the EL-X1 as well as for the EL-X8 computer, a special adapter 

has been provided by N.V.Electrologica, for feeding the digital data 

directly into the computer, bypassing the usual input channels. The 

computer reads the data (8 amplitude bits, 1 channel bit and 1 error 

bit, all in parallel) as soon as the reading circuits give a signal 

"data available". Some microseconds later the computer gives a return 

signal "reading finished". The reading circuits check that no "data 

available" signal is given before the "reading finished" signal of 

the previous number is received. If this condition is not fulfilled, 

the data transfer is stopped. This de-synchronization normally only 

occurs in case of malfunctioning apparatus or computer program.

Section 3.3.
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4. COMPUTER PROGRAMS

4.1. The formulas'

It is useful to check the probability distribution of the measured 

data for each experiment. This distribution is found by counting the 

number of times, n . , that a certain value i for x, occurs. The distri-
X rC

bution of n^ ought to be close to a Gaussian (chapter IV, section 1.1) 

n . = — -— exp {-(i-m)2/2cr2 } . (4.1.1)
g’1 /lïüP-

Chapter V

Here, N = total number of points; 

m = mean;

o2 = variance.

The mean and variance are obtained as by-products in the auto

correlation calculation, so n . can easily be calculated and com-
g>i

pared to n^. The numbers n^ at the flanks of the curve can be grouped 

(if desired also some grouping of the rest of the data may be done) in 

such a way that a set of n^-values, each exceeding 10, is obtained. 

Then a x2-test (ref.13) may be applied. Calculate the observed x2;

(n.-n .)2
x2 , ^ 1 g.i # (4.1.2) 
obs V n.

i i

A x2-table now gives

P = Prob(x2*X2bs) = / kr (x)dx, (4.1.3)

*obs

with

kr = x2~distribution for r degrees of freedom (r=number of 

groups-2, in our case).

So the probability can be found that in a measurement a value for x2 

equal to or larger than the observed value (4.1.2) is found. If this 

probability is very low, some irregularity has occurred, and the 

measurement must be considered with suspicion. The number of degrees 

of freedom for our experiments is usually rather high (several tens).
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It is known that in that case the quantity ) is approximately

normally distributed, with unit variance and zero mean. So, instead of 

storing the x2-table in the computer, the probability P can be found 

from a calculation of an error function. For the calculation of error 

functions several rational approximations are available. The determin

ation of the distribution of x^, and the test for significance of de

viations from a Gaussian distribution, has appeared to be an important 

means for checking the correct performance of the instrumentation.

The autocorrelation function is calculated according to

ï ^ J vr2o2

' Ф; = Ъ w + i  ■ ^ " i r  ’ (4.1.4)
, k=l ,

where stands for ф(̂ Т). The mean m is found from

m - i  Iд  . (4.1.5)
k= 1

The last term in (4.1.4) is a correction for a possible linear drift 

in the data (that might be caused by reactor drift). This correction 

is found by subtracting from the data x^ a straight line

m + 3(k - ^ - )  .

By requiring that this straight line is the best fitting line in the 

sense of the principle of least squares, one finds for the slope

ß ----—  I (k - ^ )  x^ . (4.1.6)
N(N2-1)k=l

This correction (slightly different) and other similar corrections are 

discussed in ref.14. In nearly all measurements this slope has appeared 

to be very small, and the drift correction to be unimportant. This 

number gives a very useful test for stationarity of the reactor.

In a two-detector experiment two sets of data are cross-correlated, 

x^ and yk> The cross-correlation function is

j N-j N23 ß
Ф • = ™ 7 x. у. . - ш m  - — , , (4.1.7)
x y , j N-J ■ f; V k + J  x у 12 ’ v ;

Section 4.1.
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where m  and m are calculated according to (4.1.5), 3 and 3 according 
x y x y

to (4.1.6) for x^ and y^ respectively. The function is calculated 

by interchanging x and у in eq. (4.1.7).

Power density estimates can be obtained by calculating

n-1
W = 2T (\po + 2 l ф. Ç o s ^ ^  + фп cos ртт), (4.1.8)

j = l

(p— 1 ,2, • • . ,n)

which is the discrete version (with trapezium rule integration) of the 

first eq.(3.1.27) in chapter III. Here n corresponds to the maximum ■ 

delay used for the i^-calculation. is a power density estimate for 

the frequency p/(2nT). For our experiments the emphasis was on time 

domain analysis. Therefore the Fourier transformation program was made 

separate from the correlation programs. It has been written in ALGOL-60 

(ref.15), suitable for both EL-X1 and EL-X8. The program has the pos

sibility for smoothing the data by

W' = 0.23 W , + 0.54 W + 0.23 W , (4.1.9)
P p-1 P P+l

the so-called "hamming" process (ref.14). Power spectra have been 

calculated for several measurements. They have not been used for the 

interpretation, however. All conclusions have been derived from cor

relation functions. The main application of the Fourier transformation 

has been for the purpose of hum correction (see section 5.3.)

4.2. The EL-XI program

The autocorrelation program contains two separate parts: the 

reading part and the calculational part. Both have been written in the 

EL-X1 machine language (ref. 16). The reading part is optimized with 

respect to memory occupation, the calculational part with respect to 

computing time. The name of the program is RACE.

The reading part of the program reads the data, presented by the 

tape recorder (section 3.3) and stores them in the computer memory.

The EL-X1 has core memory only: 8192 words of 27 bits each. The 9-bit 

data are stored as three numbers per machine word. Later, during the 

calculation, the original numbers of 9 bits are restored by shift 

operations. It is possible to store 21,300 numbers in this way.
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Longer measurements are divided into pieces by hand, allowing appropriate 

pieces of magnetic tape to be read into the computer. In this way, one 

measurement is divided into a number of series, and each series is se

parately analyzed.

The main task of the calculational part of the program is the com

putation of

Section 4.2.

N-j
Sj J x^Xj. (j=0,1,...,n). (4.2.1)

k=l

Since each number can only be isolated from a machine word by time 

consuming shift operations, the straightforward way of calculating the 

sums Sj for each value of j one by one,' is very unefficient. Instead, 

another way for computing the sums has been devised. Consider the 

following scheme for the products to be calculated:

x lx l

X X
2 2

X 1X2

x2 3

X 1X 3 x,x ..
1 n+1

X x
2 n+2

^ - n ^ - n

n

In RACE this scheme is followed according to horizontal lines. In a 

series of n+1 (pseudo)-registers the numbers x 1, x „ , . . x
'n+1

are

placed. They are all multiplied by the number in the first register 

(xj) and the products are stored in n+1 result-registers (double 

length). At the same time the numbers x^ in the n+1 registers are 

shifted one position to the left, the leftmost number being discarded, 

and on the right the next number (xn+2) being supplied. This process 

is repeated. Only towards the end (k>N-n) the series of x^-registers 

has to be shortened in a proper way. The final calculation of eq. (4.1.4) 

is a simple matter. The program output (on typewriter and punched tape) is:
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mean, variance (=Ф ), the slope ß of eq.(4.1.6), and the normalized 

autocorrelation function 'Pj/lPQ (j —0,1 ,... ,n). The computing time is 

about 0.001 Nn seconds, half of which is for the multiplications 

(500 ys per fixed point multiplication). For each series of 21,300 

points a correlation function is found. Averaging of the results of 

several series, into which one measurement is divided, usually has 

been done by hand calculation.

At the same time the distribution of the x. -values is calculated.
к

Also the. Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance (4.1.1) 

is computed. Mean and variance are taken from the autocorrelation 

calculation. In order to reduce the amount of computer output for the 

experimental and the calculated distributions, the numbers are grouped 

in intervals of 5 or 10 units each. No x2-test is applied.

At the end of 1965 a modified RACE-program has been made, allowing 

calculation of cross-correlation functions. This program has only been 

used for the initial tests of the cross-correlation technique, since 

the EL-X8 soon replaced the EL-X1.

4.3. The EL-X8 program

The EL-X8 is much larger and faster than the EL-X1. The fixed 

point multiplication time, for example, is now 8.75 to 40 ys, depending 

on the magnitude of the numbers. There are 32 к (k=1024) words of core 

memory, and some mass storage devices: tape recorders and magnetic drum. 

The higher speed makes it possible to analyze more data in a reasonable 

time. Also the analysis can be automatized further than it was possible 

with the EL-X1. All programs have been written in the machine oriented 

language ELAN (ref.17).

In practice a reading program (called RETRO) reads the data from 

our tape recorder, and stores them on the drum, with two numbers per 

machine word. A complete measurement is read and stored. One measurement 

now usually is one complete tape and has about 500,000 numbers. The 

computer divides this measurement into a number of series (mostly 

about 50,000 numbers each). Each series is separately analyzed. At the 

end the averages and standard deviations of the correlation functions 

are calculated.

Chapter V
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The program (again called RACE) is now primarily made for two-

detector experiments. First it checks the data on the drum for the

occurrence of data alternatingly from channel A and channel В (numbers

x^ and y^ respectively). Then it computes the autocorrelation functions

ф and ф , and the cross-correlation functions ф and ф , according 
*xx y y’ xy yx
to (4.1.7), using a similar strategy as the EL-X1 program used. The 

same program can calculate the autocorrelation function of one signal 

as well (with a small sacrifice to efficiency). The computing time is 

about 0.25><10-3xNn seconds for the cross-correlation version of the 

program (four functions), and about three times less for the auto

correlation function only. The output of the program is again: means, 

variances, slopes of linear trends, and the normalized correlation

functions, namely: ф ./ф Ф -/ф л; Ф ./>//ф Гф" Z and
*_______ _ XX,j X X ,0 ryy,j y y ,0 rxy,j X X ,0 y y ,О

^yx,j^ х̂х,0̂уу,0 * Output is by line printer and paper tape puncher.

Also distributions are calculated, and compared to the Gaussian

distribution (4.1.1). The x2-test is applied, and the probability P,

defined in eq.(4.1.3), is found. In order to reduce the paper output

from the line printer, printing the distribution is suppressed if P

exceeds a certain level (e.g.10%).

Section 4.'¿.
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Chapter V

CORRECTIONS

5.1. The effect of delayed neutrons and finite measuring time

Usually we are interested in the prompt neutron term exp(-ax) of 

the correlation functions. This is the dominating term of the correlated 

noise. Delayed neutrons and finite measuring time give relatively small 

contributions. By calculating the expectation value of these contri

butions, one can correct the measurements for this effect. The correction 

term will be calculated numerically in this section.

It has been shown in chapter III, section 3.3, that the delayed 

neutron effect and the finite measuring time effect are very closely 

connected, and in fact must be treated as one correction. We now have 

to generalize the treatment of that section somewhat, since our experi

mental correlation function, eq.(4.1.4), now includes a drift correction 

term:

To

J_  N2g2 ^ J 1  { J (t-jT )x(t)dt }2. (5.1.1)
1 z ъ i* о

To о
Analogous with eq.(3.3.1) of chapter III, the expectation value of the

experimental quantity, measured over time T , becomes

T T T T
о ° o o

^ e x p ^  = ---- ^  ^(t-u)dt d u ------ ¡ j  (t-£TQ) (u-^TQ)iKt-u)dt du.

To O O T¡ 0 0

(5.1.2)

The contribution of the uncorrelated noise in an autocorrelation function 

(the delta-function in (3.1.16) of chapter III) always gives a negligible 

effect in the correction terms of (5.1.2), so we only need to consider 

the correlated noise

6 - S  ITI
ф(т) = ^  I A T(s )e P . (5.1.3)

F p=0 P P

Then the correction for single mode auto-, as well as cross-correlation 

functions will be the same. Insertion of the expression (5.1.3) in 

(5.1.2) gives

ф (т) = ~  У A T(s ) 
exp F p=o P P

*"* S T

e Р - ; т К тЛ т Нs T 1 p o p о 
p 0

(5.1.4)
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with

F(x) = 1 - (1-e X)/x , (5.1.5)

like in chapter III, eq.(3.1.5); and

G(x) = 1 -
3(x+2)

{(x+2)e * + x - 2} , (5.1.6)
X '

which originates from the drift correction. From aTQ>>l follows

F(aT )+G(aT ) 

ÖT «  1 , (5.1.7)

and thus negligible. Further exp(-SpT)^l for p>l in the time range of 

interest for prompt neutron experiments. Then

Фехр(т) * Y ( e ~ a T  +  d )  »
(5.1.8)

with Y defined in chapter III, eq.(3.1.18), and

6 A T(s ) I F(s T )+G(s T )
V _P___ P_ 1 " " " "

¿1 V (V s T 
P о Г

(5.1.9)

With the approximations: A ^l/Л, T(sQ)%l/2aA (eq.(2.2.5-6)) of chapter 

III), and

, 6 A
x (s ) >ъ — + у —2.

p ^ аЛ L s +p' u aA u , s +s 
q=l p q

(P>1) , (5.1.10)

this can be written

2T 6

= I (ßAJ ]  sp+(ß-P) I T
6 (SA J

с p=l
, . + S  / sq=l q pJ

, F(s T )+G(s T ) 
1 O P 0 P о

s T 
P о

s T 
P о

Here c*c is the prompt neutron decay constant at critical (inverse of 

reduced generation time):

a = ß/A 
с (5.1.12)
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The equation (5.1.11) is suitable for numerical calculation. The 

equation has been written in such a way that only delayed neutron poles 

and residues occur (A^ and s^ for p>l). Instead of calculating them from 

the real transfer function T(s), they can be found from a delayed neutron 

transfer function, obtained by subtracting the contribution of the prompt 

neutron pole from T(s), in the limit for Л-Ю (sometimes called "prompt 

jump approximation"). This means that

Chapter V

I
p=l

s+s
% lim <T(s)-

Л->0
s+s.

= lim
Л-Ю

1 1

;(Л+[
As+ß-p

s+X. 
l

) “ P

V 4
s+X.

1
ß.X.

(3-p) (3-p-X ^-)
s+X. '

i

So the Sp are found by solving the 6
th

order equation

6 ß.X.
У -l-±_
.L . s+X. 
1=1 p 1 .

- p

(5.1.13)

(5.1.14)

Residues A are found from 
P

(s+sp)I

A = lim 
P s->-s

V 4
s+X. 

i
ß.X.

p (ß-p)(ß-p-£ ^ )
5.X. 
i i

i=l(s+X.)‘ 
i

(5.1.15)

With these values for s and A in eq•(5.1.11) then d*a (correction
P P с

times critical prompt neutron decay constant) can be found for each 

value of -p/ß (reactivity) and Tq (measuring time).

A computer program has been written in ALG0L-60 for this calculation. 

The results are plotted in fig.12. This figure can be used for finding 

the correction to be subtracted from the experimental correlation 

functions. The correction d is expressed relative to the correlated 

prompt neutron exponential, extrapolated to t=0. In practice one finds 

a and the amplitude of the prompt neutron term by a rough analysis of 

the correlation function, then one finds the correction from fig.12, 

and makes the final analysis after the correction has been applied.
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The given treatment 

is for a correlation func

tion with one prompt neu

tron exponential only. In 

case of presence of higher 

modes (coupling experiment 

in two-slab LFR, e.g.) a 

correction for the delayed 

neutron submodes, belonging 

to this higher mode, has 

to be applied. The higher 

mode, however, is always 

fairly much more subcriti

cal than the fundamental 

mode. In fig.12 the cor

rection is seen to decrease 

rapidly with subcritical- 

ity. It is therefore 

Fig.12. Delayed neutron and finite measuring justified to neglect the

time correction (relative to prompt higher mode delayed neu-

neutron amplitude) for correlation tron contributions. 

functions. The product of the rela

tive correction and the critical 

prompt neutron decay constant is ' 

plotted as a function of measuring 

time and reactivity.

5.2. Effects of finite bandwidth

The finite bandwidth of the measuring channel (ionization chamber 

plus amplifiers) means that in the time domain the correlation functions 

are measured with a finite time resolution. In this section we will cal

culate this effect, and see how to take it into account for deriving the 

reactor physical information from the correlation functions. It is per

mitted to neglect the delayed neutron contributions: they have been re

moved in the previous section.

Section 5.2.

MEASURING TIME (S )
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We start by the one-detector autocorrelation function. In chapter 

IV, eq.(2.1.8) we have found that the measured autocorrelation function 

is given by

ф(т) = Ъ(т)*фо(т), (5.2.1)

where

Ь(т) = autocorrelation function of the impulse response of the 

measuring system, with +°°
/  b ( x ) d T  = 1 ;
— O O

\J)q (t ) = ideal autocorrelation function, as calculated in chapter III. 

Eq.(3.1.17) of chapter III gives

Фо(т) = I  <5(x) + Y e_0t I X I (5.2.2)

for the fundamental mode approximation. So

ф(х) = Ь(т) + Y*b(x)*e a lT l. (5.2.3)

Now suppose that the bandwidth is sufficiently large (>>a). This means 

that the width of b(x) is small with respect to 1/a, from which it 

follows that b(x)fyO for large values of x, which are not large enough
—Qi ^

for e 1 1 to disappear. For these x then

I I ^’00 I I  I I  "̂°° I I
т./ - a x  Гт_/\ -a x-u , „ - a x  r , , . au, def - a x
b(x)*e = J b(u)e 1 'du % e J b(u)e du = e g ,

—00 “ 00

(5.2.4)

where the fact that b(x) is an even function has been used. Thus we 

find that the delta-function in the autocorrelation function is 

broadened, and that the exponential part (for large |x|) is raised 

by a factor g. The factor g can be calculated from b(x). If b(x) is 

sufficiently narrow, accurate knowledge of it is not needed, since 

tîven g is very close to 1. By plotting ф(х) on a semi-logarithmic 

scale, a and gY are easily found. Then the value of Y follows from an 

estimate of g. Another quantity of interest is found by extrapolating 

the exponential, found for large x, back to x=0 (see fig.13).

Chapter V
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"IDEAL" CORRELATION FUNTION 
(CORRELATED PART ONLY).

M EASURED CORRELATION 
FUNTIONS
(UPPER: AUTOCORRELATION) 
(LOWE R : CROSS -COR RE L AT ION ). 
EXTRAPOLATED EXPONENTIAL-

AUTOCORRELATION AREA ABOVE 
EXTRAPOLATED EXPONENTIAL.

CROSS-CORRELATION AREA 
BELOW
EXTRAPOLATED EXPONENTIAL.

Fig.13. Measured correlation functions and their analysis

(schematic).

The area above this exponential then is given by

+ 00

sa = / {фСт) - gY e a 'T '}dx =§ -
2Y

(g-D (5.2.5)

This area is easily determined for experimental autocorrelation 

functions. It gives the possibility to determine Q/C. If this quantity 

is not too small, g need not to be known very accurately. In this way 

all parameters of the "ideal" autocorrelation function are obtained. 

Here appears an advantage of the time domain analysis. The reactor 

parameters can be found with only a very limited knowledge about the 

frequency response characteristic of the measuring channel. For the 

determination of a we only have to know that Ь(т) is sufficiently 

narrow, and for finding Y we only need the correction factor g, which 

is close to 1. This same factor is needed for finding the uncorrelated 

noise parameter Q/C.
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It is a simple matter to estimate the factor g for the set-up 

described in sections 3.1. and 3.2. For sufficiently high input current, 

where the frequency characteristics of the input circuit are not im

portant, the frequency response of the deviation amplifier is deter

mined by a second order filter, with time constant a, for which, ac

cording to eq.(3.2.6), ,

b(x) = e IT I ( 1+ I t I /a). (5.2.6)

Then (5.2.4) gives

g = -----!----- % 1 + 2aza2 . (5.2.7)
(l-a2a2)2

Eq.(5.2.5) then becomes

= § - 4aa2Y . . (5.2.8)
â Vj

These corrections are taken into account, when the autocorrelation 

functions, obtained from RACE, are analyzed.

For cross-correlation functions, showing a single prompt neutron 

exponential, the same type of calculation as for autocorrelation func

tions can be given. But this time b(x) is the cross-correlation function 

of the impulse responses of the two detection channels, which may be 

different, yielding а Ь(т) that is not necessarily symmetric around t=0. 
For large |т|:

, , v -a I x I "r i > \ ~oi I т-u I , 
b(x)*e 1 1 = J b(u) e 1 'du

— 00

+oo I I
-ат r / \ <*u j  def - a x  - /г о r,\= e J b(u)e du = e g+ for x>0; (5.2.9)

— 00

«

+  0 0  I I

ax r , , 4 -au, def -a x c
- e J b(u)e du = e g_ for x<0.

—  00

In case of equal responses of both measuring channels (two identical 

deviation amplifiers) g+ and g_ will be equal, and given again by (5.2.7).

Chapter V
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Now the measured cross-correlation function lies entirely below the

extrapolated exponentials (see fig.í3). The area under the extrapolated 

exponentials is given by

K_ and are the same factors, but for l/R instead of R. In the two-

core a, and the north slab with core b. Then, in our two cross-correlation

measurements, the detector in core b for ф ^ is identical to the second

detector in core a for ф The first detector in a is left in the same
aa

position (Dl)'. With this arrangement the experimental cross-correlation 

functions are found as1the convolution product of the ideal correlation 

functions (5.2.11) with equal Ъ(т) in both cases. This Ь(т) is again the 

same impulse response cross-correlation function, met before in one-slab 

cross-correlation measurements (in general, not symmetric with respect 

to x=0). For sufficiently large |t | the fundamental modes will dominate 

in the cross-correlation functions. They are given by:

S = / Yg e aTdx + J Yg_eaTdT - / Y*b(x)*e a ^ d T  = —  (g+g_-2) , (5.2.10) 
c * ot

0 —oo —  C O

which usually is rather small.

In case of two-core experiments the ideal cross-correlation 

functions are given by eq.(3.1.26) of chapter III:

+

for t >0 (5.2.11)

Ф ь(т) = ФЬа(-т) = Y(K_e-0llT l-K_Í_ e““' ^ )  for x<0 .

Here K+ and' k| are the coefficients defined in chapter III, eq.(2.4.16).

slab-LFR experiments we now identify the south slab (see fig.7) with

x>0: g+Y K+e
-ат

(5.2.12)

(5.2.13)
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For negative x the fundamental mode contributions in ф and ф ,
3.3. 3-D

differ by a factor K+/K_. This factor usually will be close to 1, since

for a not too asymmetrical reactor

K+ % K_ jfc 1, (5.2.14)

as follows from the definition (2.4.16) of chapter III. For R=l’,

(5.2.14) becomes an exact equality.

It is of interest, of course, to try to find the higher mode con

tribution: the dashed quantities. It is not attractive to subtract ф 

from ф point by point and to fit the difference to exp(-a’x): the
clcl

differences are small, the errors rather large, and the bandwidth cor

rection more important than in the determination of the fundamental mode. 

It is better to measure an area. This appears to provide an excellent

way for finding a' for an exactly symmetrical system (R=l). For other

values of R, the method is a reasonable approximation. First multiply 

ф ^ for x<0 by K+/K_ (as obtained either from the experiment or from 

preliminary estimates of R, a and a'). Then find the area S between the 

experimental ф (x) and the corrected ф , (x). See fig.14.
clcl ■ clD

Chapter V

infix)
i

------------CORRELATION FUNTIONS.

------------ EXTRAPOLATED FUNDAMENTAL
MODES.
f ab .MULTIPLIED BY K+/K_.

THE AREA S.

Fig.14. Cross-correlation functions in two-slab-LFR 

experiments (schematic).
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This area is given - with good approximation - by

S = f Y (K e_ a lT U . - 4  e““'lT l)dx - / Y (K e"aT—К’e““'T)dx¿_ T T
— OO R О

о К , ■ • 2К' к
- / Y (K+eaT- —  • K > “ T)dx = (---  + к ; + — -К:). (5.2.15)

—оо - ]£ “

From the extrapolated fundamental mode for x>0, and an estimate for g+ , 

the amplitude A=YK+ is found. Then

К  2 K -  K +
S/A = — —  ( ^  + 1 --------) . (5.2.16)

a'K+ R K_

The К-factors in this equation can be expressed,in a,a* and R. This 

leads to a very complicated equation for S/A. In the factors, however, 

the quantity (R-l)а/(а+а') is seen to occur. In nearly all cases 

(reactor not too far from symmetric, coupling,not excessively weak), 

this quantity will be rather small. A tedious, but straightforward 

calculation then yields in first approximation

S/A = ± L f ^ R ^ l  - (R-l) -¡^t- f 2 (R) }, (5.2.17)
a'

with
( 1 2

f ( R )  =  I L A J —  ;  (5.2.18)

2R(1+R3)

f ( R )  =  r 2 ~ R + -2  . (5.2.19)
1+R3

The functions fj and f2 are equal to 1 for R=l. Then (exactly)

S/A = 4ot/ot’2. (5.2.20)

For a not too asymmetrical reactor condition, a crude estimate of R is 

sufficient to find f ^ R )  and f-2 (R) with sufficient accuracy. Then a' is

easily found, once a is known (from the fundamental mode exponential).

So here we have a method for finding a* (which can be used for deter

mining the coupling factor n), without assuming detailed knowledge

Section 5.2.
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about b(x). We have to know that Ъ(т) is a rather narrow peak (compared 

to 1/a), and further we need b(x) for correction factors.

From the analysis of this section follows that a definite advantage 

of the time domain analysis is, that the frequency response of the 

measuring channel need not be known with high accuracy. Then still the 

relevant information rather easily can be obtained from the experimental 

functions.

5.3. Correction for hum

Some measurements with a very low ionization chamber current have 

been distorted by hum of 50 Hz and multiples of this frequency. It is 

possible to correct for this hum to some extent, by a somewhat tedious 

procedure, which will be described now. This correction makes it still 

possible to obtain some useful information from a seriously distorted 

measurement.

Consider two neutron detectors. To each of them hum with a fre

quency is added (this has no influence on the average current). 

Denoting the disturbed signals by dashes :

Chapter V

y¿ = yk + в соэ(шокТ+ф),

where ф is the phase difference between the two signals. In our two- 

detector experiments the sequences x^ and y^ are shifted by |T (section

3.3.). The corresponding phase difference 5WqT is taken into ф. When 

measured over a large number of hum periods, the correlation functions 

are found as

ф I 1 *X  X  , J
= 1¡J

XX, J
+ çA 2cosü) jT 

J oJ

ф I t *
X У ,J

= ф
xy,j

+ |AB собСш̂Т+Ф)

ф t t ■У x' ,j
= Ф

yx,J
+ ^AB соз(шо̂Т-ф)

ф t t »
У У »]

= ф
yy,3

+ jB2coscüojT ,
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where the fact, that the periodic component is uncorrelated with the 

noise, has been used. The hum contribution is seen as a periodic com

ponent in the correlation functions. It is most easily removed by 

using the power spectrum.

Now calculate the power spectral density of the autocorrelation 

functions by eq.(4.1.8), and cross-power spectra by the two analogous 

expressions

f n-1 •

Cxy,p ” 2T"j ^xy,0 + Jj (Фху +̂Фух,:)с°8 I T  + 2 ̂ x y ,n+^yx,n

Seotion 5.3.

) cospir

n-1 • (5.3.3)
S = 2T~ J (ip .-ф .) sin ^£1. ,
xy,p ryx,j xy,j n

where the two terms of the definition of cross-power spectral density 

(chapter III, eq.(3.1.30)) may be recognized. If now the hum frequency 

is an integer multiple of Af=l/(2nT), viz.

4 - 2 ' ¿ f  * (5.3.4)

then the disturbed power spectra are found to be

pk

+ B2 -nT*6 .
P (5.3.5)

+ ABcostj) *nT* 6. ^

+ A B sin t^ n T ^ ^  .

The hum is thus found as a very sharp peak (one point only) super

imposed on a smooth spectrum. In case of more than one frequency 

(multiples of ) several peaks will be found. The heights of the 

peaks can easily be estimated.

In case of autocorrelation functions one finds A2 from the peak 

height. The hum contribution |A2coswQjT then can be calculated and sub

tracted from the distorted autocorrelation function. Fig.15 gives an 

example for a subcritical measurement with the one-slab-LFR (a measu

rement not used in chapter VI, section 1.6.).

w , ,X X ,p = WXX,p

W , ,УУ »P
= 'w ■УУ.Р

С , ,x у ,p = c
xy,p

s , ,
x y ,p = S

xy,p
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T im s ) FREQUENCY (HZ) t ( m s )

a.AUTXORRELATION FUNCTION, DISTURBED BY HUM. b. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM. c.AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
CORRECTED FOR HUM.

Fig.15. Hum correction for an autocorrelation function3 measured

in a subcritical LFR.

In case of cross-correlation functions the peak heights in the 

power spectra yield (after division by nT)

1^ % A 2, h 2 £ B2, h 3 £ ABcostj), h^ % ABsirnj). (5.3.6)

Here we have a certain redundancy: if the equalities in (5.3.6) are 

exact,

h ih 2 - h 32 + \ 2 ■

This equation is not exactly true due to statistical errors. Therefore 

a kind of least squares analysis has been adopted for the derivation of

A, В and ф from to h^. One requires

Q = (h^-A2)2 + (h2-B2)2 + (Ь3-АВсовф)2 + (h -АВв1пф)2 (5.3.7)

to be a minimum. This leads to
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Section 5.4.

э1пф = h^/b and соэф = h 3/b, with b = *h32 + *\2 > (5.3.8)

leaving

Q = (hx-A2)2 + (h2-B2)2 + (b-AB)2 (5.3.9)

as the quantity to be minimized. This gives a non-linear equation for 

A and B, easily solvable by iteration. In this way the functions

¿A2cos(jjQjT ; ^B2cosajQjT and |AB соэ(шо̂Т±ф)

can be found and subtracted from the measured correlation functions.

A program in ALGOL-60 has been written, performing all operations 

needed for this hum correction. It should be kept in mind, however, that 

this correction in fact is an emergency measure, which can save some 

otherwise spoilt measurements. One should, of course, always try to 

arrange the experiments in such a way that the hum is negligible.

5.4. The effect of gamma radiation

Besides neutrons, also gamma radiation produces ionization current 

in the detectors. It has been mentioned in section 2 that reactors with 

clean fuel have been used, and that the gamma signal in the ionization 

chambers was weak, as could be checked by switching the high voltage of 

the compensation volume of a compensated chamber on and off (section З.1.). 

So the average effect of gammas is negligible, but does it follow that 

the same is true for the fluctuations? The answer is affirmative. Even 

in the case that neutron current and gamma current are equal, the neutron 

fluctuations dominate. This is due to the fact that the neutron induced 

current consists of a relatively low number of large pulses, the gamma- 

signal being formed by a large number of small pulses. We will treat this 

point somewhat more quantitatively.

The neutrons - with average count rate - produce charges q^, the 

gammas - count rate - producing much smaller charges q^. We assume that 

there is no correlation between the gamma quanta among each other, and 

also no correlation between detected neutrons and gamma quanta (this will be 

approximately true for an ionization chamber in a low neutron flux in a
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highly activated reactor core, where the gamma radiation of previously 

formed fission products dominates). Then the gammas will add a delta- 

function to the autocorrelation function of ionization chamber current. 

The autocorrelation function has been calculated in (3.1.13) of chapter

III. Since we now want to compare the uncorrelated gamma contribution to 

the uncorrelated neutron component, we neglect the correlated noise. Then

Chaptev V

Now

So

< ’{ i ( t ) - < i > } { i ( t + T ) - < i > } > > = Cq20(T). (5.4.1)

С = С + С ; (5.4.2)
n у

q = (C q~ + C q“)/(C + C ) ; (5.4.3)
1 n n Y Y n y

< i >  = C q + C q ; (5.4.4)
n n y Y

q2 = (C q2 + C q2)/(C + C ) . (5.4.5)
n n Y Y n y

< { i ( t ) - < i > H i ( t + T ) - < i >  = ( C n q 2 + C ^ q 2 ) ô ( t )  . (5.4.6)

This is the autocorrelation function of the idealized current, consisting 

of a sequence of delta-functions, as considered in section 3.1 of 

chapter III. For a more realistic detector the 6 (t ) in (5.4.6) has to be 

replaced by Ь(т)(эее section 5.2 ). The ratio of neutron and gamma con

tributions in the noise is seen to be

С q2 / С q2 . 
n n Y Y

The ratio in the average current is С q /С q . The former ratio will be
n n y Y

much larger than the latter, since

q2 / q^ »  q* / q^ , (5.4.7)

where the fact, that q2/q is of the order of q, has been used.

The favouring of neutron signal above gamma signal in the variance 

of ionization chamber current (i.e. autocorrelation function for t=0) 

has received much attention in recent years, as a means for extending
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the useful range of ionization chambers for the linear channels in 

power reactors. A so-called "Campbell-channel" (see e.g.ref.18 for a 

review) measures the variance of ionization chamber current, instead 

of the average. The name is derived from Campbell's theorem (ref.19), 

on which the theory can be based. This theorem states in our terminology 

that in a system where all neutrons and all gammas produce the same 

charge,

variance = (C q2 + С q2) b(0), (5.4.8)
n n Y Y

which, of course, also follows from (5.4.6). It is customary in the 

theory of the Campbell-channels to neglect the correlated reactor noise.

5.5. The choice of filter and sample rate

If one samples a continuous function x(t) at intervals T, then 

any frequency f in the original signal can no longer be distinguished 

from other frequencies |f ± n/2T| (n=l,2,3...). The same is true for a 

correlation function ф(т), where only the points ф(кТ) can be determined. 

This means that there is an ambiguity when one tries to find the fre

quency spectrum of this correlation function: all frequencies |f±n/2T| 

are indistinguishable from f (alias-errors, ref.14,20). This ambiguity 

is only resolved when one takes care that no frequencies above 1/2T 

(the Nyquist frequency) occur. Then the samples x(kT) contain all in

formation of the function x(t) (sampling theorem), and ф(кТ) contains 

the full spectrum information.

For avoiding the "aliasing", a filter is needed,cutting off all 

frequencies above 1/2T. A rather sharp cut-off is to be preferred. In 

case of correlation function measurements we have no alias errors in 

the points ф(кТ), but we have incertainty about the behaviour of ф(т) 

between these points. Therefore, we still need a cut-off filter, adapted 

to the sample rate, in order to be sure that a smooth function, passing 

through the points ф(кТ), indeed represents the "true" ф(т), Another 

reason for a filter is that we have assumed a smooth correlation function 

in the error calculations of chapter IV, section 2.1. (where in (2.1.4) 

a summation was replaced by an integration). The presence of frequencies 

above the Nyquist frequency should have increased the errors. So the

Seation 5.5.
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removal of high frequencies on one side removes the incertainty on the 

course of ф(т) between the points ф(кТ), on the other hand avoids un

necessarily large statistical errors.

The choice of a particular filter in case of correlation function 

analysis in fact means the choice of a resolution curve, since

(see (5.2.1)). The resolution curve b(x) should be a peak, concentrated 

in the interval -T<t <+T. This requirement has the same meaning as cutting 

off the high frequencies. The curve Ь(т) has been calculated for three 

different filters

Now choose the time constant a in such a way that half the area under 

b(x) falls in the interval ”2Ï<x<+5T, which is a very reasonable re

quirement for a resolution curve. This gives:

a = 0.721 T for the first order filter;

a = 0.436 T for the .second order filter;

a = 0.337 T for the third order filter.

Filters with these time constants have been plotted in fig.16.

It appears that the second order filter gives a much better resolution 

curve than the first order filter, but the improvement in going from 

second to third order is small. For the present experiments, therefore, 

a second order filter has been chosen. This filter is incorporated in 

the deviation amplifier (section 3.2.). It has nearly always (with very 

few exceptions) been chosen in such a way that a=¡T (approximating the 

above-mentioned 0.436T). For such a filter the frequency response has 

fallen by about 11 dB at the Nyquist frequency.

^experimental
(5.5.1)

H(w) = 1/ (l+to2a2)n (5.5.2)

with n=l,2 or 3. The corresponding b(x) (for x>0) are:

- first order filter : b(x) = j  e x^a ;

- second order filter: b(x) = (l+x/a)e T^a (see (3.2.6)); (5.5.3)

- third order filter : b(x) = -À—  (3+3x/a+(x/a)2}e T^a ,
1 OQ
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Once the relation 

between filter time 

constant and sample rate 

is fixed, the sample 

rate still must be 

chosen. This choice, of 

course, depends on the 

time scale of the phy

sical process. In most 

experiments the funda

mental mode prompt neu

tron decay is the domi

nant phenomenon. In or

der to see the exponen

tial of this decay in 

a reasonable way, a few 

measured points should 

be available per time 

constant l/a. We have usually chosen aT to be of the order of 0.1 to 0.2. 

This is a rather close sampling, closer than strictly necessary. It makes 

it possible to observe also some high frequency effects, that may be pre

sent (detector noise, higher modes). Where the higher mode is the primary 

goal of the experiment (in the coupling measurements with two-slab-LFR), 

the sample rate is chosen as high as possible (1000/s in this case).

No prewhitening or a similar thing (ref.14) has been applied. In 

fact - in terms of information theory - no attempt has been made to 

match the "source" (ionization chamber current fluctuations) with the 

"channel" (the digital chain described in section 3.3 ). The reason is 

that the statistics of the "source" is not exactly known, but this is 

the very thing to be investigated. It is not permitted to assume the 

statistics in advance, but it is the statistical model that is to be 

checked with experiments.Our emphasis is on the physics of the fluctuation 

process. For this reason the capacity of the "channel" has been chosen
• “ OtT

rather large with respect to what is primarily to be expected (e ).
• • “ CtT

Inversely, when the determination of e is the only goal of the measure

ments (like.for a reactivity meter, chapter VII, section 2.1.), then a 

large amount of optimization of the channel will be possible.

Section 5.5.

X

Fig.16. Time resolution curves for filters of

different orders.
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6. THE FINAL ANALYSIS

6.1. The interpretation of correlation functions

In chapter IV, section 2.1, it has been found, that the errors in 

two different points of the correlation function are not statistically 

independent. The correlation is rather strong in case of dominant prompt 

neutron decay (eq.(2.1.18) of chapter IV). This gives some difficulty in 

the interpretation of measured correlation functions. The behaviour of 

these curves is sometimes quite different from what is observed in many 

other physical experiments. If a certain point of the function is too 

high, there is a high probability that also neighbouring points are high. 

This phenomenon is illustrated qualitatively in fig.17, which shows some 

correlation functions, measured in the same conditions, for short time 

intervals. For simplicity, only consider the tails of the curves, which 

should be about zero, since a delayed neutron correction (section 5.1) 

has been applied. The tails, however, seem to behave like a waving flag.

Looking at only one of the curves, one is inclined to conclude to system

atic deviations from zero, or even to oscillatory behaviour. But as soon 

as a set of curves is considered, the situation becomes clear, and the 

average appears to behave quite regular.
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Another consequence is met when one rashly applies the method of 

least squares for fitting an exponential function to a piece of the 

measured correlation function. Such an analysis yields reasonable values 

for the parameters (like a), but an error calculation, performed in the 

usual way (e.g.ref.21), will give misleadingly low errors. What is the 

reason for this breakdown of least squares analysis?One may consider the 

least squares method to be an application of the method of maximum 

likelihood (chapter IV, section 3.5) for normally'distributed data. But 

the maximum likelihood principle only leads to the least squares method 

if the exponent in the Gaussian likelihood function contains a sum of 

squares of deviations »which means: if the measured points are uncorre

lated. This is not the case for points of our correlation function.

It is not an easy calculation to carry out a maximum likelihood ana

lysis, taking the correlation into account.

In many of our experiments we have renounced to use the least 

squares analysis, and we fitted the exponential functions graphically 

(using semilogarithmic graph paper) to the data. Sometimes we have used 

a simple least squares computer program. The parameter values, given by 

this program, then have been used, but not the error calculation.

It follows from this discussion, that it is of the utmost import

ance to know the statistical errors, in correlation functions as well 

as in parameters derived from them. Estimates for the errors have been 

obtained in the following way. A measurement is divided into series (see 

also section 4), and each series is analyzed separately, including ap

plication of corrections, and fitting of exponentials. Then the results 

are averaged over all series, yielding estimates for the correlation 

function as well as for the parameters, together with standard deviations. 

The number of series usually has been of the order of 10.

The correlation of the errors in the correlation function is due, 

of course, to the fact that different are derived from the same mea

surement x(t). The correlation is not present when ф, is measured point
K.

by point. This statistical dependence of the different points of the 

measured function is the main disadvantage of time domain analysis.

Power spectrum analysis is approximately free from it. The correlation 

likewise occurs in other types of noise analysis - like the Feynman- 

technique, delta-variance, or p-methods - as soon as all points of the 

curves are derived from the same measurement.

Section 6.1.
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6.2. Parameters derived from the noise

For measurements showing only fundamental mode decay, and corrected 

for delayed neutrons and finite measuring time, the exponential (outside 

a detector noise peak) gives the parameters a and Y (see (3.1.17) of 

chapter III). Now, approximately, according to (3.1.18) of chapter III,

X is known with sufficient accuracy for 235U (chapter I H , (2.1.16)). It is 

possible to make a reactor power calibration (determination of F). First 

assume f to be equal to 1. Then from Y the product of (ß-p) and A is ob

tained, the ratio being known from

So (ß-p) and A are obtained separately. For a critical reactor in this 

way ß is found (ref.2,22). This ß, however, is not very trustworthy: it 

is only reliable if the point reactor model is valid (f=l). A better ß 

is obtained when one estimates the space and energy factor f. This will 

be done (in a somewhat crude way) in chapter VI, section 1.4.

Where F is not available, things may be reversed. One assumes that one 

of the other parameters is known (usually a theoretical estimate of ß), 

and in that way finds F. The noise then gives a reactor power calibration 

(section 3.1. of chapter VI).

The equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) are not exact, but only first 

approximations. To estimate the effect of the approximations, we make a 

second order calculation. Then, according to (4.2.12) of chapter II,

Y xf
2(ß-p)AF * ( 6 . 2 . 1)

a = (ß-p)/A . ( 6 . 2 . 2 )

a (1+6/a) , (6.2.3)

with.

i
(6.2.4)

From (3.1.16) and (3.1.17) of chapter III

Y - T - A oT <so>- (6.2.5)
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E q .(4.2.11) in chapter II gives

( 6 . 2 . 6 )

and to the same order of approximation we find

(6.2.7)

Then

( 6. 2 . 8)

It follows from these results that we can take this (small) effect into 

account by multiplying the uncorrected (ß-p)/A and ($-p) by a factor 

(1-6/a), the A being correct to second order.

When a detector noise peak is present in an autocorrelation function, 

we can find Q/C from its area (section 5.2.). Since the average ionization 

chamber current

is known, we can determine the quantity

Some authors, measuring this quantity (ref.23,24), incorrectly identified 

it with q.

With the two-core experiments we have not tried to fit the sum of

functions. Instead, a* is estimated (series by series) by the area method, 

described in section 5.2. The values of a* and a may be used to obtain 

the coupling factor r). The formula to be used is

i = С q (6.2.9)

two exponentials(e as the second one) to the cross-correlation

q'-q
a
с

(ß-p1)/A-(ß-p0)/A
( 6 . 2 . 11)

В/А

with. ac = fundamental mode decay constant at critical. 

The equation easily follows from (5.2.7) of chapter II.
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Chapter VI 

E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S

1. LFR WITH ONE-SLAB CORE

1.1. Distribution of the samples

As a check on the quality of the measurements and the performance 

of the experimental equipment, the frequency distribution of the sample 

values is determined, and compared with a Gaussian distribution. Two 

examples are given here.

The first one (fig. 1) has been measured in December 1963, and 

contains 21,300 samples, analyzed by the EL-X1 computer. The experimen

tal distribution appears to be close to normal.

Fig. 1. Sample frequencies (histogram)л compared to a normal distribu

tion (curve) with equal' mean and variance. Ionization chamber 

position: TlSb(O). Reactor power: 0.5 W. Sample interval: 2 

ms. Total number of samples: 21,300. Computer: EL-X1.

Not in all cases a Gaussian distribution is to be expected. This 

is especially so for a measurement of a very long duration. During the 

measurement the average reactor flux may drift away (by temperature 

effects and the like) with amounts comparable to the standard deviation, 

thus causing a. flattened and sometimes skew distribution. Figure 2 (Sep

tember 1966) gives an example. The experimental distribution is compared 

to a Gaussian.one, calculated with the average of the variances, which 

have been determined for a smaller number of samples (20,900 in this case, 

one ninth of the total). The distributions for these 20,900 samples were 

found to be completely normal.
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F ig.2. Experimental frequencies (histogram)3 compared to a normal d is tr ibu 
tion , which i s  representative for a smaller number of samples.
Sample in terval: 1 ms. Number o f  samples: 18830Ù0. Computer: EL-X8.

At the same time the figures 1 and 2 are an illustration of the more 

detailed analysis and the larger number of samples that can be handled by 

the EL-X8 computer.

1.2. Autocorrelation functions for critical LFR

Some examples of experimental autocorrelation functions have already 

been given in the previous chapter. It will be sufficient to present here 

the final results of the measurements, as they have been analyzed according 

to the sections 4 and 5 of the previous chapter. These measurements have 

been published before in ref. 1.

Measurements have been made in the critical LFR, at power levels 

ranging from 0.02 to 10 W. The ionization chamber (PNI 1025, gas pressure 

75 cm Hg) has been located in 5 different positions, namely VC, T13b(0), 

T13b(50), T13b(100) and T13b(135) (see chapter V, section 2.1 ). All 

functions that will be given are the autocorrelation functions of the 

normalized current (i(t) - i}/i, where i denotes the average current over 

the time interval for which the correlation function is determined. The



functions have been corrected for delayed neutrons and finite measuring 

time, according to section 5.1 of chapter V. The measuring time of the 

individual measured series was 42.6 seconds (21,300 points), while a 

appears to be approximately 50 s-1. From fig. 12 of chapter V a correc

tion is found equal to 1.8% of the prompt contribution. This correction 

term has always been subtracted.

Average autocorrelation functions are shown in fig. 3. They are 

normalized to unity at т = 0 .  The figure is only included for illustra

tion. It gives the average of the same correlation functions used for 

obtaining the data of table I (see below).

It has not been used for the 

actual analysis, which has 

been made for small series 

of 21,300 points each. In 

figure 3, a semilogarithmic 

plot, the correlated and un

correlated components easily 

can be distinguished. The 

correlated components appear 

as straight lines with a 

slope independent of detector 

position. The uncorrelated 

components are peaks for т 

smaller than a few milliseconds, 

increasing in height with re

spect to the correlated noise 

component when the detector 

r(msecj is removed farther from the

Fig.3. Autocorrelation functions, for reactor core. This separation

critical LFR3 measured in dif- of the correlated and uncor-

ferent positions. related components can be made

without a detailed knowledge 

of the frequency response of the measuring channel. This seems to be an 

advantage of time domain analysis over frequency domain analysis of the 

reactor noise.
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From the slope of the exponential part, the value of the prompt 

neutron decay constant

a ifc &/Л (1.2.1)

can be found. Average values, obtained for a number of series of each 

of the different measurements, are given in table I.

Table I. Results of autocorrelation analysis in critical LFR.

Chapter VI

Detector position e/Q
a

(sec-1)
ß

(°/oo)
Л

(ysec)
<P/q
(c)

Number о 
series 

of 21300 
points ea

VC (1.79+0.08).10“3 50.7+0.9 6.91+0.11 136.5+1.9 (2.30+0.14).10-15 16

T13b (0) (4.17+0. 18). 10_1+ 51.5+1.9 7.13+0.13 139.5+4.1 (2.04+0.08).10“15 8

T13b.(50) (9.29+0.53).10"5 51.9+2.4 6.99+0.27 136.5+8.0 (2.17+0.09).10“15 8

T13b (100) (2.01+0.09).10"5 - - - (2.35+0.06).10-15 4

T13b (135) (6.93+0.38).10“6 - - - (2.44+0.10).10-15 4

Weighted average - 50.9+0.8 7.00+0.08 137.0+1.7 (2.26+0.05).10-15 32 to 4C

Relative error (%) - 1 .6 1. 1 1.2 2.2 -

The same including 
power calibration 50.9+0.8 7.00+0.29 137.0+5.7 (2.26+0.05).10-15 32 to 4C

error

Relative error (%) 1.6 4.1 4.2 2.2

From the height of the lineextrapolated back to т = 0 and taking 

the normalization into account, we find

Y  = 0-795 (1-ß)2 n  о оч
2ßAF ’

(see eq. (3.1.17-18), chapter III), where we neglect for the time being 

the space and energy correction factor f. The bandwidth correction fac

tor (section 5.2, chapter V, eq. (5.2.7)) for a = 1 ms, is:
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g ^ 1 + 2a2a2 = 1.005, (1.2.3)

which means a negligible correction. The value of Y, which is the 

variance of the correlated noise, is plotted as a function of reactor 

power in figure 4. It can be seen that this quantity is independent of 

position, and inversely proportional to the power or fission rate F, 

as it was expected. By using the value of F, as obtained from a reac

tor power calibration (ref.2), from

Y and a, f3 and Л can be found sepa

rately. They are given in table I.

Errors in ß and Л are given without 

and with the inaccuracy caused by 

the error in F (estimated to amount 

to 8%).

From the area S of the detec- 
a

tor noise peak above the exponential,

Q/C can be found according to eq.

Fig.4. Relative variance of cor- (5.2.5) of chapter V. The second term 

related noise component in this equation - a correction term

as a function of reactor for finite bandwidth - is only im-

power. portant for the measurements close to

the reactor core. By using at the same 

time the value of the fission rate F, the important quantity e/Q is 

found (see table I; errors in this quantity do not contain the effect of 

the error in F).From Q/C and the average ionization chamber current, the 

quantity q^/q is found (eq. (6.2.10), chapter V). This quantity (see 

table I) turns out to be independent of position and power level, as it 

should be, since it is a characteristic of the ionization chamber. The 

quantity is of the same order of magnitude as found by other authors 

(ref.3,4). Not too much value may be attached to a comparison, since it 

will depend largely on the construction of the ionization chamber.

A small error is made by identifying a with ß/Л. We will now esti

mate the magnitude of this error, for which equations have been derived 

in chapter V, eq. (6.2.3-8). From Keepin's data (see chapter II, (4.2.13)), 

one finds

Z3.X.
6 = - 4 - ^  = 0.435 s_1 (1 .2 .4 )
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Then ß/Л and 3 have to be reduced by a relative amount of

б/a = 0.85%. (1.2.5),

This correction falls within the limits of experimental error. Taking 

it into account, the final values for 3/Л, 3 and Л become

3/Л = 50.5 + 0.8 s-1;

3 = 6.94 + 0.29 %o ; (1.2.6)

Л = 137.0 + 5.7 ys .

It should be noted that in the values for 3 and Л the space and energy 

effect has been neglected: point reactor theory has been used for the 

interpretation.

The results of this section lead to the following conclusions:

- it is indeed possible to make an easy separation between the corre

lated and uncorrelated component in the autocorrelation function;

- the correlated component decays according to ехр(-ат), with a in

dependent of detector position;

- the relative variance of the correlated noise (Y) is 

independent of detector position,

inversely proportional to the reactor power;

- the area under the detector noise peak behaves in accordance with 

theory, and gives a value of <p/q, independent of detector position;

- summing up, all measurements can be described by the point or funda

mental mode theory, given in chapter III.

1.3. Diffusion calculations

Now some diffusion theoretical calculations will be presented, 

showing how the parameters, measured in the previous section, can be 

calculated. This calculation will be done for a very rough approxima

tion of the real LFR with one-slab loading. The fact is that this 

reactor is very difficult for reliable calculations, due to its com

plicated geometry: a curved fuel slab, a relatively thin core with 

thin water and graphite layers, different heights and widths of fuel, 

moderator and reflector. Therefore the calculations will be carried 

out for a strongly simplified geometry: the curved slab becomes a 

straight one, the three-dimensional neutron distribution will be assumed

Chapter VI
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to be computable by one-dimensional calculations. It is to be expected, 

therefore, that results, which strongly depend on the geometry (especial

ly on the reflector) - like generation time, and also the coupling factor 

in a two-slab core that will be calculated in section 2.3 - will not be

very reliable. Quantities mainly depending on the energy spectrum - like 

ße - will be better, provided a sufficient number of energy groups is 

used. The space- and energy-correction factor f (see section 1.4), which 

is completely determined by the core, will be reasonably good. In conclu

sion: the calculation to be presented is a calculation for demonstration, 

some results of which can be used with some caution for a comparison 

with experimental results.

We now define the geometry. Details on the reactor have been given 

in chapter V, section 2.1-2. We straighten the curved slab, and define 

three perpendicular coordinates: a vertical z-axis, a horizontal x-axis 

across the slab, and a.horizontal у-axis along the slab. In the x-direc- 

tion the reactor deviates most from a bare homogeneous core (for which 

all flux distributions are known to have a cosine shape). So this is 

the most important direction. The geometry then is as follows: a core 

is surrounded on both sides by graphite reflectors. All uranium, alumi

nium, water and graphite of the core has been distributed homogeneously 

over the core volume. Dimensions can be seen in fig. 5. The distribu

tions in the other directions are assumed to be: cos В у, and cos В z
yJ * z

in first approximation, so separable from the x-distribution. Leakage 

in the y- and z-direction is then taken into account in the x-calcula- 

tion by adding absorption terms DB2 , with:

D = diffusion constant;

B2= By2 + B^2 = total transverse buckling.

We start by assuming a B^2 and Bz2 as estimated from the experimentally 

measured thermal flux (ref.5) to be valid for all energies. Since the 

reflector has much larger dimensions than the core, a smaller B2 has 

to be taken there. Also this value is derived from experimental flux 

distributions in the graphite. After this first x-calculation, a 

у-calculation and a z-calculation are performed, using transverse 

bucklings from previous calculations as far as possible. A final x-cal

culation then uses calculated bucklings in the y- and z-direction for 

the core.. For the y- and z-calculations side reflectors are assumed, 

consisting of a mixture of water and graphite, and of water with some 

aluminium respectively.

Section 1.3.
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For the diffusion calculations neutron cross sections are needed. 

Two energy groups have been chosen for most of the calculations, a 

thermal and a fast one. The group cross sections have been obtained by 

standard computer codes for this purpose, viz. the code MICROFLUX 

(ref.6) for the thermal cross sections, and PEGGI - similar to MUFT IV 

(ref.7,8) - for the fast cross sections.

The multigroup diffusion equations - chapter II, eq. (1.1.2) - are 

solved by the finite difference approximation. The resulting matrix 

equations are solved by the computer code EDDI-3 on the EL-X8 computer. 

This code is an improved version of WANDA (ref.9). The fundamental X- 

mode (chapter II, eq. (2.1.23)) is determined for neutron density (or 

flux) as well as the adjoint eigenfunction. Since X is practically 

equal to one in all cases, this A,-mode is nearly identical with the 

fundamental w^-mode. Actually we need an w -mode for the calculation 

of generation time and effective delayed neutron fraction, but it has 

been discussed in chapter II, section 2.2, that a calculation with 

to^-modes is also expected to be fairly good.

Figure 5 gives the fluxes and adjoint fluxes, found in the final 

x-calculation. From this figure one may obtain some idea on the beha

viour of flux and adjoint in the real LFR.

Chapter VI

Fig. S. Neutron flux and adjoint flux distributions in one-dimensional 

two-group LFR-model. (N.B. Dots indicate flux and adjoint at 

meshpoints).
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The calculation has been used for the determination of the genera

tion time by two different means. The first method is a perturbation by 

a small amount of ^-absorption, according to eq. (2.3.7-8) of chapter

II. Only a perturbation in the thermal group needs to be applied (with 

an average also calculated by the MICROFLUX-code). The fast —  is not 

needed: neutrons spend a negligible portion of their lifes in the fast 

group. The result of this calculation (with e = 1 s-1) is

Л = 122.8 ys. (1.3.1)

For the second method the equation (2.1.16) of chapter II has been

calculated by numerical integration (trapezium rule). Here the average

— -value is needed for translating thermal flux into density; The result 
v
of the integration is

Л = 122.7 ys, (1.3.2)

in agreement with the above mentioned value. In these calculations only 

the effect of x-dependence has been taken into account. It is easy to 

see that у-dependence leads to a correction factor:

/ Ф+(у) Ф (y)dy
core+refl. 2 2_____  ,. о о \

./; Ф+ (У) Ф (y)dy
coré 2 2

(where ф and ф+ are thermal density and adjoint). A similar correction
■ 2 2

holds for the z-dependence. This factor, estimated for the calculation 

in the y-direction, is 1.046, the z-direction giving a correction fac

tor of 1.027. With this correction the generation time becomes:

Л = 131.8 us. (1.3.4)

The effective delayed neutron fraction 3 strongly depends on the 

details of the fast neutron spectrum. It is impossible to calculate it 

with only two energy groups. A ten-group diffusion calculation has been 

performed (by EDDI-3) for the x-direction, with 9 fast groups, for 

which cross sections have been computed by PEGGI. The group structure 

is given in table II.

Section 1.3.
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Table II. Energy group structure and fission spectra for the cal

culation of the effective delayed neutron fraction.

Chapter VI

group
number

energy range
prompt spectrum 

X

delayed spectrum

I  ßiXi/ß

1 10 - 2.86 MeV 0.226 0

2 2 .86 - 1.35 MeV 0.344 0.046

3 1.35 - 0.821 MeV 0.179 0. 127

4 821 - 381 keV 0.157 0.386

5 381 - 111 keV 0.078 0.363

6 111 - 5.53 keV 0.016 0.078

7 5530 - 47.8 eV 0. 0

8 47 .8 1.855 eV 0 0

9 1.855 - 0.625 eV 0 0

10 < 0.625 eV 0 0

This table also gives the values of the delayed neutron spectrum, 

summed over all delayed neutron groups, which has been derived from 

Batchelor's experimental data (ref.10) (in the same way as Keepin did 

for the 3e-calculation of fast assemblies (ref.11)). The effective 3 

has been found by the perturbation technique, where the production 

operator is perturbed by an amount l3.j_X.j_ (see eq. (2.3.9) in chapter 

II). The result is: 1

ße = 7 .381%o. (1.3.5)

Unlike generation time, this quantity is not influenced by the y- and 

z-dependence of flux and adjoint.

1.4. The spatial correction factor

In chapter III, section 2.3, eq. (2.3.13), a correction factor 

in the amplitude of the noise has been derived for the space and energy 

dependence. This formfactor is given by
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fф+ Рф /Рф
f = -----------  . (1.4.1)

{/Ф+РФ}2

.-У .
In a less compact form, writing the operators in full, and space (r) 

and energy dependence (indices i and j) explicitely, this becomes

I A t ( ? ) 2 Xj(v£f) (r) ф^г) dr I / (vZf) (r) V .  ф.(г) dr

f = i>j __________ ;_______ i _______________ i________ i__________________

{ 1 /ф (̂г) Xi(vEf) (r) v. ф.(r) dr }2
i.j J J i (1.4.2)

with

ф̂ = group density;

фТ = adjoint flux;

= group velocity.

In a two-group approximation this becomes

/ф*(r)2S(r)dr /S (r)dr
f =  — :---------------------- , (1.4.3)

{ ^ ( ? ) S ( ? ) d ? P

where ф+ is the fast adjoint, and the fission source S(r) is given by:
1

S(r) = |(vEf)jVj ф^(^). (1.4.4)

In case of separability of the space dependence, the formfactor con

sists of three factors f , f and f for each of the directions. From
x у z

the x-, y- and z-dependent calculations of the previous section they 

are found to be

f = 1.010, 
x
f = 1.051, 
У

f = 1.064, 
z

(1.4.5)

so

f =1.129. (1.4.6)

From the equation (3.1.18) of chapter III for Y, it follows that the 

3 and Л, found in the experiments of section 1.2 have to be multiplied 

by

/f = 1.063. (1.4.7)
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Then the experimental results become

Л = 145•6 + 6 . 1  us ;

ß = 7 . 3 8 + 0 . 3 1  %о.

It is expected that this calculation of the formfactor is fairly reliable. 

Of course, the model of the reactor has been very crude. But the correction 

amounts to only 6.3%, and therefore a very accurate calculation is not 

needed. Moreover, most of the correction comes from the directions, where 

the reflector plays the smallest role (the y- and z-directions) and where 

the calculation of the neutron distributions (nearly cosines) is most 

reliable.

The measured value of ß (1.4.9) agrees well with the calculated value

(1.3.5). This calculated value of ß is also expected to be not too bad, 

as argued before. The theoretical calculation is confirmed by the experi

ment .

Not too much value may be attached to the reasonable agreement of 

the measured value of Л (1.4,8) with the calculation (1.3.4).

1.5. Cross-correlation functions

The cross-correlation measurements have been carried out with the 

same equipment as used for section 1.2, except that two detectors have 

been used of the type given in the second line of table I in chapter V.

This detector is distinguished from the first one by a different value 

of the charge per neutron, viz.

q^/q = 0.97 x 10-15 C, (1.5.1)

as it has been derived from autocorrelation functions, in the same way 

as used in section 1.2. The chambers have been positioned in VC and in 

Dl. From autocorrelation functions the following efficiencies have been 

found :

(e/Q)..r = (1.34 + 0.04) 10~3,
(1.5.2)

(e/Q)D1 = (1 .99 + 0.05) 10~ц.

In the following, the detector in VC will be denoted by channel a, the 

ionization chamber in Dl by channel b.

Chapter VI
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The interesting aspect of the cross-correlation function is the 

disappearance öf the uncorrelated detector noise peak. This is illus

trated in fig. 6, where two autocorrelation functions and the cross

correlation function for positive and negative values of the corre

lation time are given. The autocorrelation functions have been nor

malized to unity at x = 0. The cross-correlation function has been 

divided by Ф̂аа(0) ^ b b ^ ^‘

Seotion 1.5.

Fig.6. Cross-correlation function of one-slab-core LFR noise,

■together with corresponding autocorrelation functions.

This measurement has been made with a sample' rate of 1000 per second, 

using a filter time constant of 0.5 ms, at a reactor power of about 

2.5 W. The measurement has been divided into 24 series of 9700 points. 

Each series has been analyzed separately. The average correlation 

functions are given in the figure. The average values of the para

meters a and Y, determined from ф , Ф, , , ф , (x > 0) and ф, (т > 0) 5
aa’ bb’ ab - ba -

ФаЬ(т 0), are given in table III.
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Table III. Reactor parameters of one-slab-core LFR, as determined from 

auto- and cross-correlation functions of the noise.

Chap ter VI

correlation
function

a(s 1) Y

Ф aa
51.0 + 2.0 (5.20 + 0. 10) X 10-6

^bb
53.6 + 3.3 (5.72 + 0. 18) X 10-6

ФаЪ
51.5 + 3.0 (5.58 + 0.12) X 10-6

Ф,
ba

52.8 + 2.6 (5.15 + 0.13) X 10-6

average
auto

51.7 + 1.7 (5.32 + 0.09) X 10-6

average
cross

52.! + 1.9 (5.36 + 0.09) X 10-6

The а-values for the four correlation functions are in very good agree

ment. The agreement for the values of Y is somewhat less, but the dif

ferences are still not significant. The last two lines of the table 

contain average values of the parameters for the auto- and the cross

correlation functions respectively, where the weighting (not quite 

correctly) has been taken as for independent measurements. These lines 

are given to show how nicely the cross-correlation functions yield the 

same results as the autocorrelation functions. The theory is thus con

firmed by the experiment.

The value of a for the south core is nearly the same as the value 

for the north core, determined in section 1.2. This is to be expected, 

since the compositions of the two cores are not too different.

For small values of т there appears to be some depression in the 

cross-correlation function, due to finite time resolution of the detec-, 

tion channels, as predicted in chapter V, section 5.2. There seems to 

be some assymmetry in the responses of the two channels, expressing 

itself as an asymmetry in the cross-correlation function, especially 

close to t = 0. There is no explanation for this asymmetry.



1.6. Subcritical autocorrelation functions

In ref.12 a set of autocorrelation functions, measured in the sub- 

critical LFR, has been presented. These results, however, did not have 

a very high quality, since the measurements were disturbed by a fairly 

large amount of hum, for which a correction had to be made. The experi

ment has been repeated, with a somewhat higher effective neutron source 

strength and with improved grounding of the electronic circuits. These 

results are presented here. They can not be compared directly with ref.

12, since a different reactor core composition had to be used.

When using a neutron generator as the neutron source, one has to 

be sure that the source is a purely random source without any correla

tion between the emitted neutrons. It is possible, in particular, that 

the source exhibits some hum. To check this, the neutron generator 

(operating in the direct current mode) was placed in a paraphine stack, 

together with a BF3~counter, which is connected to a multichannel time- 

analyzer. This analyzer, with 400 channels of 0.25 ms each, is running 

in phase with the mains frequency. Counts are collected during about 15 

minutes. If there is any hum present, a periodicity would be observed 

in the output of the time-analyzer. To show such a periodicity more 

clearly, also an autocorrelation function has been calculated for the 

time-analyzer output. Not any hum could be observed. Moreover, the 

variance of the numbers of counts was very close to the mean, showing 

that the statistics is close to Poisson statistics. It was possible to 

conclude that this test ensures that not any hum disturbance will be 

present in the reactor noise measurements, which is caused by the source.

The reactor configuration has been chosen in such a way that a 

fairly large reactivity range could be covered with one control plate.

A large Cd-plate (7" wide) has been used, and a core with a very small 

overreactivity, in such a way that the reactor is critical with the 

control plate nearly completely withdrawn.

Results of the subcritical measurements (with the neutron detector 

in VC) are given in table IV. Also the critical autocorrelation function 

measurement, as given in the previous section, is included. Hum correc

tion, according to section 5.3 of chapter V, was only needed in the most 

subcritical measurement, and even there the effect was small.

-1 89-

Section 1.6.
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Table IV. Results from autocorrelation functions for subcritical LFR.

Chapter VI

control 
plate 

pos iti on

a
(s“1) -P/ß

total 
measuring 
time (s)

96.6% 51.0 + 2.0 0 233

55 % 81.8 + 1.9 0.60 + 0.07 383

30 % 141 + 5 . 2 1.77 + 0.15 511

0 % 192 + 4.7 2.76 +'"'0.17 511

The average autocorrelation functions are shown in fig.7. The reactivity 

values are calculated according to

a-a
P  _  C  ,  , 4

with a = value of a at critical.
с

The subcritical reactivities,can be used to determine a calibration curve 

of a control element. Fig.8 shows the "calibration curve" from the pre

sent measurements. The figure is not intended, of course, as a real cali

bration curve, but it illustrates the possibility.
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Fig.7. Subcritical autocorrelation functions for LFR.

Fig.8. Control plate calibration by 

means of reactor noise.
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1.7. Low frequency reactor noise

It has been shown in chapter IV that it is not to be expected that 

information on delayed neutrons can be obtained from the noise. The de

layed neutron phenomena occur at very low frequency. It has been tried, 

nevertheless, to measure autocorrelation functions of the noise for 

very long delay time (several seconds). In a critical LFR (power: 0.5 W) 

with Northerh one-slab loading, and with an ionization chamber in VC, a 

measurement has been made with a sampling time interval of 64 ms, and a 

total measuring time of 74 minutes. This measurement has been divided 

into 7 series of 9900 points each, which have been analyzed separately 

by the program RACE. Results of four of these series will be shown here 

for illustrating the effects observed in this kind of measurement.

Chapter VI

The four autocorrelation functions are shown in fig. 9.

-------------------► Г  (SECONDS)

Fig.9. Autocorrelation functions of the measurement given in figure 10.

It is immediately clear that large deviations occur between these func

tions for nearly all т. The reason for the differences becomes clear 

when the measurement itself is considered. During the measurement the 

output of the deviation amplifier has been recorded on a stripchart re

corder at a low speed. High frequencies are not recorded, only an im

pression is obtained of the average behaviour. Fig.10 has been copied 

from the recording.
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SERIES 1 SERIES 2 SERES 3 SERIES I

ll

Fig.10. Current fluctuations at low frequency. (The two curves are a

Only a rough envelope of the noise is drawn. The program RACE calculates 

the autocorrelation function of fluctuations about a least squares straight 

line. These lines are shown in the figure for each of the four series. An 

autocorrelation function ought to go to zero, when т goes to infinity.

This appears to be only the case for a measurement which nicely fluctuates 

around this line (series 2). Where the line is not a good measure for the 

behaviour of the mean, large deviations occur (series 1). If one calculates 

the autocorrelation function of a "running" mean, estimated by hand (dot

ted line in series 1), one finds approximately the same function as the 

autocorrelation function for the whole measurement, for т > 0.25 s. This 

means that the autocorrelation function is nearly completely determined 

by irregular drift at very low frequencies. This very low frequency drift 

will be due to some extent to delayed neutrons, but it is certainly also 

caused by small temperature changes in the reactor. This low frequency 

drift makes it impossible to derive any quantitative information on de

layed neutron effects. It someone wants to make measurements like this, 

he will certainly need a reactor which is more stable than the usual 

practical reactors (with close temperature control, etc.).

It can not be concluded from this section that low frequency noise 

measurements in a reactor are not possible at all. This is only true for

lower and a higher envelope).
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the proper reactor noise, discussed in chapter III. It is certainly pos

sible - and it has been demonstrated several times - to measure power 

dynamic effects at low frequencies (see chapter VII).

1.8. Accuracy

The measurements, presented in the previous sections, have been 

divided into some series, which have been analyzed separately. In that 

way an estimate can be obtained of the accuracies of the correlation 

functions and the parameters derived. It is very useful Jto compare these 

experimental estimates of standard deviations with the theoretical values, 

as they have been derived in chapter IV. This comparison gives some indi

cation on the quality of the measurements and the efficiency of the ana

lysis.

First the accuracy of the correlation functions is considered. The 

variance in the autocorrelation function estimate for т = 0 is given by 

eq. (2.1.13) of chapter IV:

о +»
о2 = -  J B(u) $Q(u)du, (1.8.1)

0 “00

with

B(u) = autocorrelation function of b(u), which is the autocorre

lation function of the system’s impulse response function;

and

Фо(и) = фос(и) + ^oc(u) + ^  s(u)> (1-8.2)

according to eq. (2.1.11) of chapter IV. Here

Фос(и) = correlated component of the autocorrelation function of 

the noise;

Ф (u) = autocorrelation function of ф ; 
ос ос

Q = statistical factor of ionization chamber;

С = count rate.

This leads to three terms in (1.8.1), which will be denoted by I, II,

and III respectively. The first term dominates for high detector effi

ciency. It has been shown to be equal to
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(eq. (2.1.16) in chapter IV), where Tq = measuring time.

Delayed neutrons have been neglected in (1.8.3). Numerical calculations, 

using (2.1.15), chapter IV, for the circumstances of the present experi

ments, indicate that delayed neutron contributions increase (1.8.3) by 

about 19%. The equations (1.8.1-3) are for т = 0. For large т the variance 

will be half this value.

For the experiments, given in section 1.2, the theoretical standard 

deviations have been calculated. They are given, in proportion to ф(0), 

in table V. The o's are the standard deviations per series. The number 

of series (of 21,300 points each), measured under identical circumstan

ces, from which the accuracy has been calculated, is indicated. Also the 

ratio, between the three terms I, II and III is given. The second and 

third term are found by a simple numerical integration.

Table V. Comparison of experimental and theoretical standard deviations 

in autocorrelation functions for different detector positions.

Seation 1.8.

detector
position

number
o/tp(0) in % (per series, Tq=42 6 s) ratio of the three 

contributions of 
the variance 
I : II : III

of T ==0 x large
series

experiment calculated (ms) experiment calculated

VC 5 3.7 2.8 100 1.6

ОCM 1 : 0.11 : 0.01

T13b(0) 4 1.6 2.2 100 2.7 1 .5 1 : 0.49 : 0.17

T13b(50) 4 1.7 1 .3 1 00 1.6 1.1 1 : 2.0 : 2.7

T13b(100) 4 1.3 1.3 100

00о

0.9 1 :10

00

T 13b(135) 4 1.4 • 1 .4 60 1.3 1 .0 1 :29 : 535

For cross-correlation functions a relation similar to (1.8.1-2) 

holds, given in chapter IV, eq. (2.1.22). Errors calculated with this 

equation (and with (1.8.1-2) for the autocorrelation functions) are 

compared in table VI with experimental errors for the measurements 

of section 1.5. Here it is more appropriate to give the standard de

viations in proportion to Y. Again the errors per series are given. 

The standard deviations in the average correlation functions (there 

are 24 series) are nearly 5 times smaller.
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Table VI. Ratio of standard deviations and Y for cross-correlation 

experiment (24 series).

correlation 
function 
(t in ms)

o/Y (per series) in % ratio of the contributions 
to the variance 

I : II : IIIexperiment calculated

*aa <°> 9 6

1 : 0 .18 : 0.05^aa <20>
8

8
Фаа 11

*bb (0)
10 10

1 : 1.24 : 2.31Фьь (2°) 1 1
15

Фьь <4°) 12

ФаЬ ( -0 .5 ) 7 7

1 : 0.71 : 0.34

ФаЬ (19 .5 ) 10

10♦ab (39'5)
12

ФаЬ (-20 .5 ) 9

ФаЬ (-40.5) 11

The following conclusions follow from the tables V and VI:

- the accuracy of the experimental errors is poor (the number of series 

is small);

- the experimental standard deviations are in reasonable agreement with

theory. There is no indication of any systematic deviation;

- the equation (1.8.3) is a good approximation for detector efficiencies

close to 10-3 or larger (this follows from a comparison of the last 

column of table V and the second column of table I);

- a cross-correlation function has about the same accuracy as the corre

lated part of an autocorrelation function.

We now turn to a consideration of the errors in the most important 

parameter, the prompt neutron decay constant a. It has been proven in 

chapter IV, that it is not possible to find a standard deviation in a, 

smaller than

&  - ,/"2"" fv/Q+z + ^ 2
( J  . ~ I--7z— > ’

m m  0
(1.8.4)
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Seation 1.8.

where

Q = (g~p)2
Z 0.795 c/Q

(1.8.5)

This minimum standard deviation has been calculated for the measure

ments of sections 1.2, 1.5 and 1.6. In addition to (1.8.4) a delayed

neutron contribution to the error, equal to a factor /1+11.5/a (see

(3.3.14) of chapter IV) has been taken into account, which has been

assumed - without proof - to be independent of the uncorrelated noise

contribution. Results are given in table VII, where (a /a) . finally
a min

is compared with the experimental value of (o^/a).

Table VII. Comparison of experimental accuracy of a with optimum theore

tical accuracy.

;asure- 
îent 
.ven in 
iction:

detector
position

auto
or

cross
corre
lation

negative
reactivity

-p/3

a
(s"1)

e/Q Tq (s ) Q/Z
fv/Q+v/Q+Z'i 2 
1 Tg ' j (— ) • ̂a ' min 

%

(-)4 a ' exp 
%

VC auto 0 50.7 1 .79*10-3 682 0.0344 1.45 1.2 1 .8,

1.2 T13b(0) auto 0 51.5 4.17X10-4 341 0.148 2.12 2.5 3.7

T13b(50) auto 0 51.9 9.29*10-5 341 0.663 4.43 5.3 4.6

VC auto 0 51.0 1.34X10-3 233 0.0460 1 .53 2.2 3.9

1.5 D1 auto 0 53.6 1 .99xl0_1+ 233 0.310 2.90 4.2 6.1

VC+D1 cross 0 52.1 1.54xl0~3 233 0.0400 1 .49 2.1 3.6

VC auto 0.60 81 .8 1.34xio~3 383 0.118 1.96 1.7 2.3

1.6 VC auto 1.77 141 1.34xl0-3 511 0.353 3.44 1 .9 3.7

VC auto 2.76 192 1.34xl0-3 51 1 0.650 4.62 2.1 2.5

It can be concluded from this comparison, that the experimental errors 

are of the correct order of magnitude.. However, the experimental errors 

are systematically somewhat larger. Only in one case (third line) the 

error apparently has been underestimated. The efficiency of the present 

correlation function analysis seems to be quite reasonable. But it fol

lows from the comparison, that it must be possible to find a way of 

analysis, which reduces the statistical error of the present analysis by 

roughly 30%. The maximum likelihood method, suggested at the end of chap

ter IV. mieht be used to find such я somewhat improved analvsis.
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2. COUPLING MEASUREMENTS IN LFR WITH TWO-SLAB CORE

2.1. Experimental results

Experiments have been carried out for four different conditions of 

the reactor. For each condition a pair of measurements has been made, 

one with detectors in Dl and D2 (yielding a cross-correlation function 

ip ) and one with detectors in Dl and D4 (giving a cross-correlation3.3.
function Ф , ) .

ab
It is necessary to have estimates for the ratio R of the neutron

populations of core a (South) and core b (North). These are obtained

from the ratio of the currents, measured for the ionization chambers in

Dl and D4 with the Ф ,-measurement. However, the ratio of the sensiti-
ab

vities and the efficiencies with respect to the cores is not known for 

the two ionization chambers. This ratio can be found from a critical 

measurement. The positions D2 and D4 are exactly symmetric with respect 

to the cores, and the same detectors are used. Then

Chapter VI

4)2 / 1D4
(2.1.1)— /

i 4 ^aa '
^ 1

ФаЪ

By comparing this value with (i ,/in/) , the ratio of the efficiencies
. D1 ФаЬ

of the detectors Dl and D4 with respect to the cores is found. This 

ratio then can be used to determine also the values of R for subcritical 

measurements. The equation (2.1.1) cannot be used for subcritical measure

ments, where the neutron generator is in operation, since the position 

of this source is not symmetrical with respect to D2 and D4.

The characteristics of the four conditions of measurements are 

shown in table VIII.

Table VIII. Conditions for coupling measurements with two-slab core.

number

position 
control 
plate 
core a(%)

position 
control 
plate 

core b (%)

R

sampling
time

interval
(ms)

filter
time

constant
(ms)

measuring time 
(sec)

number
of

series

neutron 
gene
rator 

on / offФaa ФаЬ

la 73 73 0.935 1 0.5 306 392 15 off

lb 73 73 0.949 1 0.25 410 396 18 off

2 73 50 1 .039 1 0.5 210 162 10 on

3 55 73 0.807 1 0.5 154 182 8 on

4 55 50 0.896 1 0.5 393 416 19 on
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The values of R in the table clearly show the effect of "tilting": the 

neutron distribution becomes quite skew, when only a small reactivity 

perturbation is applied to one core only. Values of R are estimated to 

have an accuracy of about 1%.

An example of experimental cross-correlation functions (condition 

la) is shown in fig.11. The effect of coupling is visible in the differ

Section 2.1.

ence between the two functions for small values of т.

Fig.11. Cross-correlation functions of LFR with two-stab core3 showing 

the effect of coupling.

Series by series, the cross-correlation functions have been analyzed 

as follows. First of all the two measurements of ip and ip , have to be
SL cL clD

normalized to the same fission rate of the reactor: the calculations of 

chapter V, section 5.2, assume the same Y foT both measurements, and Y 

is inversely proportional to the fission rate F. This normalization is 

made by multiplying each correlation function with (i^j), which is pro

portional to F. Then exponential functions ехр(-а|т|) are fitted by a 

least squares calculation to the tails of the correlation functions 

(11 1 > 10 ms). From the amplitude of the exponentials for т < 0 the ratio 

K+/K_ is found. With this, the area S (see eq. (5.2.15) and fig. 14 of 

chapter V) is found. The amplitude A is the average amplitude of the ex

ponential functions for t  > 0. The bandwidth correction factor g+ is 

very close to unity in this case. So S/A is found. From R the correction 

functions f (R) and f (R) (chapter V, eq. (5.2.18-19)) are calculated,
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and then - with a preliminary estimate of a' - a final a' is found from

(5.2.17) of chapter V. Results of this analysis for the 5 experiments 

of table VIII are shown in the first three columns of table IX. It 

appears that a' can be obtained with a quite reasonable accuracy. Only 

in case of the most subcritical measurement the accuracy is bad. This 

is not caused by one or two irregular series, but all 19 series show 

large fluctuations in a', but much less in a.

Table IX. Determination of the prompt neutron decay constants for the 

fundamental and first higher modes, and resulting coupling 

factors.

Chapter VI

condition . 
number U

3

1 
P

1—
1 

V-
/

a'
(s'1)

п/Л
(s“1) n/ß

1 a 43.7 + 1.4 254 + 9 105 + 4.0 2.42 + 0.11

lb 44.8 + 1.1 247 + 9 101 + 4.3 2.25 + 0.07

2 49.0 + 1.4 275 + 10 113 + 4.8 2.54 + 0,12

3 56.9 + 3,9 259 + 11 99 + 4.0 2.23 + 0.10

4 69.8 + 3.6 350 + 45 139 +21 3.13 + 0.47

mean 104.3 + 2.1 2.35 + 0.05

2.2. Interpretation with the coupled core model

The control plate settings for the four different reactor conditions, 

given in table VIII, impose a relation between the four values of R, found 

for these conditions. Using eq. (5.2.7) of chapter II, it follows that

Pa ~ pb = n(R ~ lb ' (2.2.1)

Since p is the same for the conditions number 1 and 2, and for numbers 
a

3 and 4, being the same for 1 and 3, and for 2 and 4, it follows that

04 -  J - )  - (Ez - _L, - (кз - J . )  + (R[) - X )  .  0, (2.2.2)

where the indices refer to the numbers of the conditions of the measure

ments. By taking for R 1 the average value of la and lb, the quantity in
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(2.2.2) is found to be equal to

0.015 + 0.040,

which confirms the theory.

There is a possibility to find the coupling factor л from reac

tivity- or a-measurements, in combination with a determination of the 

tilting (R). This can be demonstrated for the а-values of table IX, 

and the R-values of table VIII. Eq. (5.2.7) of chapter II gives:

p - p = n/R, 
d

so (with p 1 = reactivity of condition 1, etc.):

(2.2.3)

(2.2.4)
e,
With

a = B-p (2.2.5)
Л

this becomes.

Similarly

a 2
( 2 . 2 . 6 )

(2.2.7)

From a relation for p^, in the same way,

( 2 . 2 . 8 )

(2.2.9)

From these relations п/Л can be found, and then by means of , = е/л 
(a at critical), also л/3. Experimental values lead to:

from 1 and 2 :  h/ß = 1.1 + 0.5

from 3 and 4 : n/ß = 2.3 + 1.0

from 1 and 3 :  л/3 = 2 . 1 + 0 . 7

from 2 and 4 : л/3 = 3.2 + 0.7

( 2 . 2 . 10)

Results are seen to be very inaccurate. Due to the large errors it can 

only be concluded, that the values are not incompatible with a coupling 

factor of approximately 2 $ (i.e. л/3 ^ 2).
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Much more accurate is the determination of the coupling factor by 

using the higher mode prompt neutron decay constant. Then, from

( 2 . 2 . 11)
С

(see eq. (6.2.11) of chapter V), and

a' - a = J- (R + i), (2.2.12)

п/Л and n/(3 can be determined. Results of this analysis are shown in 

the fourth and fifth column of table IX. Here a value of

a = 44.4 + 0.8 s-1 (2.2.13)
с -

has been used, which is the weighted mean of measurements la and lb.

It appears that a remarkably high accuracy in the coupling coefficient 

can be obtained by this method. The value is in agreement with the 

values (2.2.10), obtained by the simpler method, except perhaps the 

first one.

Final conclusions from this section are, that the theory of two 

coupled cores is confirmed by the experiment, and that the best value 

for the coupling coefficient is: (2.35 + 0.05) $, with a fundamental 

mode prompt neutron decay constant of 44.4 + 0.8 s-1.

2.3. Diffusion calculations

One-dimensional diffusion calculations have been carried out to 

compute n for a symmetrical system. This calculation is included again 

to demonstrate how a coupling factor can be found, rather than to pro

duce reliable results. Especially in this case, where n strongly de

pends on the properties of the rather poorly treated inner reflector 

between the two cores, not much confidence can be attached to its 

value.

The calculation will be made for the x-direction, where the re

gions have the same compositions as in section 1.3. The geometry is 

as follows:

Chapter VI
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distance
(cm)

region :

1

reflector core reflector core reflector

One way to calculate n is from eq. (2.4.15) of chapter II. This is 

a complicated way, since partial neutron densities (i.e. the neutron 

density of neutrons produced in core a or in core b) are needed. There 

is a much simpler method, namely from the eigenvalues of the fundamental 

and first higher mode. In this calculation the modal aspect of coupling 

is stressed. It follows from chapter II, eq. (5.2.6) or (5.2.7) that:

P0 - P.! = 2П •

Reactivity can be expressed in eigenvalues for X-modes, as:

(2.3.1)

So :
P = 1 - I '

о 1 1
2n = T  ~ T~ ' 

Л1 о

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

Now we have to calculate for only half of our syimietrical system. The 

fundamental eigenfunction is symmetric, and therefore can be found by 

taking a flat flux ( ^  = 0) in the center С as the boundary condition, 

the anti-symmetrical higher mode being found by a calculation with a 

boundary condition of zero flux in C.

The result of this calculation is as follows:

XQ = 1.01822 

X: = 0.98346

so

П = 0.01736.

If it is assumed that again ß = 0.007381 (see (1.3.5)), then

n/ß = 2.352.

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6)

The nice agreement between the measured and the calculated values of 

the coupling factor must be fortuitous to some extent, since the cal

culation may not be considered to be too reliable.
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NORA MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Critical reactor

Figure 12 shows autocorrelation functions, determined for the three 

different detectors A, В and С (see chapter V, fig.9). This figure is 

comparable with fig.3 for the LFR.

Fig.12. Autocorrelation functions for three detectors 

in the critical NORA-reactor.

The values of the prompt neutron decay constant a, derived from the 

autocorrelation functions are shown in table X.

Table X. Prompt neutron decay constants a, derived from 

auto- and cross-correlation functions of criti

cal NORA.

correlation detector а mean а
function position ( s— 1 ) (s-1)

С 201 + 3

auto В 205 + 4 203 + 2

A 213 + 6

С/В 205 + 3
cross 201 + 3

С/А 187 + 6
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Also cross-correlation functions have been determined for the three de

tectors. The table shows the а-values derived from these functions. In 

all cases a has been found from the slope of the correlation function, 

after correction for delayed neutrons and finite measuring time, in 

exactly the same way as it has been done for the LFR-noise in section 

1.2.
At the same time the value of Y has been determined for the three 

detectors, in order to find the fission rate F. It follows from eq.

(1.2.2) for Y, that the quantity of interest is Y /а. The values of this 

quantity are shown in table XI. The determination leads to a reactor 

power of 1.64 Watt. The setting of the reactor for this experiment 

was chosen in such a way, that the linear channel indicated a power of 

exactly 2 W, according to a previously made power calibration. This 

calibration, however, was made for a somewhat different core (248 fuel 

rods), so a direct comparison is not possible, unfortunately.

Table XI. Determination of reactor power for NORA.

Seation 3.2.

detector
position

Y /а (s)

С (1.25 + 0.03) X 10-7

В (1.19 + 0.05) X io-7

A (1.31 + 0.05) X 10-7

mean (1.25 + 0.02) X 10-7

theoretical 3 (ref. 11): 3==0.792%,

F = 5 О X о I—
«

0
 

СП
1

P = 1 64 W.

The reasonable agreement for the different values of a and Y/a 

in tables X and XI again confirms the theory.

3.2. Subcritical reactor

Measurements of auto- and cross-correlation functions have been

made for the detectors С and В (position B1 in fig.9 of chapter V),

at some waterheights for which also measurements have been done before

by W.Suwalski, using the power spectral density method. Results are

shown in table XII.
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Table XII. Measurements of a (in units of s-1) in subcritical NORA.

Chapter VI

waterheight 
below critical 

(cm)

autocorrelation cross
correlation 

detectors B/C

power spectral 
density 
(ref.13)detector С detector В

0 2 0 1 + 3 205 + 4 205+ 3 2 0 6 + 1 0

-0.6 229 + 4 215 + 5 211+ 7 238

-3 340 + 2 345 + 8 329+ 5 331

-5 472 + 6 423 + 15
368+11 for ijjçg 
434+13 for Фвс

388

When a becomes very large compared to the bandwidth of one of 

the detection channels, the uncorrelated detector noise peak in an 

autocorrelation function will start to overlap the correlated exponen

tial. Then the slope of the exponential becomes too steep, and the 

observed a is too large. In a cross-correlation function the depres

sion for small x, caused by the finite time resolution, spreads out 

over the whole function, producing a flatter exponential with a smal

ler a. The value of a for which this will be observed, depends on the 

bandwidth of the detection channel and the response time of the ioni

zation chamber. For the present experiments this phenomenon is observed 

for the measurement at a waterheight of -5 cm. For channel С clearly 

the bandwidth is too restricted. This is also shown in the correlation 

functions themselves, figure 13. Channel В apparantly behaves better:

here auto- and cross

correlation function 

yield the same value 

of a, viz. a £ 430 s"1, 

which can be considered 

to be the "best" value 

for a waterheight of -5 

cm. It is possible in 

principle to correct 

for this finite time re

solution by measuring 

the autocorrelation 

function of white noise 

(for example in a reactor 

very far from the core),for subcritical NORA (H - -5 cm).
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and applying a deconvolution calculation. The best way of deconvolution 

is by Fourier transformation, so by determining power spectral densi

ties. Here clearly the correlation function method has lost all of its 

attractiveness.

For Rossi-a-experiments with the same reactor core unexpected 

phenomena have been observed (ref.13). The amplitude of the correlated 

exponential (equal to CY) should be approximately inversely proportional 

to a, as long as e = C/F and Л are approximately constant (see eq.

(3.1.18) of chapter III for Y). This, however, was not the case. For a 

between 200 and 400 s-1 it was even found that with decreasing a, CY 

decreased rather than increased. The same amplitude has now been deter

mined for the autocorrelation functions of detector C. Here not CY is 

used (since С is not known), but the proportional quantity iY. This is 

plotted as a function of a in fig.14, together with a hyperbole. This 

figure should be compared to figure 9 of ref.13. The autocorrelation 

function appears to behave approximately in accordance with theory, in 

contrast with the Rossi-a-experiment. The explanation of the Rossi-a

result has been found later by Babala 

-11 (ref. 14), and the difficulty has been

completely cleared up: the trigger
—i . . .

counts are not arbitrary m  this type

of Rossi-a-experiment (type II in Baba- 

la's terminology). A type-I-experiment 

has arbitrary trigger counts, or every 

detected neutron is used as a trigger 

count. This last condition is true for 

c*(s-1) the determination of the aurocorrelation

Fig.14. Amplitude of the ex- function. So this is in fact an ideal

ponential in autocor- type-I-experiment, for which indeed iY 

relation functions of or CY must be inversely proportional to 

subcritical NORA-noise. a. That the points in fig.14 are not

exactly on a hyperbole, can be explained 

by the fact that Л and e = C/F are not exactly independent of subcriti- 

cality. Moreover a is highly overestimated in the most subcritical 

measurement.
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3.3. Comparison with other techniques

The most interesting aspect of these measurements is that a compa

rison can be made with the results of a variety of reactor kinetic 

techniques that have been applied with the same core in NORA: several 

noise techniques (Rossi-a, Feynman, power spectral density measurement, 

determination of interval distribution), the pulsed source technique, 

and oscillation of the reactor by means of a cadmium-modulator. Values 

of ac from these experiments are compared with the result of section

3.1. in table XIII. Apart from a significant difference between the 

pulsed source and correlation results (for somewhat different cores!), 

the agreement between the techniques is seen to be very satisfactory.

Table XIII. Comparison of admeasurements in NORA with core l/H^O.

Chapter VI

experimental
method

number of 
fuel rods

3/Л 
(s :)

reference

pulsed source 248 191 + 2 (15)

Rossi-a 272 198 + 5 (13)

Rossi-a 275 196 + 5 (13)

Feynman 275 214 (13)

interval
distribution

195 + 3̂ (16)

power spectral 
density

288
206 + 10 (13)

*)
I SAC ' 288 200 + 40 (13)

Cd-modulator 288 189 + 12 (13)

autocorrelation
function

288 203 + 2 1present

cross-correlation
function

288 201 + 3
experi
ment

special purpose analog computer for power spectrum 
calculation (ref.17).

The values of a in the subcritical measurements have been compared 

with the values obtained from power spectral densities in table XII. 

Here a large deviation is found in the most subcritical measurement: 

a = 430 s_1 for the correlation function, and 388 s-1 for the power 

spectrum. It seems, however, that the value obtained from the power 

spectral density is somewhat low, when compared with the results of 

Rossi-a measurements under similar conditions (ref.13).
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Chapter VII

C O N C L U S I O N S ,  A P P L I C A T I O N S

1. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1.1. Time-domain analysis

It has been shown in the present study and in many others, that 

reactor noise analysis gives a method for the determination of several 

parameters of a reactor, with interesting prospects. The work of this 

study is restricted to measurements with one or two ionization chambers 

in a reactor, which is at critical or slightly below. Most experiments 

have been carried out in the LFR, which is very suitable due to its 

flexibility in possibilities for composing core configurations and lo

cating neutron detectors.

The analysis in the time-domain by means of auto- and cross

correlation functions has been emphasized. Digital techniques have been 

used throughout, and worked satisfactorily. The method for computing 

the correlation functions was very efficient (and also suitable for on

line application of a computer).

The adaptation of bandwidth to sample rate, necessary in sampled 

systems, means in the time-domain that the time resolution has to be 

adapted to the sampling time interval.

The main advantage of correlation functions is that analysis is 

possible without a very detailed knowledge of the frequency response 

or the time resolution curve. Moreover, aliasing problems do not occur 

in the time-domain. Correlation functions can be considered to have a 

direct physical meaning. The advantages have been demonstrated for two 

cases.

- In autocorrelation functions a direct separation is found between the 

correlated and uncorrelated noise cömponents, and all parameters of 

interest can be determined directly. Hie uncorrelated noise has been 

shown to disappear in cross-correlation functions.

- The coupling factor for two weakly coupled reactor cores can be de

termined without knowing the time resolution by a specially devised 

cross-correlation experiment.

In both these cases the finite frequency or time response is only 

needed for correction factors. The advantages are lost in case of a 

too restricted bandwidth, or in case of disturbance by hum.
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A possible disadvantage of correlation function analysis in a 

critical reactor might be that in the simple theory such a correlation 

function diverges for all lags, when p-Ю. It has been shown, however, 

that the divergence disappears when treated somewhat more carefully, 

and that even critical correlation functions can be measured and inter

preted without difficulty.

Many other methods of reactor noise analysis are known. Results 

have been shown to agree with the correlation function technique (in 

NORA), and also with other kinetic experiments. The correlation function 

method is most closely related to the Rossi-а-technique for neutron 

counters: it is in fact a Rossi-a-experiment where all detected neutrons 

serve as trigger counts. In comparison with other techniques, the cor

relation function analysis appears to belong to the most accurate 

methods.

1.2. Reactor physical aspects

In general two properties can be determined from the correlation 

functions:

(a) the shape; this gives the same time constants, etc., that can be 

found in other kinetic experiments, where only average neutron den

sities are detected;

(b) the amplitude; this contains information on the statistics of the 

multiplication process, not directly obtainable from other kinetic 

experiments.

Both properties have been compared with theoretical expressions, derived 

for some models of the reactors used.

Many different theories on reactor noise exist. Their final re

sults for practical purposes usually agree. The extended theory accord

ing to De Hoffman, adopted here, works good, also for space dependent 

reactor models.

The experiments for simple reactor core configurations (one slab 

LFR, NORA) can be described with the simple point reactor theory. It 

has been shown, however, that the fundamental mode model gives the same 

result as the point model, except for a formfactor f. The theory has 

been confirmed by experiments for different detector positions and 

reactor power levels. Also for a small range of subcriticality, measure

ments have been carried out.

Chapter VIÏ
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Only prompt neutron effects can be measured accurately. Delayed 

neutron contributions only constitute a small correction. At low fre

quencies the low-power reactor noise hardly contains any useful in

formation due to drift.

Special attention has been given to space effects. It appears in 

a space dependent modal theory that reactor noise is less sensitive to 

higher mode effects,than the usual kinetic experiments.This may sometimes 

be considered an advantage (where higher modes are an unwanted distur

bance), or sometimes a disadvantage (when one is interested in the 

measurement of higher modes).

In one case the higher mode can be measured well, namely when the 

first higher mode is only slightly below critical. This is the case of 

weak coupling. Two coupled reactors may be treated in the modal as 

well as in the nodal way. Both theoretical treatments lead to the same 

result. The coupling factor can be determined accurately for weak 

coupling. The weaker the coupling, the better the measurement.

It is desirable that parameters measured in the experiments are 

also calculated theoretically. It appears that the Low Flux Reactor is 

not particularly suitable for these calculations, due to its compli

cated geometry. It was therefore necessary to restrict the calculations 

to a simple one-dimensional model of the reactor. The calculations are 

more a demonstration of the way to compute such parameters.Only the 

calculated value of the effective delayed neutron fraction 3 is judged 

to be reliable, the calculated generation time Л and coupling factor 

being less realistic. In all cases a very good agreement between cal

culated and measured parameters has been found. The experimental values 
в

of 3 and Л have been corrected for space dependence by calculation of 

the formfactor f.

1.3. Accuracy

The theory on errors has been based on the assumption that the 

noise is gaussian. The accuracy of the experimental correlation functions 

was found to agree with the theoretical accuracy.

It is possible to find lower bounds for the errors in the poles and 

zeros of a transfer function that can be determined from the noise. This 

is a general theory. When applied to reactor noise, it leads to the fol

lowing conclusions:

Section 1.3.
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- delayed neutron parameters cannot be determined accurately in a 

reasonable time;

- also a direct determination of reactivity is not accurate;

- the prompt neutron decay constant a can be found with good accuracy.

So reactivity should be determined from a. An expression has been found 

for the minimum error in a as a function of detector efficiency é. For 

e % 10”3 or larger, a of a light water reactor can be determined with

an accuracy of a few percent in a few minutes. So reactor noise analysis 

is certainly not a rough method for obtaining reactor parameters.

Experimental errors in a have been found to be only slightly larger 

than the theoretical lower bound. It is to be expected that the effi

ciency of the analysis may be improved somewhat, by working out the 

method of maximum likelihood.

For experiments with two,detectors in a simple reactor core (where 

uncorrelated noise can be made to disappear by cross-correlation) the 

following conclusion was obtained. If the bandwidth of detection channels 

is sufficiently large, the correlated noise is found with about the 

same accuracy both in a one-detector experiment and with two detectors. 

Also a will have the same accuracy. Only in case of restricted bandwidth 

the two-detector experiment may be better.

Not only the fundamental mode prompt neutron decay constant a, but 

also the higher mode decay constant a* (and the coupling factor) could 

be found with fairly high accuracy for two weakly coupled cores (two- 

slab LFR).

Chapter VII
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Section 2.1.

APPLICATIONS

2.1. Zero-power reactors

From a practical point of view the most attractive property of 

the noise analysis is that measurements can be carried out in a reactor 

under normal operating conditions. Therefore, several practical appli

cations have been suggested, which will now be discussed shortly.

A. Detemination_of_critical_grompt neutron decay constant

The quantity is an important integral parameter of a critical 

assembly, for which a strong reactor-physical interest exists (ref.l). 

The parameter is particularly sensitive to spectral effects (especially 

on the low energy side), and therefore an accurate determination gives 

a good check for theoretical calculations. It is an advantage of noise 

analysis that interference of higher modes is relatively weak with 

respect to other kinetic methods.

B. Life time measurements

If ß is known,, the prompt neutron generation time (or life time) 

can be found from a^. This parameter sometimes serves as a safety para

meter, and will be used as such in the fast-thermal coupled experiment 

in KRITO at Petten (ref.2). A broad range of life times can be measured: 

published values range from 80 ns (in a fast reactor, ref.3) to 1 ms 

(D20-reactor,ref.4).

C. Reactivity meter

The measurement of subcritical reactivity has been demonstrated

in chapter VI, section 1.6. It has been shown in section 3.3 of chapter

IV, that the measurement should be based on the determination of a, so\ 7

-  £  = c
a-a ̂

( 2 . 2 . 1)a
с

A practical reactivity meter has been built by Schultz (ref.5 and 6).

It is a drawback of this instrument that it does not eliminate the un

correlated detector noise. An improved reactivity meter, where this 

drawback has been obviated by the use of two detectors, has been proposed 

in ref.7. Ref.8 discusses the use of subcritical reactivity measurement.
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There are, of course, other ways of measuring reactivity, even on-line 

(Sastre, ref.9). The use of reactor noise seems to be most promising 

for measurement of shutdown reactivity. The Sastre reactivity meter 

(based on the solution of the kinetic equations, chapter II, eq.(3.1.1), 

with n(t) as input and p(t) as output) is suitable for operation of the 

reactor near the critical state.

D . The delayed neutron fraction

has been measured in ref.10 and 11, where point reactor theory 

has been used for the interpretation. It has been shown in chapter VI, 

section 1.4» that for proper interpretation a correction with the
0

formfactor f must be applied. The statistical way of measuring g is 

much easier than any other method.

E • Determination of reactor power

from the noise has been made in ref.12,13,14 and 15. This ap

plication has been illustrated in chapter VI, section 3.1, for the 

noise measurements in NORA. In principle also here a correction with 

the formfactor f should be applied, but this has never been done.

F • Delayed neu tron decay constants and fractions

have been shown to be not accurately measurable. It has been 

suggested sometimes to measure them, but it is not to be expected that 

this will ever be a practical application.

G . Coupling measurement

in case of weak spatial coupling can be performed nicely, as 

has been shown extensively in the present study (chapter VI, section 2).

A possible practical application for reactor operation may be the mo

nitoring of the possibility of spatial instabilities. Very recently 

two other studies on coupling measurements by means of reactor noise 

have been published (ref.16 and 17). Both of them use the frequency 

domain for the analysis.

The Campbell channel

for statistical discrimination between detected neutrons and 

photons has been mentioned in chapter V, section 5.4, and needs no 

further explanation here.

Chapter VII
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2.2. Power reactor noise

Up to now we have only considered the noise caused by fluctuations 

in the neutron multiplication process. A large number of reactor noise 

phenomena, however, does not belong to this class. A few remarks about 

that will be made in the following section.

In real reactors there may be other sources of noise (ref.18).

Most of them come in only at higher power level. Some noise sources are:

- fluctuations in coolant temperature (ref.19);

- non-uniform flow (concentration fluctuation);

- fuel concentration fluctuations in a suspension reactor (ref.20);

- water density fluctuations (boiling, radiolytic gas);

- random fuel motion;

- random control rod motion;

- pressure fluctuations.

The reactivity noise, resulting from these sources, is "filtered" 

by the transfer function of the reactor. At higher power levels this 

transfer function comprises also the influence of power feedback effects.

Reactor noise experiments have been carried out in several types 

of power reactors, e.g.:

- Boiling Water Reactors (a very noisy type, due to the boiling), 

ref.21-26;

- Pressurized Water Reactors, ref.27,28,29;

- Fast Reactors, e.g. ref.30,31.

The noise of a neutron detector can give some information on the 

primary origin of the noise. This leads to its practical application 

as a vibration detector, or as a boiling detector. In the latter ap

plication especially the detection of the beginning of nucleate boiling 

in a reactor, where the moderator is supposed not to boil, is of in

terest (ref.29,32,33). Frequency domain analysis is always used here. 

Boiling produces a peak in the power spectral density somewhere in the 

range of 3-20 Hz. The main difficulty here seems to be to distinguish 

this peak from the background of all other noise phenomena in a power 

reactor.

The power reactor noise can also give information on the transfer 

function, and may therefore be used for the determination of feedback 

effects (which may depend on temperature coefficient, void coefficient, 

pressure effect, poisoning, etc.). These effects are usually slow, and

Secti-on 2.2.
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can therefore be measured at very low frequencies. The transfer function 

between one fluctuating quantity in a reactor and another one can be 

measured by a cross-correlation analysis.

A slightly more general application for power reactors is the use 

of the noise for a stability monitor. In a zero-power reactor one mea

sures the real pole -a of the transfer function (see chapter II, section

4.2.). In more or less the same way one finds in power reactor noise 

the poles (now in general complex numbers) of the transfer function. The 

distance of the pole, nearest to the imaginary axis, to that axis deter

mines the degree of stability of the reactor: as soon as the real part 

of the pole becomes zero or positive, the system is unstable (ref.34). 

Time domain analysis is attractive here: the correlation function of a 

reactor, which is just below instability, shows a damped oscillation, 

with a damping determined by the real part of the pole. This damped 

oscillation will be seen, even when the mean reactor power is nicely 

constant. As soon'as the damping in the correlation function disappears, 

the reactor is unstable. Another approach to the use of noise for a 

stability study is ref.35, where .the divergence - of the mean square 

neutron density is taken as the instability critérium. Some examples 

of experimental studies on power reactor stability are ref.36 

(N.S.Savannah), 37 (ML-1) and 38 (Spert-IV).
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S U M M A R Y

In çha£ter_I the subject of reactor noise is introduced, and its 

relation to reactor physics is shown. The study of this thesis con

centrates on reactor noise measurements with neutron-sensitive ion

ization chambers, use of digital measuring techniques, and analysis 

by means of digital computers.

In chapter II the theory of reactor kinetics is presented, starting 

from a general transport theory, and specializing towards approximating 

models to be used in subsequent chapters for the interpretation of the 

measurements. These models are: the point reactor, the fundamental mode 

model, and a two-mode model, applied to the case of two weakly coupled 

reactor cores. The same case is also discussed from the "nodal" point 

of view, with an identical result.

Chapter III, on zero-power reactor noise, starts with a more-or- 

less complete review of existing theories. Using an approach, where the 

evolution of fission chains is followed in some detail, the theory is 

derived for the reactor models of the previous chapter and even for a 

general reactor, including all\sipace and energy dependence.. This chapter 

also gives a survey of existing methods for reactor noise analysis, with 

some extra elaboration on the correlation function method. A solution is 

given for the problem of the seeming divergence of the noise of a critical 

reactor.

Chapter IV gives calculations on the accuracy, using the fact that 

the noise is approximately Gaussian. Expected errors of correlation 

functions and power spectra are calculated. Using estimation theory, 

lower bounds are derived for the errors in some reactor parameters. 

Effects, connected with delayed neutrons, are shown to be not accurately 

measurable, but the prompt neutron effects can be determined with good 

accuracy. A lower bound is derived for the error in the prompt neutron 

decay constant, measured in the presence of uncorrelated detector-noise. 

The same bound is valid for the measurement of this parameter by means 

of two detectors.

Chapter V describes in much detail the experimental set-up: the 

reactors (Low Flux Reactor LFR at Petten, and NORA at Kjeller), the 

instrumentation and the computer programs. Several small effects to be 

considered are discussed, including delayed neutron and finite mea

suring time effects, finite bandwidth and sample rate, disturbance by 

hum and by gamma radiation.
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Cliapter VI gives the experimental results. There are three groups of 

experiments. Measurements with a one-slab core loading in the LFR at 

several different, conditions are found to confirm the predictions of the 

point reactor or fundamental mode model. In cross-correlation functions 

the detector-noise is seen to disappear. The effective delayed neutron 

fraction and the neutron generation time are determined, and corrected 

for space effects. Their values agree with results of one-dimensional 

diffusion-theoretical calculations. Accuracies are in agreement with 

predictions.

A second group of experiments has been carried out with a two-slab 

loading in the LFR. Here the coupling factor of the two cores is found 

with a good accuracy (2%). An area-method is used for the analysis, for 

which the knowledge of the frequency response of the measuring channels 

is not needed.

Of the third group of experiments - in NORA - the main aim is a 

comparison of the correlation function technique with many other tech

niques employed with NORA. Generally a good agreement is found. The 

correlation function method turns out to be one of the most accurate.

Chapter VII finally summarizes the conclusions, obtained in pre

vious chapters. Conclusions are drawn with regard to time-domain analysis, 

the checking of several reactor models, and the accuracy attainable.

The chapter ends with a short discussion on practical applications of 

the noise, in zero-power assemblies as well as in power reactors.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G

In hoofdstuk I wordt het onderwerp reactorruis ingeleid, en de ver- 

houding ervan tot de reactorfysica wordt aangegeven. De Studie van dit 

proefschrift concentreert zieh op metingen van reactorruis met voor neu- 

tronen gevoelige ionisatiekamers, het gebruik van digitale meettechnieken 

en analyse door middel van digitale computers.

In hoofdstuk II wordt de theorie van de reactorkinetica gegeven, 

uitgaande van een algemene transporttheorie en toegespitst op benaderende 

modellen, die in latere hoofdstukken gebruikt zullen worden voor de in- 

terpretatie van de metingen. Deze modellen zijn: de puntreactor, het 

grond-harmonische model, en een model met twee harmonischen, toegepast 

op twee zwak gekoppelde reactorkernen. Dit geval wordt ook besproken 

vanuit het "nodale" gezichtspunt, met gelijkluidend resultaat.

Hoofdstuk_III, over de ruis van een reactor bij laag vermögen, be-
i

gint met een min of meer volledig overzicht van bestaande theorieën.

Met behulp van een aanpak, waarbij de ontwikkeling van splijtingsketens 

omstandig gevolgd wordt, wordt de theorie afgeleid voor de reactormodellen 

van het voorgaande hoofdstuk en zelfs voor een algemene reactor met al 

zijn plaats- en energie-afhankelijkheid. Het hoofdstuk geeft ook een over

zicht van bestaande methoden van reactorruis-analyse, waarbij vooral de 

methode van de correlatiefunctie wordt uitgewerkt. Er wordt een oplossing 

gegeven voor het probleem van de schijnbare divergentie van de ruis van 

een kritische reactor.

Hoofdstuk IV geeft berekeningen over de nauwkeurigheid, die gebruik 

maken van het bij benadering Gaussiaans zijn van de ruis. Verwachte fou

ten van correlatiefuncties en Vermögensspectra worden berekend. Met be

hulp van schattingstheorie worden ondergrenzen afgeleid voor de fouten 

in enkele reactorparameters. Er wordt aangetoond, dat met nakomende neu- 

tronen verbonden effecten niet nauwkeurig meetbaar zijn, maar dat ef- 

fecten van de prompte neutronen met goede precisie te bepalen zijn. Er 

wordt een ondergrens afgeleid voor de fout in de vervalconstante van 

prompte neutronen, gemeten in aanwezigheid van ongecorreleerde detector- 

ruis. Dezelfde grens is geldig voor de meting van deze parameter met twee 

detectoren.
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Hoofdstuk V beschrijft gedetailleerd de experimented opstelling: 

de reactoren (Lage Flux Reactor LFR te Petten, NORA te Kjeller), de 

instrumentatie en de programma's voor de computers. Verscheidene kleine 

effecten, die men moet beschouwen, worden besproken, zoals effecten van 

nakomende neutronen en eindige meettijd, eindige bandbreedte en bemon- 

steringssnelheid, storing door brom en door gamma-straling.

Hoofdstuk VI geeft de experimentele resultaten. Er zijn drie groe- 

pen van experimenten. Metingen met een éénplakskern in de LFR onder ver- 

schillende omstandigheden blijken de voorspellingen van het puntreactor- 

, model of grond-harmonische model te bevestigen. In kruis-correlatie- 

functies ziet men de detectorruis verdwijnen. De effectieve fractie na

komende neutronen en de generatietijd van de neutronen worden bepaald 

en gecorrigeerd voor ruimtelijke effecten. Hun waarden komen overeen met 

resultaten van ëëndimensionale diffusietheoretische berekeningen. De 

nauwkeurigheden stemmen overeen met de voorspellingen.

Een tweede groep experimenten is uitgevoerd met een tweeplakskern 

in de LFR. De koppelingsfactor is hier gevonden met een goede nauwkeu- 

righeid (2%). Er is voor de analyse gebruik gemaakt van een oppervlakte- 

metüode, waarvoor kennis van de frequentie-responsie van de meetkanalen 

niet nodig is.

In de derde groep experimenten - in NORA - is het hoofddoel een 

vergelijking van de techniek van correlatiefuncties met vele andere 

techniekén, die met NORA gebuikt zijn. In het algemeen wordt een goede 

overeenstemming gevonden. De methode van de correlatiefuncties blijkt 

Sen van de nauwkeurigste te zijn.

Tenslotte geeft hoofdstuk VII een samenvatting van de conclusies, 

verkregen in voorgaande hoofdstukken. Er worden conclusies getrokken 

ten aanzien van analyse in het tijddomein, het controleren van ver

scheidene reactormodellen en de nauwkeurigheid die te bereiken is.

Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een korte bespreking van praktische toe- 

passingen van de ruis, zowel in opstellingen voor laag vermögen als in 

vermogensreactoren.
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